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Abstract
In this thesis a method for the enumeration of generators of modules

over ordered Euclidean domains is presented. This method is based on the
ideas of the coset enumeration algorithm for subgroups of finitely presented
groups. The coset enumeration algorithm has first been described by J. Todd
and H. Coxeter in [43] as a method for hand calculation.

G. Labonte [18] and S. Linton [25] independently developed a linear ver¬
sion of the coset enumeration algorithm, the so-called vector enumeration
algorithm. There a finitely presented module JA over a finitely presented
fc-algebra is required, where k denotes a field. The vector enumeration pro¬

cedure computes a basis B of JA considered as module over k, together with
a matrix representation that describes the action of the algebra generators
on the elements of the basis B.

We shall present a generalisation of the vector enumeration procedure.
This procedure is called the module generator enumeration procedure or,

abbreviated, the MGE-procedure. We extend here to the case where we are

not given a field k but a Euclidean domain instead. This case is more com¬

plicated since the elements of a domain that is not a field do not necessarily
have inverses. Moreover, a module over a domain does not generally have
a basis: such a module can have torsion. As a consequence of this, the
MGE-procedure must possibly handle exceedingly large numbers, but also
vectors of large size.

In this thesis we present a result for certain submodules of modules which
are part of the input of the MGE-procedure. This result corresponds to a

theorem by O. Schreier [40] on presentations of subgroups of finite index
of finitely presented groups. We shall prove that for a submodule M of a
finitely generated and free module in a certain situation a finite generating
set exists. This result will be applied to modules that are connected to the
input of the MGE-procedure in order to prove termination of the MGE-
procedure.

Moreover, we link subroutines of the MGE-procedure to concepts of
Grobner bases and prefix Grobner bases of modules over Euclidean domains.



These connections shall be used in order to show correctness and termination

of the procedure.
We also demonstrate how a finite set of generators for a submodule J\f,

that satisfies the preconditions of the equivalent of the Schreier-Theorem,
can be extracted from the output when the MGE-procedure has terminated.
We construct relations on these generators which yields a presentation ofM
in terms of the generators given. This construction forms a linear analogue
of the modified Todd-Coxeter procedure as it has been described in [2] or
[41]-

The MGE-procedure as well as the extended version for the construction
of a submodule presentation have been implemented in GAP [15] as part of
this thesis. We will give an outline of the strategy of the MGE-procedure as

it has been implemented and we give a description of the main subroutines in
pseudo-code. We discuss results and runtimes of some examples of the MGE-
procedure and we give a conclusion and an outlook of the MGE-procedure
as it has been implemented in GAP.
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Chapter 0

Introduction

In this thesis we shall describe a method for enumerating the generators
of modules over ordered Euclidean domains. It is based on the ideas of the

coset enumeration algorithm for subgroups of finitely presented groups. The
coset enumeration algorithm was first described by J. Todd and H. Coxeter
in [43] as a method for hand calculation; it is also known as the Todd-
Coxeter Algorithm. Since it was first introduced, different approaches and
methods of complete automation of the Todd-Coxeter algorithm have been
developed; further descriptions, amongst many other places, can be found
in [16, 32, 41].

G. Labonte [18] and S. Linton [25] independently developed a linear
version of the coset enumeration algorithm, the so-called vector enumeration
algorithm; here we suppose that we are given a finitely presented module
M. over a finitely presented k-algebra where k denotes a field. The vector
enumeration procedure computes a basis of M. considered as module over k,
together with a matrix representation describing the action of the algebra
generators on the basis of M. Another approach working with left Kan
extensions in category theory has been developed by S. Carmody et. al. in
[10].

We shall present a generalisation of the vector enumeration procedure
on the basis of the vector enumeration algorithm as it was developed by
S. Linton. We extend to the case where we are not given a field k but
instead a Euclidean domain that allows a total ordering of its elements.

ii



CHAPTER 0. INTRODUCTION iii

We call this procedure the module generator enumeration procedure which
is abbreviated by "MGE-procedure". Such an algorithm is applicable in
the setting of representation theory (compare for instance J. Miiller, [31]);
another application is also the computation of polycyclic quotients of finitely
presented groups as has been pointed out by C. Leedham-Green in [21].
Recent work by B. Eick, A. Niemeyer and O. Panaia on the computation of
polycyclic presentations using vector enumeration methods can be found in
[13].

Additional Conventions

In the following we will generally denote the Euclidean domain by S, the
finitely presented algebra by P. We assume that P is the quotient algebra
of a free and finitely generated algebra A by a two-sided ideal generated
by a finite set of relations R c A. In the course of the MGE-procedure
we aim to construct, for a given finitely presented P-module Ad, a finitely
generated S-module 0 that is P-module isomorphic to A4. The elements of
the domain S are not necessarily invertible, so it is possible that © contains
torsion-elements; these are elements v £ 0, v ^ 0, such that there exists
A G S, where A ^ O5, with A • v = 0. An index of notation can be found on

p. 179.

0.1 Overview

Chapter 1

In the course of the procedure we consider A4 mainly as A-module (we show
in Lemma 1.1.5 that a P-module is an A-module as well). If we suppose

that Ad is generated by n elements then there exists a free, n-generated
A-module T of which Ad is a quotient-module. However, the finite number
of algebra-relations R of the algebra P gives rise to an infinite number of
module-relations for Ad as an A-module. We call this infinite set Rels, and
Ad can be written as the quotient-module

M = T/M

\
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where Af is the A-submodule of T generated by the set Rels C T.
As in the Todd-Coxeter procedure we aim to obtain information about

the A-module we wish to construct by investigating the relations of M. This
can also be interpreted as a step-by-step construction of a generating set of
the module Af. In order for this to terminate it is however necessary that Af
is finitely generated.

In the case of groups, O. Schreier [40] showed that subgroups of finite
index of finitely generated groups must be finitely generated themselves. For
a detailed discussion of this see for instance [40, 41]. We translate this result
into the setting of modules over a principal ideal domain S and a finitely
generated A-algebra, respectively, which leads to the following theorem:
Theorem 1.2.1 Let A = (A) be a free algebra over a principal ideal domain
S. We assume that A is generated by the finitely generated free monoid X*
and we let P be a finitely presented quotient-algebra of A. Moreover, let T
be a free module over A, generated by a finite set Y with a submodule Af and
let A4 be a P-module such that Ai = J-/Af. IfNi is P-module isomorphic
to a finitely generated S-module, then Af has a finite set of generators as an

A-module.

In the proof of the theorem we describe a finite generating set of Af.
These generators correspond to the Schreier-generators of subgroups of finite
index of finitely presented groups but here the situation is more complex.
We distinguish between three different types of generators: those caused
by the action of the algebra generators x e X; those caused by torsion
in the finitely generated A-module and those which are caused by A-linear
dependencies among the A-module generators y &Y oi A4.

Chapter 2

In this chapter we shall give an outline of the motivation for the MGE-
procedure. Since we aim to extract information about an A-module gener¬

ating set of A4 from a finite subset of the set of relations Rels, the existence
of a finite generating set for Af = (Rels)a is a prerequisite for the termina¬
tion of the MGE-procedure. When we investigate r 6 Rels then we know
that r naturally lies in Af; every proper prefix of r, an element of the form
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y.w £ IF, is however possibly contained in a congruence class of T modulo
M different from the class of elements of AI. Such congruence classes are of
special interest to us as they possibly correspond to elements contained in
the S-module generating set of ©.

Whenever a relation £ Rels\{r^,..., r*(t_1)} has been investigated
and the information we gained from has been processed we can interpret
this as forming an A-module AC(a ,

•A/(0 = jV(t-i) + (r^A,
to gradually approximate the A-module AI and therefore a set of S'-module
generators for Ad = F/Af as well.

The result of Theorem 1.2.1 gives the justification for the MGE-procedure
as it ensures, in the case that Ad is P-module isomorphic to a P-module ©
that has a finite generating set as S-module, that any ascending sequence

of A-modules

A/(o) C A/"(1) C • • • A/"(,) • • • C Af{v) = Af,
where A/p.) = A/(t_i) + {r^A for a relation r(t) 6 Rels\{r^),..., ?>_!)},
terminates.

We aim to formalise the process of enumerating the S'-module gener¬

ating set of Ad. For bookkeeping reasons we first define a set of alpha¬
bets P(o)> • ■ •,B^,..., .£?(„) where a set B^ = {6i,..., denotes an
S'-module generating set for a certain S-module. For all 0 < l < v the set

is a finite ordered set with elements that are taken from an infinite pool
of elements B in bijection to N.

The set P(0) can be understood as a first approximation of the generating
set for the S-module © = Ad, but normally many further adjustments must
take place. The examination of a relation £ Rels might make it necessary
to add further elements to the set of S-module generators, namely whenever
a prefix of r(t) has been found which is not contained in the S-linear span
of any previously investigated prefixes. We will assign b' £ B\B^_i to this
prefix. Moreover we might discover that an element b £ B(L) is contained
in the S-linear span of other b^,... 6j( £ B^ which would imply that b is
redundant as a further S-module generator. In this case we shall remove b
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from the set of possible S-module generators and we also say that b has been
deleted. We distinguish between the subset c Bp) of deleted S-module
generators and the subset of undeleted S'-module generatorsB.

Extending the S-module generating set Bp) by a further element b' €
B\Bpj is called a definition step. As different generating sets Bio can ac¬
company a relation rp+1) we distinguish between these which gives sets
Bp)0, Bpp,..., Bp) . If we are given an S-module generating set Bp^. we
then set

1 := u {bm}
where bm corresponds to the prefix which has been found last and where we

ensure that bm > max{b E -Bp) }•
We form the free S-module Ep) := (B^X*)s and an S-submodule App.

which is generated by elements b.x — b' induced by definition steps in the
following way. Suppose that b = p(y.w) but p(y.wx) 0 (B). We make the
definition b' p(y.wx). Then b' and b.x both correspond to the element
y.wx, although in different stages, such a stage is specified by the index
"(i)jof the computation. Then we define App as that S-module which is
generated by the elements of the form b.x—b'. It follows from the construction
of App that T = E/(A)^ for all (i)j, where (A)a denotes the A-closure of
A. We aim to construct S-modules Ep), Ap) and Tp) such that the following
diagram commutes:

jr tOU MM M

7(0

£p)/(Ap))a ©
a'f s(0

AoX aW

Ew/T«
and eventually we wish to obtain modules E(„) and Ypp accompanying the
A-module N(u) = M such that ©(„) := Epp/Tpp is isomorphic to © = M.s
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by a P-module isomorphism a^.
Since we aim to keep the number of 5-module generators for as small

as possible, an important part of the procedure is the active search for those
generators which are redundant as they are contained in the ^-linear span of
generators with smaller indices. We aim to obtain such linear dependencies
by mapping r I *- vr E (B) for r 6 Rels. As r e Af it follows that a' (iy)
must be zero in 0, so we can deduce that a\HT{yr)) = a'(RED(vr)) must
hold for the head term HT(vr) and the reduct of vT which is defined as

RED(vr) := HT(vr) — vr. We will call such an element vr a coincidence.
Let vr = \'bi- If the head coefficient Xm is a unit of S we say that

vr is an applicable coincidence. We can deduce that brn ~ A"1 • RED(vr)
and it follows that bm is redundant as 5-module generator for 0 and can be
deleted. In order to conclude that a generator bm is S'-linear dependent to
other generators it is however essential that the head coefficient Am is a unit
of S which is not necessarily the case if S is not a field. It follows that we
might encounter coincidences which we cannot process in the described way.

In this case we say that such a coincidence is an inapplicable coincidence
and it is stored in a separate list with elements which are ordered by their
head monomials. This fist is called the torsion sequence and denoted by L.

The S'-modules Y(t), which we introduced above satisfying E^/Y^) =
A4, are defined as the A-module closure of that 5-module that is generated
by the elements induced by the definition steps together with elements in
E induced by coincidences. To be precise, let tt : E E/(Ap))^; we
set K C E to be the set such that for all k € K we have 7r(/c) = c where
c is a coincidence which has been found up to that stage of the MGE-
procedure. Moreover we denote by H the generating set of A. We then
define Y = (H,K)a, and we denote the product on E/Y by the generators
x € X by (b + Y) * x.

In Chapter 2 we also give a description of the tools which are used to
formalise the process of processing the relations and thus enumerating the S-
module generators. The action of the generators x G X of the algebra A on

the <S-module generators b € Bu is presented by the entries of a multiplica¬
tion table T(t) : this table corresponds to the table used in the Todd-Coxeter
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Enumeration. The table Tm takes into account possibly found coincidences
up to the stage (t) and the rows of T(t) are in a one-one relation to the ele¬
ments of . Furthermore, coincidences that have been detected but which
could not be processed immediately are stored in the coincidence stack Cp;
coincidences that have already been processed but which have been found
to be inapplicable are stored in the torsion sequence . We define as

the free S'-module that is generated by I E Lto. We will show in Chapter 5
that

©(„) =P (B^)S/(AH)A.
when the MGE-procedure terminates.

Chapter 3

We introduce Grobner bases for free 5-modules and the respective A-module
closures. B. Reinert et. al. [36, 37] have studied interpretations of the
Todd-Coxeter procedure in terms of prefix Grobner bases. We will use the
terminology of Grobner basis theory such as ordering and reduction in order
to describe and interpret certain processes of the MGE-procedure. Moreover,
in subsequent chapters properties of certain kinds of Grobner bases will be
used to prove correctness and termination of the MGE-procedure.

We assume that S is an ordered Euclidean domain. We describe the

concept of ordering and reduction for the elements of finitely generated and
free ^-modules S and the respective A-module closures T. In the latter case
we will order elements v 6 T by the maximal length of words w E X* of
summands y.w of v; we call this ordering by weight and we denote that vi
is greater than by

V\ >-wei v2 for vi,v2 E E.

We describe critical pairs. These are a phenomenon caused if the reduction
by a set of elements does not lead to a canonical irreducible (or minimal)
element. B. Buchberger described in [6, 7] the effect of critical pairs on
reduction and the close connection to Grobner bases. His computational
approach includes the so-called s-polynomial which is defined in order to
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detect critical pairs. We shall apply terms such as the s-polynomial or a

Grobner basis to the setting of free S-modules and we shall describe certain
properties of such S-module Grobner bases. In particular if we are given a

submodule E of the free S-module E such that E is generated by a finite S-
module Grobner basis then we can show that reduction of an element v G E

by H leads to the minimal element v = 0 (Corollary 3.1.14, p. 59).
We then present in Theorem 3.1.17 Buchberger's Theorem in the case of

finitely generated submodules of free S-modules. In Theorem 3.1.21 (p. 65)
we show that there exists a finite S-module Grobner basis for a given finitely
generated S-module from which we can moreover construct an .S'-module
Grobner basis containing elements that are in minimal form with respect to
each other.

In Section 3.2 we introduce prefix-reduction on free A-modules and pre¬

fix Grobner bases. Detailed descriptions of prefix Grobner bases for ideals
of monoid and group rings can be found for instance in [35], We shall dis¬
cuss connections between prefix-reduction and prefix Grobner-bases which
provide similar results to the case of S-modules. Next we introduce the
concept of prefix-closure (Definition 3.2.16, p. 77): if we are given elements
vi,V2 G E and w G X* such that HM(y\).w = HM{y2) we then denote the
element v\.w as the prefix-closure of v\ and i»2 and we say that a set H is
prefix-closed if the prefix-closure for every such pair is already contained in
H.

We show in Lemma 3.2.17 that the process of prefix-closing a finite set
He E is finite, leading to a finite prefix-closed set H. When H has been
formed as the prefix-closure of a set H then we show in Lemma 3.2.18 that
the respective A-modules generated by those sets are equal,

(h)a = (h)a-

As the process of constructing a prefix-closed S-module Grobner basis for
a finitely generated A-module is finite (Proposition 3.2.19) we can show in
Theorem 3.2.20 that, given a finitely generated S'-module E, a prefix-closed
S'-module Grobner basis for E also is a prefix Grobner basis for the A-
module closure (E)a- Prom this theorem we can deduce in particular that
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there exists a finite prefix Grobner basis for the A-module closure T of a
finitely generated S'-module S.

Chapter 4

We present the main routines of the MGE-procedure in pseudo-code and we

prove correctness of the respective procedures. We aim to apply the Grobner
basis methods which have been developed in the previous chapter to the
setting of the MGE-procedure. Let H denote the generating set of A, the
^-module which is induced by the definition steps of the MGE-procedure.
We show in Lemma 4.2.1 (p. 94) that H is a prefix Grobner basis for (A)^. It
follows that a representative v of a class {y + (A)^) € E/(A)^ can be chosen
in a canonical way and therefore we can define a map £ : E/(A)^ •- E,
mapping a class (v + (A)^) to its canonical representative v. We show that
f indeed forms an 5-module homomorphism.

From now onwards we distinguish between applicable coincidences which
have already been processed, the set of these is denoted Ca, and the set of
pending coincidences Cp. We form an 5-module II which is generated by the
set HuCaUCpUL and the respective A-module closure \h. We demonstrate
how this module represents the information stored in the tools of the MGE-
procedure (Lemma 4.2.5, p. 96), so for instance the set HuCa corresponds
to the information contained in the multiplication table. Accordingly we

abbreviate T := H u Ca.

We then show the correctness of the procedure handling inappli¬
cable coincidences. We prove that applicable coincidences cannot be
contained in the 5 linear span of elements of L in the case that two prereq¬

uisites are satisfied: firstly we demand that > HM(lj) whenever
j > i for all I G L (we call this pivot-form), moreover we demand that
only inapplicable coincidences are contained in L. In this case we say that
L is reduced. We can relate the procedure Processing a Coincidence to

prefix-reduction and prefix-closure (Proposition 4.2.11) which proves that
this procedure is finite.

Next we introduce the notion of an MGE-basis. This is a certain type of
prefix Grobner basis (Definition 4.2.14) and we can show that the module
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as defined above, is generated by an MGE-basis in the case that Cp = 0 and
where it is also verified that L is reduced and in pivot-form (Lemma 4.2.15).
For the partial converse of this statement we need a constraint on the multi¬
plication table. We demand that T is connected (Definition 4.2.17, p. 104):
this constraint essentially implies that every b € Bu is contained as a sum

or a prefix of at least one element of the set T.
So if T is connected and the generating set of 4/ is an MGE-basis then we

show in Lemma 4.2.19 that (Cp)& C (TuL)a- It follows that in this case the
coincidences stored in Cp do not lead to any further reductions of elements
of the table and the torsion sequence. Thereafter we prove termination and
correctness of the procedure clearing coincidences where we show that
Clearing Coincidences constructs from a given generating set TuLuCp
for \F c £ an MGE-basis G which is a finite set of elements of £' such that
\F C (G) but where it is ensured that E/'F =a E'/(G)a-

We define <f> as the ^-module closure of the free S'-module which is

generated by that subset of T which corresponds to the undeleted rows of
T, together with the elements of L. We show in Proposition 4.2.22 that
£/\F =a S"/$ if the generating set of »F is an MGE-basis. We complete
this chapter with Theorem 4.2.23. Suppose we are given at stage (i) of
the computation a connected multiplication table T and a coincidence stack
Cp = 0. The theorem states that then those rows of T which correspond
to the undeleted 5-module generators b E Bu together with the elements
of the torsion sequence L encode a set of generators for the submodule <F(q
such that

nVW a EJ.0/«W.
This theorem in particular verifies that the main procedure, in the case it
terminates, returns the correct result.

Chapter 5

We introduce the image-induced ordering " >~a " on the elements of T which
is an ordering determined by the MGE-procedure. More accurately, this
ordering is fixed by the image of the homomorphism y : T «- E which is
defined as the composition of 7 : t *- E/(A)yt with ( : S/(A)a *• £.
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So if fi,f2 € F, then

fi >~ii h ^ and only if x(/i) ^wei x(h)-

Furthermore we define prefix-reduction rules on the elements of if, using the
ordering >-a . These reduction-rules resemble the computing of the undeleted
image u(v) of an element v e E. Thus we reduce / € F with xif) = v

by certain elements q 6 f with x(g) € (B) where moreover hm(x(q))
is a prefix of a summand of v and where we have that A > HC(q) for
the coefficient A at this summand of v. The ordering 'Vy" provides a well-
founded ordering for the elements of T in the sense that the prefix-reduction
as described above does not lead to any cycles or infinite reduction-sequences
(Lemma 5.1.8, p. 117).

Connections between the generating sets of the 5-modules E, T and cer¬

tain sets of congruence classes of T modulo a submoduleM are investigated.
If we can choose a representative / € |/|a/" °f a congruence classes \f\j\f such
that / is prefix-minimal with respect to the generating set of Af by " >~u "
then we call \f\jq- an important class (Definition 5.2.1, p. 119). In the course
of an MGE-procedure we construct a generating set for Af as the preimage
of those elements which are contained in the generating set of T. We show
in Lemma 5.2.3 that a congruence class \f\tf is important if and only if a
representative / G \f\jq~ can be chosen such that x(f) = ^ € Bu. Moreover,
if both f as well as the submodule j\i are finitely generated then we can

show in Lemma 5.2.6 that the number of important classes is finite. Let
M = F/Af. If M is isomorphic to a finitely generated S-module then a con¬

gruence class of F modulo Af is either important or it has a representative
which is contained in the 5-linear span of the representatives of a finite set
of important classes (Lemma 5.2.7). We can conclude that in this case there
must exist a representative / such that x(f) e (71")5 f°r every congruence
class I/Iat-

In Section 5.3 we describe the properties that must be satisfied by the
multiplication table, the coincidence stack and the torsion sequence accom¬

panying an ^4-module Aftv\ in order for the MGE-procedure to terminate.
We demand five properties, firstly that we have b*x € (B^)s for every
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pair b 6 Bu and x G X. This property applies to the entries of the multipli¬
cation table and if this condition is satisfied by the entries of a table T we

say that T is closed. Secondly we demand that Cp = 0, and moreover we

demand that for every I 6 L the A-module closure is contained in L as well.
From this it follows in particular that (A) .a = A for the SAinear span A of
L. The last two of these five conditions apply to the relations of Ad. Here
we demand that for all algebra-relations r £ R and b 6 Bu we have that
b.r € £(j,) can be prefix-reduced by generators of Y(„) to 0. Similarly we
require that for every module relation uj 6 U C J- the element y(cj) £
can be prefix-reduced by generators of T to 0.

If these conditions are satisfied we can show that Ad is P-module iso¬

morphic to the quotient-module of a free S-module with finite generating
set Bu by the 5-module A (Proposition 5.3.5, p. 126). In the course of
the MGE-procedure we have constructed an infinitely generated .S-module
£ = (BX*) such that Ad is A-module isomorphic to the quotient-module of
£ by the A-module closure Y of a finitely generated 5-module. As the table
T is closed, the conditions of Proposition 4.2.22 are satisfied and we can

deduce that M is A-module isomorphic to the P-module £"/$. Moreover
we can even conclude, again since T is closed, that v F G (Bu)s for
every v £ £. Therefore

M = £u/$ = (BU)S/(A)a = (Bu)s/A,

and since all algebra-relations r £ R hold, these isomorphisms must even
be P-module isomorphisms. From this proposition it follows that every

congruence class of T modulo A7) = A/" is important or has a representa¬
tive which lies in the P-linear span of representatives of important classes
(Corollary 5.3.6 ). We complete Chapter 5 with the main theorem.
Theorem 5.3.8 Let T be a finitely generated and free A-module. IfMp
is isomorphic to a finitely generated S-module then the computation of
the MGE-procedure reaches a final state where the given torsion sequence is
reduced and in pivot-form, provided that we are following a fair strategy.
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Chapter 6

We describe how a finite presentation for a certain A-module can be con¬

structed. The presented algorithm follows closely the idea of extended coset
enumeration which is also known as the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm
(see for instance [2, 41]). We shall translate this into the following. Let
V denote the free P-module that is generated by a set Y' in bijection to
the generating set of T and let Af denote the submodule of V such that
Mp = V/Af. We shall show how an A-module presentation for AI can be
constructed in the case that A4 is P-module isomorphic to a finitely gen¬

erated P-module. Since there exists a canonical A-module epimorphism
4> : T V we can consider V as an A-module where every d G V is of
the form d = f + (YX*R)A.

We have proved in Theorem 1.2.1 that AT is a finitely generated A-module
if Ad — J- /Af is isomorphic to a finitely generated P-module. We show in
Lemma 6.1.1 that then Af has a finite generating set as A-module as well.
We follow the ideas of C. Sims in the description of the construction of this
presentation as presented in [41].

As has been discussed in Chapter 4, the multiplication table together
with the torsion sequence gives rise to a set of elements of E. If there are no

coincidences pending in Cp, this set forms a generating set for the module
T from which, after termination of the MGE-procedure, we obtain a finite
generating set for A/a-

By assumption the MGE-procedure has already terminated, and so the
multiplication table must be closed and it follows that every v G E is con¬

gruent modulo T to an element v G (Bu)s■ An element of AA. corresponds to
a congruence class of T modulo Af, and as A4 = E/T we can assign to every
v € E a representative fv G T of a class \f\tf, and correspondingly we can

assign a representative fv := (f>(fv)- We choose /„ as the preimage 7-1(7r(u))
of the unique minimal element v G (Bu)s where n : E —E/(A)j4 denotes
the canonical quotient-map. We choose /o = 0 as the representative of Af.

Since the table is closed this implies in particular that there exists v G

(Bu)s such that b.x v for every pair b G Bu,x G X. It follows that
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7_1(7r(b)).x 7_1(7r(v)) and therefore in particular

7_1(7r(6)).x — 7_1(7r(^)) e

Moreover in the case that b.x t^(a)a ^ then fb-x fy but fb-x ^ fy and we
obtain a nonzero element fb.x — fy 6 Af. In a similar way we can construct
elements which are induced by the torsion-elements of ©. If b € Bu but
A • b € T then it follows that

^ • fbT^ f\ b = fo-

If A4 is not cyclic a third type of generator is possible. In the case that an A-
module generator yk € Y is congruent modulo Af to an S'-linear combination

k ■

J2iLi ^ ' Vi then it follows that

fbk ftf-i Xi.bi
where we have set bi := 7(7,) in the course of the MGE-procedure. We
denote by E the generating set of Af induced by the MGE-basis G of T such
that E — {7_1(7t(G))}. We show in Lemma 6.1.2 that then each e € E is of

k ■

the form either e = fb.x - fv, e = X ■ fb, or e = yk - fbk = yk - ^ ' Di¬
li we set /C := (E)a we can define a homomorphism a : K. »- Af and

since E generates Af this morphism a must be surjective. Furthermore we

define (3 : /C ► Af as the composition of a and <f which implies that f3
must be surjective as well. We however cannot assume that (3 is injective.
In particular if the algebra P is not free then Af cannot be a free ^4-module
and accordingly (3 cannot be injective. We introduce a congruence relation
" "

on the elements of /C such that

h^k2 if f3{k\) — /?(fc2);

similarly we define a congruence relation " = " on the elements of J-. namely

fx = f2 if <f{fx) = <t>{fl)-

In order to specify notation we introduce certain elements Q,(y, a) £ /C.
We set Q(y, a) such that

a(fi(u,a)) = fy.a - fv.a,
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furthermore we set fi(yj) such that

a(fi(yi)) =yi- fbi.
Here we suppose that we have set 6; := 7(2/1) in the MGE-procedure. In
Lemma 6.1.7 up to Corollary 6.1.15 we shall develop a constructive way

of expressing elements 0(v, a) modulo " « " as A-linear combination of
elements Cl(b,x) together with elements of the form Q(b, A).

Thereafter we have the means to describe relations on the elements of

/C in order to construct an A-module presentation for Al in terms of the
generating set E. We describe two sets of relations which must be satisfied
for the elements of /C. The first set is induced by the set of algebra relations
R of the algebra P : we define Z\ C /C as the following set

Z\ = {Q(b, ai) — Q(b, a2) | b E Bu, 02 = a\ + r for r E R}.

The second set of relations is induced by the choice of the representatives
fb■ We set fb := 7_1(7r(t0) where v is minimal with respect to the MGE-
basis of T C £. Since an image b E B under 7 is assigned whenever it
becomes necessary to trace a relation, we might encounter elements of T
such that yi1.Wj1 yu yi2.Wj2 but where y^.w^x -<u yi2.Wi2x. In particular it
is possible that an element fv — y.wx E T is minimal whereas it has a non-

minimal prefix y.w. However, if y.w is non-minimal then this implies that
y.w — a(HM(e)). In this case the tracing of fv might lead to linear combi¬
nations of e E E with respect to the image under a. We set Q(f) E K, such
that a{ci(f)) = Yy=iai^(yi))-ai + ELia(^(&oai)) for / = Y^i=iyi-ai-
In particular for e E E we have that a(e) E N and we can show that
a(e) = a(H(a(e))) must hold. Accordingly we define Z2 C K, as

Z2 — {e — H(a(e)) | e E E}.

We show in Lemma 6.2.3 that 0(v, a{) H(u, a^) holds for all v E E and
all 01,02 with <22 = a\ + q where q is contained in the ideal generated by
the algebra relations R. We show in Lemma 6.2.4 that k ~z2 0,(a(k)) for
all k E IC. From this we can deduce in Corollary 6.2.5 that we obtain a

presentation
J\f = (E I Z\ U Z<i)A-
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We conclude Chapter 6 with Theorem 6.2.6 which gives upper bounds on the
numbers of generators and relations which are needed for the presentation
for Ma that is constructed from a given MGE-procedure.

Chapter 7

In Section 7.1 we describe those parts of the implementation of the MGE-
procedure where routines might slightly differ from the general description
of the routines presented in Chapter 4 or where a description of closer detail
is indicated. For instnace we describe here how elements are stored in the

course of the procedure and we specify the lookahead method which is used
by the MGE-procedure. In Section 7.2 we give a set of examples together
with the respective runtimes. Here we state how many definition steps
have been necessary, the length of the output and also how many S'-module
generators have been deleted in the normal mode compared to the lookahead
mode.



Chapter 1

Preliminaries

In this chapter we shall introduce terminology used for the module generator
procedure. We describe the setting in a wider sense as well as showing some

of the results which will be needed for the procedure.
Section 1.1: We introduce algebraic systems such as rings, principal ideal
domains, algebras, modules and describe ideas used for the module generator
procedure such as presentations of algebras and modules or the greatest
common divisor of elements of a principal ideal domain.
Section 1.2: O. Schreier [40] has shown that for a finitely generated group
G with subgroup H and index [G : H] < oo a finite set of generators for H
can be constructed. These generators are known as Schreier-generators. We
shall translate the Schreier-generator Theorem into the setting of modules
over principal ideal domains and the corresponding result shall be shown.

1.1 Basic Definitions and Notation

We shall describe a linear version of the algorithm for coset enumeration. For
a detailed description of this algorithm, which is also known as the Todd-
Coxeter algorithm see, for instance, [43, 32, 41], We call this algorithm
the module generator enumeration procedure and we shall normally
use "MGE-procedure" as an abbreviation for this. The input of the MGE-
procedure includes a certain ring S. We demand that S is a Euclidean
domain. Given a ring S we write the multiplication of elements s\,S2 G S

1
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by si • S2- Moreover given maps / : AA *- Af and g : Af ——*- V, we write
the composition of the maps / and g by

go f : M V.

Definition 1.1.1 We call a ring a domain if it has the following prop¬

erties: S is a commutative ring with I5 ^ O5, so the ring S itself is non-

trivial. A domain S does not have any zero-divisors, so that if si • S2 = 05
for si, S2 € S it then follows that si = O5 or s<2 = 05 or that si = S2 = O5.

Definition 1.1.2 Let E = {eo, ei, e2,.. - } be a set. Let " y " denote a

binary relation on E that satisfies the following two properties:

L If e y e! and e' y e for e, e' G E then e = e!;

If ^ y e' and e! y e" for e, e', e" € X then eye".

Then we call y an ordering on E. We say that a given ordering y is a

total ordering if we have either e y e! or e' y e for every pair of elements
(e, e!) € E.

Definition 1.1.3 We call a ring S an ordered ring if S has a total or¬
dering > such that for si, S2, S3 € S the following holds:

1. if si > S2 then s\ + S3 > s2 + s3;

if si > 0 and S2 > 0 then si • S2 > 0.

Example 1.1.4 Examples of ordered Euclidean domains are Z and also
Z[y/2] and Z[\/7]. ^4n example of a Euclidean domain that is not ordered
is the ring of Gaussian integers Z[y/—T] as it is a subring of the complex
numbers.

Let I be the ideal of S generated by a set of elements {si, S2,..., sm} € S.
We shall write

I — (si, S2j • • • ; Sm).
If S is a principal ideal domain, or PID, then for each ideal I in S there
exists a single element s € S such that I = (s). A domain S is called a
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Euclidean domain if there exists a norm on the elements of S which is a

function v : S\ {O5} «- Z+U{0}. Additionally, the Eulidean algorithm
can be applied to every pair of elements of a Euclidean domain S. This means
that for a given pair si, s2 there exist elements \, k E. S with S2 = A • si + k

where moreover is(k) < v(s 1) or k = O5 holds.
The Euclidean algorithm can be used to compute the greatest common

divisor, which we call /z, of elements ki,k2 € S. The extended Euclidean
algorithm moreover provides elements si, S2 G S such that

H = Sl • Ki + S2 • K2.

We usually denote the greatest common divisor of k\ and k2 by GCD(k\, k2)
and similarly we denote the least common multiple by LCM(k1, /c2). As can

be found in the literature, see for instance M. Artin, [3] Section 11.2, every
Eulidean domain is a PID; the converse, however, is not true.

As the next piece of input we introduce a free monoid-algebra over S
which we call A. For this, let X denote a finite set and X* the free monoid
generated by X. We define the binary operation on elements w,w' G X*
as multiplication which we shall write as concatenation ww'. We call an
element w 6 X*,

W = X\X2 ... xm,

a word of X*. We denote by e the empty word in the monoid X*.
Such an algebra over a ring S can be considered as an S'-module which

has a compatible ring-structure. We shall work with algebras over commu¬

tative rings. We choose to describe the scalar-multiplication as an action on

the module from the left which gives a function S x A 1 •- A such that

(s, a) 1 *- s ■ a.

An element a € A has the form

a = sw • w

where we have sw ^ 0 only for finitely many coefficients. The elements of
X* act on the right on elements of A, which we write as:

(a,w) 1 «- a.w G A.
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Since the algebra A is free, we can consider it as the free S-module with
basis X* and we denote this by A = (X)s- Since the set X is finite, we say

that A is finitely generated as an algebra.
Now let R denote a finite set of elements of A and let I = (R) denote

the two-sided ideal in A generated by the set R. We define an S'-algebra,
which we call P, together with a canonical quotient homomorphism

7r : A —*«- P

as the universal quotient algebra of A for which 7r(J) = 0. Hence for every S'-
algebra P' which is a quotient of A such that the elements of R get mapped
to 0, there exists a surjective S-algebra homomorphism p : P —«-«- P' making
the following diagram commutative:

Such a universal quotient algebra P is called the finitely presented alge¬
bra which is generated by a set X and which has relations R. We present
such an algebra P in terms of its generators and relations as follows:

P = (X | R)s.

The next part of input for the MGE-procedure consists of the description
of a certain module over the algebra P which we call M. We suppose here
that A4 is a right P-module. Then multiplication of elements m G PI by
elements p € P shall be denoted by m.p. It forms a mappingMxP »- M.
with (m,p) 1——•- m.p.

We suppose that M. has a finite set of n generators as a right P-module.
Generally, every module generated by a set of certain cardinality, say t, is
the quotient-module of a free module (over the same ring) generated by a

set also of cardinality t. Therefore there exists an n-generated, free module

V := Pn
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with generating set Y' = {y[,... ,y'n} (we might also write V — (Y')p)
together with a P-module epimorphism tp : V Ad. The kernel of the
map ip is a P-submodule of V which we call J\f. We suppose that Af is
generated by a finite set of elements U G V (as a P-module). Then Af is
the universal P-module for which the module-relations U hold and Ad is

the finitely presented P-module which can be written as

M = (Y' | U)P.

Moreover we introduce the free module over the free algebra A for the further
description of the procedure. This free module is generated by the finite set
Y with Y = Y', and we will denote it by

T'.= (Y)a.

Since the algebra P is a quotient-ring of A, every P-module "inherits" the
A-module structure and hence can be considered as an A-module itself:

Lemma 1.1.5 Let R be a ring and P an R-algebra that is quotient of
the free R-algebra A by an ideal I C A. Let M. denote a (right) P-module.
Then JYl is a (right) A-module as well.

Proof. Let ir : A —►► P denote again the canonical quotient-homomorphism
which maps an element aEA to a + IeP. We can define the action of
a € A on elements of m G Ad by

m.a := m.7r(a).

Let pi,p2 G P be such that pi = 7r(a;) for i G {1,2}. Then m.(ai + 02) =
m.(7r(ai + 02)) = m.(7r(ai) + 7r(a2)) = m.{jpi + pf), since Ad is a P-module
this must be equal to m.pi + m.p2 = m.7r(ai) + m.iT^af) which again is the
definition of the multiplication of elements of A, namely m.ai + m.a2-

Similarly we obtain that (mi + 7712).a = mi.a + m,2.a for mi,m,2 G
Ad and a G A. Moreover 771.(0102) := m.(77(0102)) = m.(77(01)77(02)) =

(m.77(0^)77(02) which is the definition of (m.01)02, also tuAa = m.it(1a) =
m.lp = m and it follows that Ad is an A-module. □
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Therefore, the P-module T> is an A-module also and there is a canonical
^4-module homomorphism

<f : X —— V

which maps the generators yi & Y to <fi(yi) = y[, the set of generators
y[ E Y' of T>. Considered as ^4-module, the module V is not free and in fact
the finite set of algebra-relations now gives rise to an infinite set of module-
relations: each of the relations r E R has to be applied to every (one-term)
element of the form y.w E X lor y E Y,w E X*. Hence the finite set R gives
rise to an infinite set of elements of X,

YX*R ■= {y.wr \ y E Y,w E X*,r € P };

and therefore, as an H-module, V satisfies the presentation

VA = (Y \ YX*R).

Remark 1.1.6 In the following we shall use curly letters such as X,V, A4 ..

in order to denote modules over an algebra. In general, when we use mod¬
ules over the domain S we want to use Greek letters such as E, T,H....
However, in times of heavy usage of S-modules we may use curly letters as

well. Whenever ambiguities might appear we shall use an index as in Ms or

Ma in order to emphasize that we refer to the module M as module over the
rings S or A, respectively.

The technique of the MGE-procedure is based on the vector enumeration
procedure [25] which computes a matrix representation for a finite dimen¬
sional and finitely generated module over a fc-algebra where k is a field. For
the MGE-procedure we shall generalise this to the case of modules over a

Euclidean domain.

This makes the situation more complicated since, when working with
modules over a Euclidean domain, torsion elements might occur. If we
denote by T a module over a Euclidean domain S, then a torsion element of
T is a non-zero element v E T for which there exists s E S,s ^ 0, such that
s ■ v = 0. In this case s is called an exponent of v. It follows that, unlike a
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vector-space which is a module over a field, a module over a ring does not
generally have a basis. If T however is a finitely generated module over a

PID (so in particular this holds for a Euclidean domain as well) T can be
written as the direct sum

T = $1 © $2

of a free submodule <I>i and a submodule $2 which is generated by the
torsion generators of T; the dimension of $1 is uniquely determined. See
for instance S. Lang, in [19] Theorem 7.1 of Chapter 3, for this result. We
call $2 the torsion-submodule of T and the rank of T is defined as the
dimension of the free submodule $1.

The input of the MGE-procedure consists of the finite description of the
algebra P by its set of generators X and its finite set of relations R, and
moreover of a finite presentation of the module M. However, in the whole
course of the procedure we want to consider M as H-module and in that
sense, M is generated by the set Y. Furthermore, instead of the set of P-
module relations U we choose a set of elements U 6 IF for which 4>(U) = IJ.
The elements of Ma are expressed in terms of the module-generators Y.
words made up from elements of the monoid X* and coefficients which are

elements of S. There is again a canonical epimorphism of T>a —Ma', we
denote by J\f the submodule which is generated by the (possibly infinite) set
U U YX*R c T and accordingly Ma — 7F/J\f. It follows that M satisfies
the presentation

Ma = (Y | UuYX*R).

Example 1.1.7 Let A = (X) be the free Z-algebra generated by X =

{aq,^} and let Ta = (U) denote the free A-module which is generated by
the single element y. We set P to be the finitely presented algebra which is
quotient of A by the ideal generated by the element r = x\ — 1a G A and we
choose elements u\,U2 6 T such that u\ = y.x\ and U2 — y.x\X2 — y.X2X\
as module-relations of a P-module M. Then, considered as P-module, M
satisfies the finite presentation

■M-P = (y' | y'.xj, y'.xiX2 - y.x2xi )P.
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However, as module over the algebra A, we obtain the corresponding presen¬

tation

Ma = (y | y.x\,y.xix2 - y.x2xi,y.{x% - l),y.xi{x\ - l),y.x\(x\ - 1),.. ,)A

and this presentation clearly is not finite at all.

In the case where we apply the MGE-procedure to a P-module A4 the
input consists of a finite description of the algebra A, the set of algebra-
relations R, the set of module-generators Y' and of the set of module-
relations U, these considered as elements of the free ^-module T. The pro¬

cedure then works with the elements of T. It aims to obtain information of

a module ©5 = M. by applying the relations of M. to the elements of T
considered as a free module over S.

We shall show that the MGE-procedure terminates if the input of the
MGE-procedure specifies a P-module A4 which is P-module isomorphic to
a P-module 0. In the given situation a P-module certainly is an P-module
as well. We demand the additional condition on the module © which we

construct, that © is generated by a finite set of elements as module over the
ring S. In the construction we will consider © mainly as module over S. We
will however ensure at every point of the construction that © is a P-module
as well.

To process torsion-elements which occur in the MGE-procedure, we will
use the Euclidean algorithm in order to obtain the greatest common divisor
s of a pair ,si, s2 of elements of S. The extended version of the Euclidean
algorithm provides elements Ai,A2,£i,i2 € P, such that Ai and A2 are rela¬
tively prime with respect to each other and Ai • si + A2 • S2 = s, and t; • s = Sj

for i € {1, 2}, so that Ai • t\ + A2 • t2 = I5.

The procedure aims to construct from the given input the action of the
generators x £ X of the algebra P on the generators of 0. If the procedure
terminates it will have constructed the generating set of a finitely generated
and free P-module T. Possibly occurring torsion-elements are stored in an

ordered list which we shall call the torsion sequence and which is contained
in the output. We will obtain 0 as the quotient-module of T by a submodule
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that is generated by those elements contained in the torsion sequence. The
action of the algebra generators x G X on the elements of © will be described
by a set of S'-module endomorphisms. Each algebra-generator x is mapped
to a matrix mx, the entries of which are elements of the ring S. Every
such matrix mx then describes an S'-module endomorphism on the set of
generators of the S'-module © which fixes the submodule generators by the
torsion sequence.

Lemma 1.1.8 Let S be a principal ideal domain, P a finitely presented
S-algebra and let Aip be a P-module which is P-module isomorphic to a

P-module 0 which is finitely generated as S-module. We can construct a

set of matrices mx, presenting S-module endomorphisms, that describe the
action of each of the generators x G X of P on the generators of ©. In
the case where 0 is not torsion-free, a torsion sequence can be constructed
containing a finite set of elements describing the torsion in 0.

Proof. Let p : Ad *- © denote a P-module isomorphism of Ad to 0. As
0 is finitely generated as module over S there must exist a free P-module
T with finite S-module generating set such that 0 is a quotient-module of
r. Then there exists a canonical S'-module projection ir : T —-- 0.

Moreover, since © is a finitely generated module over a PID, © can be
decomposed into a free submodule 5, suppose of rank m, and a torsion-
submodule T :

0 = S®T.

Then T is finitely generated as well, say by vi,... ,vt. Hence there are non¬

zero elements q\,..., qt 6 S such that q\ ■ v\ = ■ ■ • = qt ■ vt = 0. We choose
the q, in such a way that there do not exist A, q, 6 S, where A is not a unit,
with qt = X-q,.

We can choose the free module P such that it is a module of minimal

rank, accordingly we choose F with rank m + t. We order the generators
of T in such a way that, with respect to the projection 7r, we have that

7r

bm+i i »- Vi for 1 < i < t. We define $ = (q\ ■ bm-|_i,... ,qt ■ bm+t) and thus
ker{7r) = <I>. The torsion sequence which we will construct then is just such
a list of generators of <h.
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Let lj € M. We set ip(uf) = ^1^1* Ai-&j+$ and <p(u.x) = Y^i=i Ab&j+$.
We do not demand here that A1; A- 6 5 are necessarily non-zero. As <p is a

P-module isomorphism we certainly have that tp(u>).x = ip(uj.x) for x e X.
Thence

ra-f-t m-ft

Ai • bi + fc).* = XI A'i • $
2—1 2=1

and this can be expressed as a square matrix mx with m + t rows that has
as entries elements Kj € 5. □

If the MGE-procedure terminates then the output will consist of a finite
set of generators {fq,..., bm+t} of the free S-module T together with the
respective pre-image of bi + $ in Ai. Moreover a set of matrices mx in one-

one correspondence to the set of algebra generators rGlis given and an

ordered list L, the torsion sequence, describes the torsion in 0 : the list L
contains elements Xq=i Aj-bj € <f>. Depending on the generating set B which
will be constructed by the procedure, the elements of L are not necessarily in
the form A • b where A is the exponent (thence A ■ b = 0 in ©). By application
of a Smith Normal Form computation on the generating set B this could be
achieved. Then however information about which elements of T gave rise
to which of the respective .S'-modulc generators of 0 might get lost.

1.2 Schreier Generators for Submodules

Let AA = E/M, where T is a finitely generated A-module and we suppose

that Ai is P-module isomorphic to a P-module that is finitely generated
as 6"-module. We shall prove that then a finite generating set for Af exists.
O. Schreier introduced in [40] a method for constructing a finite generating
set for a subgroup of finite index in a finitely generated group; we translate
this method to the setting of modules as above. The result of this theorem
will be an important part of the proof of termination of the MGE-procedure.

Theorem 1.2.1 Let A = (X) be a free algebra over a principal ideal do¬
main S. We assume that A is generated by the finitely generated free monoid
X* and we let P be a finitely presented quotient-algebra of A. Moreover, let
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T be a free module over A, generated by a finite set Y with a submodule N
and let Nl be a P-module such that Nl = TIN. If Nl is P-module isomor¬
phic to a P-module that is finitely generated as S-module, thenN considered
as A-module has a finite set of generators.

Proof. Let r be an arbitrary element in N. When considered as element of
T, r is of the following form:

n n

r =X Vi-ai =X yi'( X Xw ' w">
i=1 i=l w£X*

where & A, Xw € S. Since for an element a G A, a = J2weX* ^ ' w> we
have that \w ^ Q only for a finite number of the coefficients Xw, the element
r can be written as:

n m n m

r =Xy*-(X Xi'i ' Wi>j) =XX Xi'j '
i=1 j=1 i=1 j=1

Let 7T denote the canonical A-module epimorphism 7r : T Ma
which maps an element / G T to the class (/ + N). So an element v G
Nl corresponds to a congruence class / + N for / € T. By assumption,
the module Nl is P-module isomorphic to a P-module © which is finitely
generated as P-module. We denote the isomorphism by ip : Nl ► 0.
Since the ring S is a PID, 0 can be decomposed as

© = 0 tf2,

where denotes the free submodule of 0, and \I>2 the torsion-submodule
of 0. Both these modules are again finitely generated as S-modules, and
we denote by [fix,..., /?M} and by {fi^+i, ■ ■ ■, fit} the generating sets of Ti
and T2 respectively. This yields a set of generators {fix,..., fit} of 0. If we
set bk := ip~l(fik) for 1 < k < t, we then obtain a finite set of elements
B = {hi,... ,bt} which generates Nl. Again we can decompose the module
Ni into a free submodule $1 and a torsion-submodule $2) Nl = $1 0 <f)2-
Since <p is an P-module isomorphism we must have in particular that <f>j =

for i G {1,2}. It follows that each of the generators bk € B must
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either be a generator of <J>i or of $2- Every bk corresponds to a coset fk +Af
for 1 < k < t and for each such coset we choose a representative in T which
we denote by fk.

Next, consider the free S-module of rank t. We define a morphism tp :

S1 ► AA which maps

(Ai,..., Xt) I ► Ai • b\ + • • • + At • bt

for an element (Ai,..., Xt) E Sl. The map ip then is surjective and it gener¬
ates an equivalence relation " ~ " on the elements of St : we say that tuples
are equivalent, denoted by

(Ai,..., At) ~ (Aj,..., X't),

if Ai,..., At) = "ipiX'i-,..., X't), i.e. if for the corresponding classes of T we
have that Yfi= l ' (fi + Af) = 5Zi=i K ' (/« + Af). From these equivalence
classes in S* generated by " ~ " we choose representatives, and we will call
the set of all those representatives Z. Given (Ai,..., At) ~ (A'i, • • •, Aj), if we
have chosen the element (Ai,..., At) as the representative lying in the set
Z, then Yll=i ' fi the representative of the cosets X)j=i ' (fi +Af) and
X]i=i K ■ (fi + A/"). We choose the t-tuple (0,..., 0) as the representative of
the coset of J\f. The set Z then is a subset of Sl and, by construction, it is
in a one-one bijection to the elements of M.

Now, every element / 6 T can be decomposed as / = / + r, where /
is a representative of a coset implied by the map 7r, and an element r € Af.
Since for all f e E we have that 7r(/) = 7r(/), therefore

f.x + Af — 7r(f.x) = 7r(/.x) = n(f).x = ir(/).x = (/ + Af).x = f.x + Af

for / 6 T and x € X and it follows that f.x — f.x E Af. We set Cl(f, x) E Af
such that

fl{f,x) := J.x - f.x.
More generally we can define for f E T and a E A an element Q(f, a) with

^(/,a) := J.a - f.a,
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which then also must be an element of A/". Additionally we define elements
fl(yi) := yi — yl for module generators yt &Y of T in the case that yi ^ yi.

Moreover, in the case that M. has a non-trivial torsion-submodule, there are

generators b £ B of Ad and A £ S such that b ^ 0 but where A • b = 0 in A4.
Accordingly there exist / 6 T such that A • / ^ A • / and we define

As a coefficient, X € S can be considered as an element A • e e A, an element
ft(f, A) is a special case of PL(f,a) for a £ A. However, in order to be able
to distinguish between elements PL which are caused specifically by torsion
and those which are not, we will use the terminology of PL(f, A) as well. We
will show now that every element r £ J\f is in fact contained in the A-linear
span of such elements PL :

Proposition 1.2.2 If r £ J\f then r is contained in the A-linear span of
elements PL(f,x),PL(f, A) andPl{yi).

Proof. Let r £ M. Then r = Ya=x Vi-ai = Z)j=i ' yi-Wi,j• Suppose
that Wij = x\ij ... xit . £ X* is a word of length I. We will write for abbrevia¬
tion w[k} = an xl-. . and also Wi ,• = xu xi. for 1 < k < I. Accord-

ingly w = w for all w £ X*. Furthermore we set w = e for
all n < 1 and all m > I. Then each of the summands A • y.w := Ajj • yi-Wij,
for 1 < i < n and 1 < j < m, is equal to

A • y.w — X ■ y.wPl^w + A • y.wIP^w + • • • + A • y.w(l~P^w — X ■ y.w + X ■ y.Tu.

We denote again by I the length of Wij and we also set f^~^ := yi-wfj
Therefore a summand Ajj ■ y.Wij of r can be expressed as

l

Ai,j ' f^ ' T ^ ^ Xj.j ' PL (fij Xij • y%-W{ j.
k=1

We denote by (PL(X, X))A the A-submodule of X which is generated by
the infinite set of elements Pl(f,x) for f £ T and x £ X. Moreover, we
abbreviate q := Y17=l /Cj=i \,j " yi-wi,j for an element r £ J\f. Then

(r — q) £ {PL(yi),..., Pl{yn))A + {XL{X} X))a.
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In order to proceed with the proof of this proposition we now need the
following lemma:

Lemma 1.2.3 The elements q can be expressed using a finite number of
elements fl(/, A) where f E T and A E S.

Proof. We have that q = XX=i Xp=i ' Diwi,ji and a summand yfiwij
of q is a representative of a coset f + Af and for every such representative
there then exists a tuple in Z corresponding to it, suppose the corresponding
tuple if of the form (Ai,..., At). Hence, every Ajj • yTwfij can be written
in terms of representatives of the generators b^ € B of the module Ad with
coefficients from the corresponding tuple in Z. We obtain

n=i

As q is an element of A/", we abbreviate by A:= A• A^, so that

Let, as before, denote the free submodule of Ads and $2 the torsion-
submodule of Ads. We distinguish between the following two cases:

In the first case the torsion submodule $2 is trivial, so Ad is a free S-
module and the generators b^ € B form a basis for Ad. We can conclude
that each of the coefficients Aij^ must be zero. It follows that A • / — A • /
for all A E S and / G T and accordingly f!(/, A) = 0.

In the second case the torsion-submodule $2 is not trivial. By assump¬

tion, Ad is finitely generated as module over the PID S. It follows that $2
must be finitely generated itself. Therefore we can choose a finite number
of elements k € S such that for a subset {i/\,... us} of the set of indices
{!,...,£} we have that

t

n m t

j=i j=1 ^=1

n m

2=1 j= 1
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and K,t ■ = 0 in Ad and where moreover all exponents of elements of the
torsion-submodule can be obtained as multiples of those elements. These kl
are elements of the form

' f ' fvi-

Since the torsion-submodule is finitely generated we can choose a finite num¬

ber of non-zero elements of this form as generators. So we add all such
elements Ki), • • ■, , ns) to the generating set for J\f. □

This completes the proof of Proposition 1.2.2 as it now follows that
r € .,Q(yn),n(fvl,Ki),.. .,Sl(fV3,Ks)}A + X))A. □

For the proof of Theorem 1.2.1 it remains to show that the A-module
X))a has a finite generating set:

Lemma 1.2.4 There exists a finite set which generates X))a-

Proof. As above, we again decompose an element / € T as

f = 7 +r,

where / has been chosen as a representative of a congruence class / + J\f.
Accordingly we can insert this into Ll(f,x) which yields

fl(f, x) = Q(f + r, x) = (/ + r).x - (/ + r).x.

Let v E Ad such that v = 7r(/). Then v = Y?n=i -V ' and f°r every
E B there exists a representative f^ E T with f^ E f^+AT such that 6^ =

7r(/At). Moreover, we can choose a tuple («i,..., Kt) E Z which corresponds
tov = W

Hence, modulo A/", we can write / as

t

7 = ^2^-7^
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The elements r and r.x respectively are contained in Af : on the one hand we

can write f = f + r = ' f\i but we also have that f.x + r.x + Af =
f.x + Af, so f.x + r.x = f.x. It follows that

~t t

= J-x - f-x =X^ (X^ -l^-x-
[i—l fj.=l

As before we must have that

~t t

X ■ fn-x+M=(X■ fJ-x+
/i= 1 /i— 1

so there must be a tuple (A'l5..., X't) 6 Z which corresponds to the image
of E^=i ' ~h'x under 7r' such that 7r(St=i ' 7m-x) = 53^=1 ' V 11
follows that

t t t

^(/. ®) =X ' Arx ~X " U-x =X ~ ^-x)'
^=1 /i=i /i=i

Since ^X=i ' {f^-x ~ fn-x) = ' ^(/^>3:) we can conclude that an
element fl(f,x), for arbitrary / e T and algebra generators x e X, lies in
the A-linear span of the set elements of the form fl(f^,x). This set is finite
and it follows that the module X))a then is finitely generated. □

We can conclude that every r E Af lies in the A-linear span of the finite
set

{^(yi) I Vi e Y}u{Q(fui,Ki),... ,n(f„s, ks)}u{Litf^,x)\i < n < t,x e X}.

Thus we have found a finite generating set for the A-module Af. □



Chapter 2

The MGE-Procedure

This chapter will deal with the mathematical interpretation of and the mo¬

tivation for different sub-procedures of the MGE-procedure. The data con¬

tained at each stage in the MGE-procedure formalises certain modules over

the ring S. We will highlight the connections between the different steps the
procedure takes and those <S-modules.
Section 2.1: We will give an outline of the input of the MGE-procedure
and explain the motivation for the procedure. Similarly to the Todd-Coxeter
procedure, we aim to draw conclusions about the 5-module, that we want
to construct, from the given set of relations of the module Ai.
Section 2.2: We will introduce a new alphabet which will be used as a

generating set for certain S-modules. We will introduce free S-modules £
and give an outline how £ and certain submodules of £ will accompany the
procedure.
Section 2.3: We will describe the definition step which is needed in order
to bring relations of Ai into computable form. Moreover, we will explain
the effects of such definition steps on the 5'-modules which are formalised at
each stage by the procedure.
Section 2.4: Similarly to the Todd-Coxeter procedure, relations of the
module Ai will lead to elements which must be zero in @5 = A4, the so-

called coincidences. We will introduce certain S'-modules which are induced

by the coincidences of the procedure. Moreover, we will describe the effect
of possible torsion elements on the method of processing the coincidences in

17
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the MGE-procedure in the case where the ring S is not a field.
Section 2.5 : We give a brief overview of the data which is stored in the
MGE-procedure and which holds a description of the 5-modules accompa¬

nying the procedure.

2.1 Mathematical Outline of the procedure

We again denote by T = (Y)a the free module over the free algebra A —

(X)s generated by a finite set of symbols Y = {yi, ■ ■ ■ ,yn}, and by V =

(Y1)p the free n-generated module over the finitely presented S'-algebra P =

( X | R ). We assume that the Euclidean domain S is an ordered ring.
From this point onwards, the input of the MGE procedure consists of

a fixed P-module M, given by the finite presentation M = (Y' \ U)p. A
further part of the input consists of the finite description of the algebra P
by its set of generators X and its finite set of relators R.

We denote by U the set of pre-images in T of the set of module-relations
U 6 V under the epimorphism : T » V. The set of algebra-relations R
are elements of the algebra A and they act on the free module Ta- Instead
of treating the relations r G R as algebra-relations we will consider them
as elements of the module T. Then the finite set R gives rise to a set of
elements

YX*R = {y.wr \ y 6 Y, w G X*,r 6 R},
and as there are infinitely many words w € X* the set YX*R must be
infinite if R ^ 0.

As we have seen in Lemma 1.1.5, the finitely presented P-module Ai can
be considered as module over the free algebra A where it has a presentation

Ma = (Y | UuYX*R).

The set {U U YX*R} generates an A-submodule of T : we set Af = (U U

YX*R) and therefore
Ma = E/Af.

In the description of the MGE-procedure we will consider M mainly as

module over A. Since the set of all of the relations of Ma will be used
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often, we will abbreviate it by

Rels := {UUYX*R}.

The module AT is a submodule of the finitely generated A-module T.
Using an argument similar to the Schreier-Generator Theorem for groups,
we showed in Section 1.2 that there must exist a finite generating set for the
module J\f in the case that the quotient-module M. is P-module isomorphic
to a P-module which is finitely generated as P-module. We will show now

that in this case there exists a finite subset R of Rels such that J\f = (R)a-

Lemma 2.1.1 LetM = (Rels) be a free A-module generated by the infinite
set Rels and suppose that J\f is finitely generated. Then there exists a finite
subset R of Rels that generates J\f.

Proof. Let G = {<71,... ,gt} denote the finite generating set of M. Since
G generates Af we have that gj E M and therefore g3 = Yhi^iriaiji where
ri E Rels and aij E A, for all gj E G. We define a set Ij C I by the rule

Ij — {i E I | aij ^ 0}.

The set Ij must be a finite set and gj is obtained as sum over this set. Now
let

K = Ui<j<tlji
this is a finite union of finite sets, so A' is a finite subset of I. Then the set
R' := {rk | k E K} generates A/". Let M' = (R')s denote the submodule of
J\f generated by R'. Then A/7 contains g3 for each g3 E G. It follows that M'
must contain the submodule which is generated by G which by assumption
is the module J\f. We can conclude that Af' — Af. □

Therefore, if a module © = M exists as described above then we will
be able to find a finite set of elements • • ■ T(u)} C T such that A/" =

... r^yfi/A- This will lead to a finite ascending sequence of A-submodules

W(0) C M{1) C • • • C A/"(lq = M
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where Af(o) is the zero A-module and Af^ = Af and where we obtain the
module with index (i) from the one with index (i — 1) by

We can form the quotient A-module AA^ '■= E/A/p.), and if Af(„) = Af then
certainly A4^ = A4.

We intend to find a finitely presented S'-module © with the MGE-
procedure and we demand that, after termination, all the relations of A4a
hold when they are applied to elements of 0. So if a finite generating set
for Af = (Rels) exists we can actually find a finite subset of the originally
infinite generating set Rels such that this finite subset has the same A-linear
span as the infinite set of all those relations of AA.

Since the algebra A itself is a module over S - although one with infinite
generating set X* - the A-module E is an S'-module as well. As an A-
module, E is generated by the set Y = {y\,... ,yn}, so an element / E X is
of the following form:

with Aij E S and Wij E X*. A summand of / is a term Aij ■ yi-Wij which
lies in the A-linear span of the generator yt. However, when considered
as elements of an S'-module, elements such as yi and yi-Wij are linearly
independent. In a free module there cannot exist an 5-linear combination
such that an element yi-Wij can be expressed in terms of elements yi-vy E T
if either yi^ yi-, or wi A wi,j or both are different.

Therefore, T considered as S'-module is generated by the infinite set

{yi.w | yi E Y,w E X*} and so is AA when considered as quotient-module of
Ts by ASs- We however aim to construct a finitely generated S'-module 0 :

where F denotes a free S'-module, finitely generated by a set b\,..., bt, and
where we factor out a submodule $ C T which is generated by the finite set
of elements A, • bi for torsion-elements 6;x,... ,bim of © with the respective
exponents Aq,..., Aim.

AS(t) = W"o_i) + (rh))A-

0 = r/$,
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Remark 2.1.2 In the MGE-computation as it has been implemented in
GAP we do not necessarily obtain elements of the form Aj • bi but instead we

might obtain elements such as v = X^=i A?' bj where the coefficients are not
units of S and where bj for 1 < j < k are torsion-elements of 0. By applying
a Smith normal form computation a generating set could be obtained such
that all generators o/$ are of the form A; -bi. Then however we would lose
information about which elements of T gave rise to generators b £ B of ©.

Since the MGE-procedure follows the idea of the Todd-Coxeter procedure
we intend to derive information about the 5-module © by examining a finite
subset of the relations r £ Rels. We construct the basis of the free module

r progressively as we consider the relations and we also want to deduce
information about torsion possibly arising from these relations. To see when
a new basis element is needed we need some terminology and introduce the
following:

Definition 2.1.3 Let w = x\...xi denote a word in the free and finitely
generated monoid X*. We call a word w' = x\ ... xi^j £ X* a prefix of w
if there exists w" £ X* such that w'w" = w. The word w" is called a suffix
of w if w has a prefix w' and w'w" = w.

In a similar way we define a prefix of an element g of a module Q. Let
an element g be of the form:

n m

g = ^2^ Aifc • yi.wik with Aik € S, yi £ Y and wik G X*.
i=l fc=1

Then for every summand \k ■ yi-Wik of g we call an element yi.w' a prefix
of g at A^ • Vi-Wik if there exists a word w" £ X* such that w'w" — w^k

from which
yi.w'w" = yi-Wik

follows. When we want to emphasize that a prefix p is a prefix of an element
g £ Q we will denote this by p]g. We define the suffix of g £ Q similarly. A
prefix will be called a proper prefix if w" ^ s both in the case of elements
of a monoid as well as for the elements of a module.
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The relations in Rels give rise to congruence classes of elements of F$
and there may (or may not) be a finite subset in the set Rels which will give
rise to a finite set of 5-module generators for a module I\ Such a finitely
generated module T does not necessarily exist as can be seen for instance in
the following example:

Example 2.1.4 Let P = (xi,X2 \ xix^xi + x\)s and let A4 = (y | y.x\ —

y)p. Since there are no relations involving the algebra-generator X2 acting
on y there is an infinite set y.X2-,y-x\,y.X2X\xi,y.x\ ... of elements of AA
which are S-linear independent with respect to each other. It follows that
there cannot exist a finitely generated S-module T of which an S-module ©5
isomorphic to AA could be a quotient-module.

If a nonzero finite subset of the set of relations however exists which S-

linearly spans all relations we can conclude that AA is P-module isomorphic
to a finitely presented .S'-module 0 as for instance in the next example:

Example 2.1.5 Let P = {x\,xi \ X\X2X\ + rri,^ — 1)5 and let Ai =
(y | y.x\ — y)p. Then the relations give rise to the infinite set of congruence
classes A -y+Af, A-y.xi +Af, A ■ y.x\xi +Af, A-y.x^ +Af and A ■ y.x2.X1 +Af,
where A 6 5. Only these five different types of infinite sets of congruence
classes are necessary.

From these five infinite sets of classes it suffices to choose the set of
classes {1 ■ y + Af, 1 • y.x\ + Af, 1 • y.x1x2 + Af, 1 • y.x2 + Af, 1 • y.x2X1 + AA}
since the elements of classes with coefficients A ^ 1 lie in the S-linear span
of this set.

The motivation for the MGE-procedure comes from the following: Let
yi and yi.w,w 7^ s, denote elements of T. Then yi.w does not lie in the
S'-linear span of y,. For elements r 6 Rels C F, such an element r naturally
lies in Af — {Rels) a-, but its proper prefixes may lie in congruence classes
outside Af. These classes will be of special interest to us. In order to deal
with them we introduce a series of alphabets P(t), with 0 < 1 < u, and also
a set of S-modules, denoted which we will describe now.
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2.2 .S-modules

Following the idea of Todd and Coxeter we want to draw conclusions about
the set of generators of the 5-module © from the set of relations Rels of
Ml. As module over the free algebra A we have that Mla = F/M, where
J\f = (Rels)A, and we have seen that there exists a finite generating set for
Ma if Ml is isomorphic to a finitely generated S'-module. In this case there
exists a finite subset {^(i), • ■ • T{i/)} C Rels generating M which gives rise
to an ascending, finite chain of A-modules

M{1) C • • ■ C M(u) =M
such that A/p) := (7"(i), • • • >r(<,)) for 1 < l < v. To each such moduleM^ we
will assign a sequence of free 5-modules £p)0 C • • • Eyy C ■ • • £(i,)t(l) • The
generating set of a module Eyy, for 0 < j < t(t), depends in particular on
the set of generators of the module Mu) and also on the prefixes of these
generators. Moreover we will construct certain submodules . and Tyy
of S(t). which are induced by the generators r^),... , rp) of Myy We will
also explain the technique with which we bring relations r^y ..., into a
computable form. We will now explain in detail how the S'-modules Eyy
are found and how they are connected to a module A/(t) •

We will start by introducing a new alphabet which will be used for
bookkeeping reasons: Let B = {b\, 62, • • • } denote an infinite, countable set
in bijection to the set of natural numbers N. We can consider B as the pool
from which we draw possible S-module generators for the construction of 0.
The elements of B are ordered by their indices. In the first step, we assign
to every module generator y; G Y of T an element bi € B. Compared to
the Todd-Coxeter procedure this corresponds to allocating the coset with
the number 1 to the coset of the subgroup whose index we will want to
compute. However, since Ml is not necessarily a quotient-module of a cyclic
module we might have to allocate more than one S'-module generator from
the set B, namely n, the number of generators of A4.

We shall describe this process of allocating an element from B to cer¬

tain elements of T of the form yt.'iv by defining a set of maps pia for
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0 < i < v and k E {0, These maps have as domain a certain (fi¬
nite) subset of elements of X and as codomain a (finite) subset of B. The
first step in which we allocate a subset of {b\,... ,bn} C B to each of the
generators yi E Y leads to the set B(0) := {&; € B | := P(o)0(?/i)}- Hence
P{o)0 : {yii ■ ■ ■ > Vn} o) provides a bijection between the set of module
generators of Ma and the set -B(o)-

Notation 2.2.1 We will use indices enclosed in brackets in order to de¬

scribe to which submodule Af(L) a "tool" (such as for instance a mapping
such as P(q)0) belongs to. Moreover, to each A/(t) there will be a set of tools
such as modules E(i)., E(t)j+1,... and mappings p^., p(t)j+1, • • • belonging
to it which will be denoted by an additional index for the index (t). Since
the tools with index (i)o, for all 1 < i < v have a distinguished role in the
procedure, we will omit this index 0. Whereas a module E(t)0 corresponds
directly to Af(L), modules E(4). with j ^ 0 which are also associated to Af(L)
can be understood as "stepping stones" towards obtaining a module E(t+1)0
which then will be a tool corresponding to A/p+i)-

We will use the set B(0) as generating set for the free S'-module (B^)s
and we moreover define

s(o) ;= (B(o)X*)s,
as the free and infinitely generated S'-module with generating set

B(0jX* = {b.w | b E B(0),w E X*}. It follows from the construction of
E(o) that it can be provided with an A-module structure: the multiplication
of generators of A on elements of E(0) is given by the free concatenation
(v, x) I *- v.x of v E E(o) and x E X. We extend p(0) to all generators of
Ts where we set

P(o)(.Vi-w) ■= p(g)(yi).w.
Moreover we define 7(0) : X *- E(0) as the S-linear extension of p(0) which
indeed yields an X-module isomorphism of T and E(0).

Remark 2.2.2 The S-modules we are working with are induced by A-
modules, therefore situations occur where we have to consider the A-module
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closure instead of the S-module itself. We will not provide every such mod¬
ule with a new name although we will make an exception with the module

which will be introduced in the next section. Instead, we will generally
denote the A-module closure of for instance a module Its by (Q)a-

So far we have described in detail only the module £(0) but generally for
all 0 < l < v we aim to construct 5-modules EppAp) and Yp) such that
they give rise to a commutative diagram:

where A/fp) = P/A/p) and where accordingly cf>^ : P -* -Mp) and
V*p) : M(l) —*■" AA are the canonical quotient maps with kernels A/p) and
A/"/A/p) respectively. We will show that, in the case when Ad is P-module
isomorphic to a finitely generated 5-module ©, there exists (v) such that
©(„) := £(j,)/T(j,) is isomorphic as P-module to AA and the MGE-procedure
will reach termination.

With this in mind we aim to progressively build up certain submodules
T(t) such that Yp) C Yp+1p We want to ensure, at all stages of the MGE-
procedure, that there exist A-module-homomorphisms ap) : Ep)/Yp) ► 0
and a'^ : Ep)/Ap) «- © such that the diagram above commutes. Then
if Ad is P-module-isomorphic to a finitely generated 5-module ©p,) we will
show that a(„) gives a P-module isomorphism between ©(„) = Epp/Yp,)
and Ad. If (i) = 0 then the modules Af(o) and Y(0)0 are trivial, and we define

0

■Sw/T«

<7:(0) ~ O(0) 0 ° TP(0) ° <P(0) ° 7(0) ■
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Remark 2.2.3 From now on we will say that (l)j < (t')j' if either
1. (t) < (t'), or

5. (t) = (</) and j < j'
holds.

In the following section we will explain how to obtain maps and S-
modules for (t)j ^ (0)o and we will introduce the required terminology.

2.3 Definition Step and S'-modules Ayy C £(t).

Let Afy^ = (r*(i),... ,r(i))s and suppose that we are investigating a re¬
lation r € Rels\{ryy... ,ry^} at the current stage of the MGE-procedure.
In order to be able to draw conclusions about the A-module © we want to

form a map pyy which maps all the prefixes of r to elements of a module
(Byy)s,t > 0. Note that here the second index t depends on the rela¬
tion r, its set of prefixes, and also on the prefixes of the previously inves¬
tigated relations ... ,ryy Suppose we are given at this stage the set

0 < j <t — 1, as a set of generators such that there is at least one
prefix p of r that is not mapped to (Byy)s by the mapping pyy. Then
when we detect p\r we will extend the given generating set and we obtain a
set Byy+1 D By).. Accordingly, we define a mapping Py)j+1 extending the
range of those elements y.w e F which get mapped to the (new ) set Byy+1
of possible S-module generators.

Definition 2.3.1 Let f\ E F and suppose that there exists £ F such
that fi is congruent modulo Afy^ to f2 and that f<2 gets mapped by pyy to
an element v := py)j(f2) such that v & (Byy). We then say that f\ is
reachable modulo Afy) with pyy.

Example 2.3.2 Let (t)j = (0)o- Each of the A-module generators inY =

{yi,..., yn} of F is reachable by P(o)0- Every element of F of the form yi.w,
where w 7^ e, however gets mapped to p^0(yi.w) = b{.w 6 £(o)0\(R(o)) and,
since Af(p) is zero, cannot be reachable with p(0y •
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We assume now that each of the prefixes of the relation r is reachable
modulo A/p) with p(t) .+1, so that j + 1 = t for t as above. We also assume
that we have stored all possibly occurring congruences of prefixes of r to
5'-linear combinations of prefixes of relations which have been examined at
an earlier point. If these conditions are satisfied we will use the relation
r E Rels as an additional generator and we form

•Mp+l) :=^(0 u (t)a■
Let r E Rels\{r^,..., rva}. Whenever we find that a prefix p]r is not known
to be reachable with p^k modulo A/(t) we conclude, from the knowledge we
have at that point of the computation, that p]r may give rise to a new S-
module generator for 0. If, in the process of examining the relation r, we

have encountered prefixes p^,... ,ptt such that ptj}r, 1 < j < t, had not been
reachable with the given maps P(t)j_1 we have to add t elements to the set
£?(t)0 in order to make each of the prefixes reachable: every time an element
b' E is assigned to an element Pi3]r € A" we set B^. U{6'}
and accordingly

£Wi := (B(L)jX*)s.
This process of allocating an ^-module generator from the set B\B^ is
called a Definition Step. We can embed S(t). into Ep)j+1 and, more
generally, we can define an embedding

emb\t : E(0i C—" S(0<
for {i)j < (k)i. Whenever we pursue a definition step for a prefix p]r, we
define a mapping p(t).+1 by P(L)j+l{p) ■= b'. We set p(t)j+1 (y.w) = p[u).{y.w)
for all y.w E T which were reachable already by p^.. We again A-linearly
extend the domain whenever it is necessary: this again yields a mapping
which has as domain the module T. Therefore every f E T which is con¬

gruent modulo A/(t) to the prefix p]r now becomes reachable by the new
mapping p(t)j.+1.

Now suppose that, for elements of J7, pk-x = p and moreover that

PtfjiPk) = b". Then

em6(J+1^hb^fc-x)) = emb{l'p)ij¥1(p('-h(Pk))-x = b"-x
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but on the other hand Ppp+1 (pk-%) = P{L)j{p) = 6'. We obtain a congruence
relation of elements of v',v" E £pp+1, namely that v' ~ v", if the following
two conditions are satisfied:

1. there exist elements 6', 6" E (-Bpp+1) and a word w E X* such that
v' = b'.w and v" = b".w;

2. There exists an index "(<-)/' such that emb^j+1 (ppp (pk-x)) — b".x
but where also P(L)j+1(Pk-x) = 6' for pk E T and x E X.

This leads to the definition of a submodule of Epp : We denote by

App := {b\.x - b[,..., bj.x - b'^s
that S'-submodule of Epp that is generated by the set of all the elements
(b.x — b') E £p) where a Definition Step became necessary in order to make
an element y.wx E T reachable by some map p. Note that the generating
set of App also includes all those elements (b.x — b') which are induced by
definition steps for prefixes of r^ with /c < t. Then whenever p(K). (y.w) = b
and p(K).(y.wx) = b.x and where a definition step then leads to the P(K)i+1 =
b' for (k); < (i)k an element b.x — b' had been added to the generating set
of App..

Example 2.3.3 Let P = (2:1,22 I 212221 + 21,22 — l)z and let M. =
<2/1,2/2 | V2-Xi ~ 2/2)p- Then 5(0) = {61,62}. If we choose y2.xf - y2 as
the first relation to investigate then this leads to 63 = p^1(y2.xi) and
64 = p(0)2(2/2.2?) and accordingly = {61,62,63,64}. By p^0 we have
P(o)0(2/2-^1) = 62.21, by o)! we however have p^1{y2.x\) = 63. Similarly
we have p(op(2/2-^i) = 63.21 and p^2(y2.x\) = 64. Accordingly we define
A (op = (62.2i - 63)z and A(0)2 = (62.2i - 63,63.21 - 64)z.

Since we always consider the effect of such a definition step for an

A-module we are mainly interested in this case in the congruence of ele¬
ments generated by the A-closure of App. Accordingly, we will define by
7r : Epp ►► E(t)j/(A(tp.)y4 the canonical quotient-map mapping to the
quotient-module by the A-module closure of App.
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It follows that a definition step for a pair b G , x G X corresponds
to an A-module isomorphism

a(i-)j+i : SMj * SWj+1/(6-x ~ b')A

where b.x i ( )j+1> b' and where all those elements v G E(t). of which b.x is
not a prefix get mapped to emb^+1 (v) and accordingly concatenation of
maps yields an isomorphism

g(0J-1o-°g«»i ^ y /rA x

where a(t).+1 : E(t) ./(A(t).)yL E(t) ,+1/(Aw ,+1)A is induced by <r(t)j+1.
Again we denote by 7(t) the S'-linear extension of ; the homomor-

phism 7Wj. : T ► EWj./(A(1)j.)a is equal to the composition -y^. =

cr(L). o ■ ■ ■ o ct(o)1 0 7(o)0 and ^ follows that 7provides an A-module iso¬
morphism of T and E(t) /(A(t) for all (0)o < (t)j < (Z/')o-

Remark 2.3.4 In order to ensure termination of the MGE-procedure we

will follow the following rule: we want to make sure that whenever we make
a new assignment at a stage (i)j with an element b' G B\B^. that then

b' > max{b G }.

Hence we demand that the index of b' is greater than the index of each of the
earlier defined S-generators. In particular if we are given prefixes pk and
pk+x such that Pk-X = pk+1 and where p^. (pk]r) = b' and p^.(pk+i]r) = b"
it then follows that b' < b".

Definition 2.3.5 Let v G Eq^. and suppose there is at least one prefix p\v
such that p We will call the gradual procedure of assigning an

element b' = (p) to every prefix of v the tracing of the element v.

Remark 2.3.6 By abuse of notation we will speak of the tracing of ele¬
ments of E/(A)j4 as well as of elements of v G E.
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The 5-module (B^.)s denotes a finitely generated submodule of
for all 0 < l < v and 0 < j < t(i). When we assign S-module generators
from the infinite set B to the prefixes of a relation r, we aim for all prefixes,
and in particular for the element r itself, to become reachable with a map

P(Lj. for some j < t(t). After enough definition steps have taken place we
will eventually obtain an image under 7(<,)t(i) for r which is contained in
(B^ )s- Since r E E is a relation for M we can deduce that 7(/.)t(t) (r)
must be contained in the kernel of a mapping of E^/(A^)a mapping to an
S'-module © isomorphic to M. We aim to form an 5-module T^ which has
a generating set containing elements which are induced by elements such
as 7(t)t(l) (r). We aim to construct © as the quotient-module of some E(„)
by some T („). We will introduce the terminology needed in the following
section.

2.4 Coincidences

2.4.1 Coincidences as Generators of S'-modules

Let r € Rels denote the relation that gets examined at the current stage
of the procedure and suppose that we have examined relations ...,

beforehand which gave rise to the module A/q) C E. We aim to set A/(t+i) :=
A/A U (v)a and in order to do so we have to ensure that all prefixes of r
have been made reachable. We can achieve this by the definition procedure
of the previous section which yields a generating set j•

In order to extend the submodule by adding r to the set of generators
for constructing a module A^p+i), certain conditions are needed. Firstly we
demand that enough definition steps have been made such that all prefixes
of r, including r itself, are reachable with so that the image of r under

T(0t(o is contained in <5WtW>s-
Now let vr ■= 7(t)t(0 (r). Then vr = YJILi for \ E S and E B(t)t(0 •

Supposing that the map a[L)tn '■ ^(0t(o/(^(0t(o)-A ® exists as de¬
scribed in the commutative diagram on page 25, then as the element r acts
trivially on Af, we can conclude that vr must lie in the kernel of the map

a'(i) ( ^. We will call an element such as vr a coincidence. Additionally to
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7(i)tM{r) S (-®(t)t(o)5 we demand that the knowledge about every coinci¬
dence gets stored in order for it to get applied to other reachable elements.
When these two conditions are met then we may add the relation r to the
set of generators and we define -A/p+i) = Afm + {t)a- Furthermore we set
£(4+1)o := and, if r is not contained in the 5-linear span of the pre¬
vious relations ... , rop then the coincidence will lead to a non-trivial
additional generator of a certain submodule of £(t+1\0, extending the sub-
module that we will need to factor out in order to obtain an 5-module

isomorphic to A4.
In the following, we will distinguish between two kinds of coincidences.

Depending on the type, the MGE-procedure will handle them in different
ways. In order to describe the way we distinguish between these we need
the following definition:

Definition 2.4.1 Let B be a finite ordered set with elements hi,... bm or¬

dered by their index and let (B)s denote the free S-module generated by the
set B. An element v E (B) then is of the form v = Yli=l ' h where k < m
where we suppose that Xi ^ 0 for all 1 < i < k.

• We define the head monomial of v as the generator bk € B and we

will denote the head monomial by HM{v).

• We define the term -bk as the head term of v which we will denote
by HT{v).

• We will call the coefficient of b^ in v the head coefficient of v
and we will denote this by HC(v).

Correspondingly, we want to denote by RED{y) the reduct of v where

RED{y) := HT{v) - v.

Remark 2.4.2 Since the head monomial of an element v € (B^k) only
consists of a single generator b E B{c)k it actually would be more appropriate
to call this specific element a "head generator". However, since we will
extend the ordering on elements of (5(t)fc) to an ordering of the elements
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v £ £((.)*. we will then also have to deal with elements of the form b.w,
where w £ X*\e, as possible head monomials of an element v. In order to
remain consistent with the used terminology we will therefore call an element
b £ B^k with b = HM(v) of v £ (B^k) a "head monomial" as well.

Mathematically, coincidences can be seen as generating a submodule of
We will denote this module by f2(t), and since provides an

A-module isomorphism of T and T,^/(A^)a it follows that

(tyt)U = (7(i)(r(i))),7(i)(r(2})),---,7(i)(r(i)))A
is isomorphic to M(l) = (r(1) .. .,r(l))A. Note that, as 7(K)(r(K)) £ (B)s for
all 1 < ac < i, it follows that 7(«)(?>)) = 7(o0»)-

In order to obtain a P-module that is finitely generated as S-module
and that is P-module isomorphic to M. we would have to factor out the
/4-closure of from T,^l\/(A^)a. Taking the ^-closure of <2 is necessary
as the coincidences are induced by the relations of an d-module. We will
show now that instead of factoring out the submodule (Q)A from E/(A)a,
we can form a quotient-module of E by a certain submodule T instead:

Lemma 2.4.3 There is an S-module T C E such that

E/T - (E/(A)a)/(Q)a.

Proof. By the Correspondence Theorem there is a bijection between the
submodules of E/(A)^ and those submodules of E which contain (A)a.
Thus there exists

T := {v£E\v + (A)A£(Q)A},

and therefore Y/(A)/i = (fl)A. It follows then from the Isomorphism Theo¬
rem that (E/(A)A)/(n)A = (E/(A)a)/(T/(A)a) * E/T.

Now let {ci,... ,cm} denote the generating set of (C)A. Then for every
Ci there is ki £ E such that c, = ki + (A)^; we furthermore denote by
{hi,..., ht} the generating set of (A)a. Then the set {hi,..., km, hi,..., ht}
generates T : as ki+ (A)A = cj £ (fl)^ and also hi + (A)a = 0+(A)^ e (S2)a
it follows that (k\,..., km, hi,..., ht) C T.
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On the other hand let v € Y, then v + (A)a G (H)a and accord¬
ingly v + (A)a = XXi °i-ai = YaLi iki + (AU)-ai = YiLl ki-ai + (A)a
where € A. It follows that v — YiLi ki-ai G (A)a and v — YaLi ki-ai ~
Yj=i kj-d'j ■ Therefore, v = YiLiki-ai + Y]=i kj-a'j anc^ we can conclude
that v 6 (ki,...,km,hi,...,ht)A which shows the demanded equality of
modules. □

Therefore, instead of working with a coincidence c € E/(A)a, we can
choose an element k € £ such that fc + (A)^ = c. Such a choice is not
unique, but we will see later that there are certain conditions which will
enable us to make a choice in a unique way.

If we denote by K the set of elements of £ induced by the set of co¬

incidences in E/(A)a then the elements of K, together with the elements
b.x — b' which are induced by the definition steps, give rise to a submodule
T. We will form the quotient-module 0(t) := £(t)/Y^ in order to eventually
obtain some stage (v) such that 0(„) = M.

By assumption, a finitely generated 5-module ©, which is isomorphic to
AA, exists, so there must exist an index (v) such that AT = Af(u)- We will
show that ©(„) is isomorphic to 0.

Proposition 2.4.4 Let v such that Afy) = Af. Then the module Af(„) gives
rise to A-modules £(„),A^, f\{y) and T/v\ such that

S(„)/T (l/) = 0.

Proof. By construction, £(0) — ?• Each further definition step gives rise to
an isomorphism a(t)j+1 : S(t)j./(A(t)j.)A £(l)j+1/(A(,)j+1)A- The mor-
phism 7(t) forms an A-module isomorphism for all (0)o < (i)j < (v)o, thus
we obtain (CI^)a = 7(i/)(W(„)) = Afy) and it follows from Lemma 2.4.3 that
(E/(A),4)/(f2)^ = E/Y for all indices (t)j. Since Afy) — Af we can deduce
that

e =^ = F/Afy) ^ E{u)/r{u).
□
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2.4.2 Coincidences in the Procedure

Let v 6 denote a coincidence and suppose that v = ' k so

that HT{v) = Xm ■ bm. Since v = 7(r) where r = 0 G A4 it follows that the
head term HT{v) and the reduct RED(v) must have the same image in an

S'-module 0 which is isomorphic to M. under a map a^ : £/(A)a *" ©•
We can conclude that the elements HT{y) and RED{v) must be congruent
as elements of (-)(„).

Practically, in terms of the procedure, we aim to replace, whenever that
is possible, the S'-module generator HM{y) = bm by the linear combination
HC(v) • RED(y). However, in order to ensure termination of the proce¬

dure, we always define the head term as that non-trivial summand bm of an
element v, such that

m = max{i | summand of v with Ai ^ 0}

and as the coefficients Aj in our case come from a ring they are not necessarily
units. So the inverse HC(v)~l does not need to exist. Because of this we
will distinguish between the following two cases:

1. the applicable coincidences,

2. the inapplicable coincidences.

Applicable Coincidences and Consequences

We will begin with the case where HC(y) is a unit of S for a given co¬
incidence v. Let bm — HM(v). Since HM(y) and (A"1 • YllXi1 ' M
must have the same image when mapped to © we can conclude that bm
becomes redundant as an S'-module generator for ©(„) as it is contained
in the S'-linear span of those generators which have a non-zero coefficient
as summands of RED{v). In this case we will call v an applicable co¬

incidence. We aim to keep the list of S'-module generators as small as

possible, so we will remove the element bm from the generating set for

©(„) and we then say that we replace bm = HM{y) by the replacement
HC{y)~l ■ RED{v) = (A"1 • -^n OI"der to emphasize that we
replace an element bm we will denote its replacement by rbm.
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Example 2.4.5 Let Ma — (2/1,2/2 I Vl-x2 -2/2,2- y2, y2.x + y2) the module
over the free Z-algebra A generated by one element x. We begin by setting
b\ := /?(o) (2/1) and t>2 '■= P(o)(2/2)• One possible way of assigning S-module
generators (in the way of choosing which element y.w gets assigned to which
S-module generator) leads to the following:

• Induced by the relation yi.x2 — y2 we pursue definition steps resulting
in 63 := /9(0)i(yi-x) and 64 := p^2(y.x2). Therefore we obtain the
coincidence c = 7(o)t(0 (2/1-z2 - 2/2) = 7(o)2 (2/1~ 2/2) = bA-b2. Since
HC(c) = 1 the coincidence is applicable and we can replace HM(c) =
64 by the reduct RED(c) = b2.

• The next relation we will examine is 2 • y2 from which we can deduce
that T(i)t(1) (2-2/2) = 7(i)0(2-2/2) = 2-62 lies in the kernel of a surjective
map /3(„) to some @(„) = 0. In this case the head coefficient 2 is not a
unit in Z and therefore we cannot conclude that the element b2 itself
is redundant as generator for the S-module we want to construct.

The second case stated in the example above shows a coincidence c which
has a head coefficient which is not invertible; we will call such coincidences
inapplicable coincidences. For reasons of termination, inapplicable co¬

incidences will be dealt with in a different way from the applicable coinci¬
dences. This will be explained in greater detail in the following section.

Remark 2.4.6 Note that, to ensure termination of the MGE-procedure, we

have to make sure that the head generator of the replacement rj, = RED(c)
of an element b = HM(c) has smaller index than the element b itself. This
is necessary since the set B, from which we draw the S-module generators,
is bounded below but not above. We achieve this by our choice of the head
monomials above. Moreover, the choice of head monomials will also prevent
an inapplicable coincidence, such as u2-b2—bi," being treated as an applicable
coincidence by deleting b\ and replacing it by 2 • b2.

From now onwards we want to be able to distinguish between elements
b G B that have been found to be redundant as S'-module generators for ©p,)
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and which we have replaced by an S-linear combination of other elements
of B. and those elements which are still found to be necessary as generators
for ©(j,)- This leads to the following definition:

Definition 2.4.7 Let Byy denote the set of possible S-module generators
of ©(y) found at a certain stage of the MGE-procedure. We will call those
elements of Byy which were found to be redundant as generators of Q^ the
deleted generators and we will denote the subset of these by B'^ . We
will call the set Byy\B(^ the set of undeleted generators and we will
denote it by B^,.

Let v = YYILi \ -i>i E (Byy)s- We define the undeleted image uy^(v)
ofv, after having obtained the information of the set of relations ...,

as follows:

Remark 2.4.8 Since the undeleted image uyy(v) of an element v € (Byy)
depends on the relations {r(i),... it follows that

for all (1) < (<-) < (v) and all j\,j2 € {0,... ,t(L)}-

Notation 2.4.9 We will use an exponent "u" as for instance in ET for
the S-modules of the MGE-procedure in order to indicate that instead of a
generating set By) the respective S-module is generated by a setB.

Lemma 2.4.10 The S-module Ey)./Ty). can be provided with the struc¬
ture of an A-module where we define the product by the A-module generators
x € X as follows: Let b & By)., then

Proof. If the product " * " corresponds to the free concatenation then it
is clear that it admits the A-module structure. In the other case the claim

u(0n (")="(0;>)
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follows as the undeleted image u^(v) is additive. The undeleted image only
depends on the generators b 6 B^ that have been deleted and that are con¬
tained as summands in an element v G (B^)s, but not on the coefficients
a ^ 15- n

We suppose again that c G (B(u)t(L))s is an applicable coincidence which
implies that HM(c) ~ HC(c)_1 ■ RED(c). Since coincidences are caused by
Wmodule relations coincidences imply the following congruences

HM(c) *w~ HC(c)~l ■ RED{c) * w

in for all w G X*. In particular when we aim to replace iJM(c) =
bm but where bm * x G (B^)s for any x G X, say bm* x = v G (B^)s, we
will consider the congruence

v~HC(c)~l ■ RED{c) * x.

as possibly leading to a new coincidence in order to capture possible con¬

gruences of S'-module generators as quickly as possible. If in this situation
the product ly. * x for any generators bk in RED(c) is not contained in
{B(l}.) we will make the appropriate definition steps until it is for each of
the generators which are summands of the reduct.

Eventually we will obtain c * x = c G {B^.+l)s and we know that c
must be contained in the kernel of a^ : E^/Yq) —0 as well. We will
call a coincidence c which has been induced by another coincidence a con¬

sequence. We will show in Chapter 4 that the procedure of collecting the
consequences of a coincidence and moreover the processing of coincidences
is strictly terminating.

Suppose we have assigned possible S'-module generators to the prefixes
of rm,..., r(t). We obtain a generating set for A/(t) and we moreover suppose
that we are in a state (t)j. We introduce a new set of mappings r^k : T —>

£/Y(qfc such that a map r^., which is defined on the generators of Ts, takes
into account the information gained from the set of relations r^,... ,r^,
in particular the coincidences and consequences. We define t^. by
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for y.w € T. Accordingly whenever we have to replace a generator b G

5p+1)0 by its undeleted image up+1)(&) at some stage of the procedure we
will then want to adjust the map r. Suppose b = Tp) (y.w) and that we have
detected an applicable coincidence c with HM(c) = b. At that point when
we apply the coincidence which leads to deleting the generator 6, we will
apply this information to the maps r as well and we set r^+i)0(y.w) — rt, =
HC(c)~l ■ RED(c). We denote the S"-linear extension of the map rpp by
5(t)., giving an A-module epimorphism

% :jr " E(0J/TWr

Inapplicable Coincidences

So far we described the way in which the MGE-procedure handles applicable
coincidences where we can replace the HM(c) of a coincidence c by HC(c)~l-
RED(c). If HC(c) however is not a unit of S then we certainly cannot
conclude that the head monomial HM(c) itself lies in the 5-linear span of
the generators in the reduct of c. We will call a coincidence c where HC(c)
is not a unit in S an inapplicable coincidence.

The MGE-procedure will deal with the inapplicable coincidences sepa¬

rately from the applicable coincidences (from which we can draw immediate
conclusions). Whenever an inapplicable coincidence is detected, it will be
stored in an ordered list. We will call this list the torsion sequence and
we will denote it, depending on the stage (t) of the procedure, by Lp). The
letter "L" is induced by the fact that this list corresponds to a lattice as it is
a list with ordered elements. In the same manner as in the case of applicable
coincidences we consider the elements of L as elements of Epp

The form of Lp) depends on the relations rpp ..., rvp which have already
been investigated. The elements of the torsion sequence are ordered by the
indices of their head monomials: let li,lj be entries in Lp) = {li,... ,lt}.
For correctness of the MGE-purpose we will always ensure that HM(U) >
HM(lj) when i < j.

The elements of Lp) at a stage (i)k generate an S'-submodule of E which
we will denote by Ap). We will show in Chapter 4 that an arbitrary element
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I e A(t) must be inapplicable itself. Also in Chapter 4 we will describe in
detail the handling of inapplicable coincidences: for instance the procedure
of inserting inapplicable elements into the torsion sequence.

If at the point of termination L^ ^ 0 then the elements of cor¬
respond to the generators of the torsion-submodule of ©(„), multiplied by
their respective exponents. We will obtain ©(„) as the quotient-module of a
certain finitely generated and free 5-module F with generating set F^F such
that

© = r/(A)A.

2.5 Data accompanying the Computation

For the description of the MGE-procedure we will assign certain quadruples
of data to every stage of the procedure. As described earlier, we have a series
of stages accompanying the construction of a generating set of a module

•A/p+i) and these stages depend on the relation r E Rels\{rp), ..., rp)} which
gets investigated at that current state of the procedure, and on the prefixes
of that relation. In order to describe these stages we introduced a further
index, thus we have a set {(F)o, • ■ •, (0j, ■ ■ ■ (0t(t)} °f indices, used in order
to distinguish between the different forms of tools accompanying A/p) such
as for instance the modules Tp^, Tp)j+1 ... Tp)t(t).

We assume that relations rp),..., rp) have been examined so far and
that we have already traced j prefixes of the currently investigated relation
r and we will describe the quadruple for this case. For the remaining part of
the description of the quadruple we will omit the index (i)j whenever there
is no ambiguity.

2.5.1 The 5-Module Generating Set

The first part of the a tuple consists of the set B which is an approximation
of the set of 5'-modulc generators for a finitely generated and free S'-module
r of which © is a quotient-module.
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2.5.2 The Multiplication Table

We define the Multiplication Table, which will be denoted T, accompany¬
ing a submodule A/(t) (or in other words accompanying the construction of
a generating set for Af(L+1)) as a table in which we store certain information
about the elements b 6 B contained in the set of possible generators of the
S-module ©(„). The rows are indexed by an ordered set B = {&i,... bm(t)}
and each row corresponds to a generator b G B. We let the symbol J_ de¬
note "empty" or unknown. A row "6" of the table T contains the following
information about a generator b € B :

• A column delb, which contains a flag which is either set to "true" or

"false". If the flag in a row is set to "true", then this indicates that
the accompanying generator b has been deleted; "false" that it has
not been deleted.

• A column which, in the case that the generator b corresponding to
the row has been deleted, contains the possible replacement 77,. In case

that b 6 Bu then has not been defined and the entry in that column
reads _L.

• For every algebra generator x e X we have a column prod(6, x). A
box in such a column either contains the product b* x, or, in case that
the free product b.x is not congruent modulo A to an element of (B)5,
the entry will read _L.

• A column which, only if delb = false, contains the pre-image of b € Bu
under the mapping p : / 1 •- b € Bu; otherwise the entry is "_L".

Therefore, a table T^ provides a description of the multiplication in an
S-module which is isomorphic to -M(t) = E/Af^\. At the beginning of the
procedure we will initialise the multiplication table T(0) which has rows
corresponding to the set of S-module generators 5(0) = {bi, ■ ■ ■ ,bn} which
is in one-one relation to the set of module generators Y of A4. All rows
of T(o) correspond to undeleted S-module generators and no boxes for the
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action of x E X on 6 E 5(o) have been filled. Thus T(0) represents the free
5-module (B^X*) = £(0) which is isomorphic to T.

From the pre-image contained in the table for 6 G Bu together with the
undeleted image of b E Bd the mapping 5 : T >- (Bu)s C S/(A)^/(fl)^
can be reconstructed.

By abuse of notation we will from now onwards not distinguish between
the i-th row of the table and the 5-module generator bt G B corresponding
to it.

Example 2.5.1 Suppose that we have traced relations {t"(i), .. •, J"(t)} E
Rels. A row in a multiplication table possibly describing such a situation is
given by:

delh n prod{b, £1) prod{b, xt) P Hb)

bh f ± X V y.w

bh+1 t 67-3-64 X X X

bh+2 f _L v' v" y.w

In the table above, the row bh corresponds to the undeleted S-module
generator with index h. The fact, that the generator bh has not been deleted
is indicated by the entry "f" in the column "del},".

The table describes the action of the algebra A, which in this case has gen¬

erators x\,... ,Xt- The product bh*xt is contained in (B)s and its undeleted
image is a vector v = YllLi ^i ' bt. Since the generator bh is undeleted, the
box with the replacement "ri," has been filled with the symbol "X ". Moreover,
at this stage of the procedure there is no element of (B) known to be equal
to bh * x\, therefore the table-entry for the box of the product prod(bh,x\)
has been filled with the symbol "T" as well. All the information which is
contained in the table has been obtained by tracing the prefixes of the finite
subset • • • r(t)} C Rels.

By the Schreier Theorem in Chapter 1 we know that, in the case that M.
is isomorphic to a finitely generated 5-module, a finite subset of the set Rels
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should suffice as generating set for the submoduleM of T. The multiplication
table, or to be accurate, the choice of the S-module generators corresponding
to its rows, has an impact on the choice of this subset of Rels : if we are

investigating coincidences caused by an algebra-relation r E A then r will
lead to an infinite number of module-relations {y.wr \ y E Y, w E X*}. We
will however confine to those elements y.w E T such that 7{y.w) = b E Bu.
We will ensure that we will apply every algebra-relation at a generator b E
Bu : this might also be called pushing at b.

2.5.3 The Coincidence Stack

In theory we interpret coincidences as generators of a certain 5-submodule;
the coincidences together with the set of generators of A gives rise to the S-
module T. The product in the quotient-module S/T uses the undeleted
image. Thus if an element v E (£)s contains a summand or the prefix of a
summand with b = HM{c) of an applicable coincidence c, then v 0 (£")s
and in fact there exists an element v which is congruent to v modulo T such
that v E (Eu)s-

Here however we demand that all applicable coincidences have been pro¬

cessed and the so-obtained undeleted image has been applied to all elements
or, in other words, that for all head terms bc of applicable coincidences we

have that bc E Bd. In practical terms this is not the case at every stage of
the procedure. The next part of the tuple accompanying A/p) consists of a
tool used in the procedure in order to handle those coincidences of which
the procedure has already become aware but which it was not able yet to
examine and apply any further.

We call this the coincidence stack and we will denote it by Cp. The
elements stored in Cp are ordered by the point of when they have been
added to the stack: so elements which have been added last will be dealt

with first. The coincidences contained in Cp are considered to be pending:
when a coincidence c is found, it might not be dealt with immediately, for
instance in the situation where the MGE-procedure is currently processing
a different coincidence c, which might lead, amongst other things, to the
computation of the consequences of c. Then c will first be added to the
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stack: we set Cp(t+i)0 := Cp^ U {c}, where it is stored until the MGE-
procedure, possibly at a later stage, will process c. Only then will the
procedure evaluate if c is an applicable coincidence of not. If it is applicable
then in the course of processing c all consequences c\,..., q which are caused
by c will be traced and added to the stack. Therefore the coincidence stack
might contain coincidences which are non-applicable.

Moreover, since coincidences might be stored in Cp(q. over a few stages
of the procedure there might be coincidences c € Cp(t). such that c /
u(i) (c)- The reason for this is that the MGE-procedure will not update or
check the coincidences while they are in the stack. Only at the point when
c € Cp is chosen for processing will we replace c by the undeleted image u(c)
at that stage of the computation. This in means in particular that when a

coincidence c is processed we will trace c completely, now as element of E/T
and therefore using the product " * ".

2.5.4 The Torsion Sequence

If S is a domain but not a field we have seen before that the S'-module

O we wish to construct possibly contains torsion elements. If it does then
we have to distinguish between applicable and inapplicable coincidences in
the MGE-procedure. When the procedure has terminated the inapplicable
coincidences, which are stored in the torsion sequence L, can be seen as

generating set of a certain SY-module! A which is a submodule of a finitely
generated and free S-module T, such that 0 = T/A. In order to handle
inapplicable coincidences we mainly need two procedures:

1. We must ensure at all times that no applicable coincidences are con¬

tained in the 5-linear span of the inapplicable coincidences. Therefore
we will store the inapplicable coincidences in a sequence L with ele¬
ments which are strictly ordered by their head monomials. Therefore
whenever an element gets inserted into L we must make sure that this
ordering is maintained.

2. As the inapplicable coincidences I € L have also been obtained from
A-module relations we must ensure that the ^-module A generated by
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the I G L equals its own yl-module closure. We aim to close L with
respect to action by the yl-module generators x G X.

In practical terms of the procedure, two separate lists will be used to
store and handle the inapplicable coincidences:

1. The Torsion Sequence L.

2. The List of inapplicable Coincidences I.

These lists have identical elements. The elements of these lists are ordered

in two different ways. We order the elements of the Torsion Sequence L by
the index of their head monomial, thus we will always strictly ensure that
for i\ < i2 we have that HM{lif) > HM(li2) for Zq, ll2 G L. The sequence I
is used for the computation of the T-module closure of the elements which
are stored in L. The elements of I are ordered on a "first in - first out"

basis: the T-module closure of elements which have been inserted into I at

an earlier point will be computed first.

Remark 2.5.2 Contrary to the elements of Cp we will ensure that all I G L
will be checked if they are affected whenever an applicable coincidence is
processed that leads to the deletion of some b G Bu. In the case that b is
summand of I G L we will then replace I by its undeleted image. Moreover,
if b is even the head monomial of some I G L then this I will be removed
from the torsion sequence and we will add I to the coincidence stack where
eventually it will be processed again. In this way we ensure that at every stage

of the procedure only inapplicable coincidences are contained in a torsion
sequence L and furthermore that all elements of L are contained in (Bu)s■

We will complete this chapter with a short example of an MGE-procedure
in terms of the data such as multiplication table, coincidence stack and
torsion sequence used. Note that in this example we will use the technique
of inserting inapplicable coincidences which will be described in detail in
Chapter 4.

Example 2.5.3 Let M = (2/1,2/2 I 2/1~ 2/2,2 • y\.x — 6 • y\)p and let
P = (x \ x2 — 2 ■ x)i. We begin with the generating set R(0) = {£>1,62} and
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accordingly initialise the multiplication table T as follows

deli prod(b, x) p~l(b) n

61 f _L Vi _L

62 f -L V2 ±

We moreover set Cp = 0 and L = 0. We first examine the module rela¬
tion y\.x3 — y2 which leads to the definition steps 63 := P(o)i(yi-x)ib4 :=

yO(0)2(yi.x2) and 65 := p(0)3 (1/i.x3). T6e so-obtained applicable coincidence
65 — 62 rfoes not have to be stored in Cp but can be processed immediately.
Applying this information to the table gives

delb prod(b, x) p~\b) n

61 f 63 yi JL

62 f _L 2/2

63 f 64 yi-x _L

64 f 62 1/1.x2 ±

65 t 1 _L 62

The coincidence induced by second module-relation 2 • y\.x — 6 • yi is without
any further definition steps already contained in the S-linear span of the
generators B^ = {61,62,63,64} and in fact it is an inapplicable coincidence
2 ■ 63 — 6 • 61 which we add to the torsion sequence: L := [2 • 63 — 6 • 61].

Next we begin examining the relations that are implied by the relation
x2 — 2 • x. Application of it at 61 gives b\ *x2 — 2 • 61 *x — 64 — 2 • 63; however,
as 64 * x G (B) this coincidence gives rise to a consequence and before we
can delete 64 and replace it by the replacement 2 • 63 we have compute the
consequence c = c * x. We obtain c = b^ * x — 2 • 63 * x = 62 — 2 -64 and
since c cannot be processed immediately we add it to the coincidence stack:
Cp := {62 — 2 ■ 64}, and now 64 can be deleted.

Then we can process c, as now 64 G Bd we have to replace c by its
undeleted image, we obtain an inapplicable coincidence u(c) = 11(62 —2-64) =
62 — 4 • 63 which we insert into L. We have that HM(u(fc)) = HM(l) for the
element I G L. As we must ensure that HM(li) ^ HM(lj), we replace u(c)
by v := 2 ■ I + u{c) = 2 • (2 • 63 — 6 • 61) — 4 • 63 + 62 = 62 — 12 • 61.

Since v is an applicable coincidence it will not be inserted into L. More¬
over as 62*x ^ B no further consequences are induced and it can be processed
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immediately. We will describe the general approach for the inserting of el¬
ements into the torsion sequence closely in Chapter f. We now obtain the
table:

delb prod(b, x) P 1(b) n

61 f 63 VI _L

62 t ± 1 12 - 61
63 f 2-63 yi-x J.

64 t JL 1 2-63
65 t JL _L 62

and Cp = 0 and L = [2 • 63 — 6 • 6i], The A-module closure of l\ 6 L gives
l\*x = 2-bz-kx — 6 ■ 61 * x = —2 • 63 and we replace l\ and l\* x by the
elements v\ := l\ ★ x + l\ = —6 • b\ and := h + v\ = 2 ■ 63 and we obtain
the torsion sequence L = [2 • 63, — 6 • 6j].

Since the application of an algebra relation at a generator which has
already been deleted would not provide new information we will apply x^-2-x
at the next generator contained in Bu. We obtain the trivial coincidence
63 * x2 — 2 ■ 63 * x = 4 • 63 — 4 • 63.

Therefore we obtain an S-module © which is a quotient-module of the
free module (61,63)5. These generators correspond to the elements y\ and
yi.x G T. The free rank of © is zero as both 61 and 63 are torsion elements,
b\ has the exponent —6 and 63 has the exponent 2. The action of the generator
x of A is described by the matrix



Chapter 3

Grobner Bases and
MGE-Procedure

In the following chapter we shall introduce Grobner bases for S-modules and
also prefix Grobner bases in the case of T-modulcs which are given as the S-
module closure of certain finitely generated S-modules. These methods shall
be applied in subsequent chapters to the modules constructed in the course

of an MGE-procedure and we shall use certain properties of such Grobner
bases in order to show correctness and termination of the MGE-procedure.
Section 3.1: We describe terminology such as ordering and reduction in
the case of the S'-modules for a Euclidean domain S and we specify S-
module Grobner bases. Certain properties of S-module Grobner bases shall
be established with regard to the reduction by elements which are contained
in an S-module Grobner basis.

Section 3.2: We describe prefix-reduction of elements of a free ^4-module.
Prefix Grobner bases are introduced and we shall discuss properties of mod¬
ules which are generated by a prefix Grobner basis. Thereafter we shall
introduce the concept of prefix-closure. We show how prefix-closure can be
used in certain cases in order to obtain a finite prefix Grobner basis from a

given S-module Grobner basis.

47
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3.1 Grobner Bases of S'-Modules

3.1.1 Ordering and Reduction on S-Modules

We introduce now the appropriate notation and language of ordering and
reduction on elements of a module and we will explain the reduction tech¬
niques which we will use to simulate the MGE-procedure.

Definition 3.1.1 Let E = {eo, ei, e2,...} be a set. We call a partial order¬
ing A on the elements of E a well-founded ordering if the corresponding
strict ordering allows no infinite descending chain eq >- ej2 >- ... for
ei. 6 E.

A reduction rule with respect to an ordering >r on E is an ir-
reflexive relation of a pair of elements (ei, e2) where e\ >z e2 and a reduction
rule is written as

ei ^ e2.

We will call a reduction rule with respect to an ordering >z on E Noethe-
rian. if no infinitely descending sequences of reductions

eo 1 e\ Y e2 x • • • with i 6 N

exist for the elements ei € E where ej ^ ei+\.

Definition 3.1.2 Let 7i denote a module with h, h! e hi and let JC denote
a submodule of hi. The module IC defines a congruence relation " ~ " on

the elements of hi : we say that h and h! are congruent if h — h! E IC. We
define congruence classes on TL: the congruence class of h € hi by the
(congruence) relation which we denote by is the set consisting of
those elements h E Ti such that h ~ h. We may also write and h h!
if we want to stress that the congruence is generated by IC.

Let |/i|^ denote a congruence class of elements of a module hi and let
" >z " denote an ordering on the elements of hi. We will call an element
h S hi minimal in its class |h|^ if there is no h' € \h\^, h! ^ h, such that
h >z h!.
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We will now discuss the terms of ordering and reduction in the case of S-
modules. Thus let S be an ordered Euclidean domain. It should be stressed

at this point that not every Euclidean domain is ordered. For instance the
Gaussian integers, as a subring of the complex numbers, form a domain that
cannot be ordered: there does not exist a total ordering for the elements of
the Gaussian integers.

We furthermore assume that the algebra A is a finitely generated monoid-
algebra over S that is generated by the finite set X. We will denote by
T — (Y)a a free and finitely generated T-module. Moreover, we define E
as the yl-module closure of a finitely generated S'-module (B)s, where B is
an ordered set B = {61,..., bm}; thus E = (BX*)s■

Definition 3.1.3 We denote by <P C S a subset of elements of S such that
the following holds:

1. If Ai, A2 G *P, then Ai + A2 G *P and also Ai • A2 G fp,"

2. for A & S one of A G fp, —A G fp, or A = 0 holds.

The set <p is called the set of positive elements of S.

We obtain a total ordering >5 on elements of S: Let Ai, A2 G S, we set

^1 >S A2 <=> Ai — A2 G *p.

For A G S we set

We can extend the ordering on S in order to obtain a total ordering 'V'
on the elements of (B)s■ Let v\ = Yljlti A? ' with HM(v1) = bmi, and

A, if A G fp or A = 0;
—A, otherwise.

y2 = Kj ' bj with HM(v2) = bm2. We set

V\ >- V2 <=> <

m 1 > 777.2, or

mi = m2 and Kmi >s Am2, or

mi = 7712 and /cmi = Am2 and RED{y\) >- RED{v2).
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An element v G £ is of the form

m t(j)
» =££ Ajfc • bj.Wjk, where Wjk G X* and \3k € S.

j=l fc=i

Since £, as the A-module closure of a free 5-module, is free itself, this linear
combination of the elements b.w, where b G B and w G X*, is unique for
every v G £. We extend the given ordering on (B) by defining an ordering
on the elements of £. This ordering is induced by the maximal length of
words of the monoid X* occurring as summands of the module element:

Definition 3.1.4 Let w = xqXj2 • • • £;t G X*, we define the length of w
as

|u;| := t.

For dgE where v = Xq=i Y^kLi ^jk ' bj.Wjk, we then define the weight of
v, denoted by Wei(v) as

Wei{y) := max{\wjk\ : Ajk ■ bj.Wjk summand of v with Ajk ^ 0}.

Let bs.w and bt.w' be generators ofEs, then

b,.w ywei bt.w' |to| > |u/|, or

liol = |«/| and s > t.

Accordingly, we define an ordering by weight " >~wei" on the elements
of £ as follows: let V\,V2 € £ with head terms HT(vi) = k ■ bs.w and
HT(v2) = A • bt.w', then

^1 wei v2

Wei(v1) > Wei(v2),or
Wei(y1) = Wei(v2) and s > t,or
Wei{v{) = Wei[y2) and s = t and k >5 A.

The set B is bounded below in the given situation and the weight of
elements of £ is bounded below by 0 as well. If we assume that there does
not exist an infinite descending sequence of elements of the ring S then we

can conclude that there cannot exist any infinite sequences

|Ul| )—wei |f21 ^~wei |^3| wei
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of elements of E in the case of ordering by weight in the setting given. In
the further procedure we shall assume that there are no infinite sequences

of elements of S. We will now introduce reduction on the elements of E.

Definition 3.1.5 Let v\,V2 E E and let H = {hi,..., ht} C E. We say

that H S-module reduces v\ to V2 in one step, denoted by v\ —V2,

if
l>2 = «1 - («1 • hi "t h «i * h)

where Kj E S such that m ^ 0 for at least one i E {1,... ,t}. For hj E H
with Kj ^ 0 the following conditions have to hold:

1. HM(hj) = b.w for a summand A • b.w of v\.

2. Let A denote the coefficient of the summand b.w. We demand that
there are k,k'eS with A = k ■ HC{hj) + k' where

(a) |k • HC{hj)| <s |A|/ and
(b) Kl <5 \HC(hj)\.

H *
We say that H 5-module reduces v\ to V2, denoted by v\ —V2, if
there exists a sequence of S-module reductions

H _ H H _ H
Vl VI Vk V2

with Vi G E for 1 < i < k. We call an element v € E minimal with
respect to H if it cannot be S-module reduced by H C E. We call a set H
inter-reduced if every hi E H is minimal with respect to H\{hi}.

3.1.2 S'-Module Grobner Bases

Let H denote a finite set of elements of E, generating a submodule 5 c E.
We are interested to see that the reduction by elements of H leads to a

minimal element which is canonical up to multiplication by a unit of S. Let
huh2 E H such that HM{hi) = HM(h2) and \HC{hi)\ >s \HC[h2)\ and
let v E E be S'-module reducible by h\ and /i2> suppose with the respective
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coefficients Ai,A2 E S. We have

hi
-*• v\ := v — Ai • h\

h2

v2 := V — A2 • h2

Suppose that vi / v2 and that vi cannot be obtained from v2 by multiplica¬
tion with a unit of S. Then if there is no element v E £ with accompanying

H * H *
sequences of reduction rq —v and v2 —^ v, then the S-module reduc¬
tion by elements of H does not lead to a canonical result. In the literature
of Grobner bases a set H which does lead to a canonical minimal element is

called confluent.

Moreover we want to be able to determine if an element v is in minimal

form with respect to a set H, or if it is further reducible, by comparing HT(v)
with the head terms of elements of H. We want to obtain a generating set
H' such that all elements contained in the S'-linear span (H')s have as their
minimal form 0.

For hi, h2 E H as above, as HC{hi) and HC(h2) are elements of the Eu¬
clidean domain S, the extended greatest common divisor provides elements
ki,k2 E S such that

Ki ■ HC(hi) = k2 ■ HC(h2),

namely where k, ■ HC(hi) is the least common multiple of HC(hi) and
HC(h2) for i E {1,2}.

If we set v Kq • hi — k2 ■ h2, then v lies in the 5-linear span of hi and h2.
In the case that there is no element h! E H\{hi,h2} with HM(v) = HM{h')
such that also \HC{h')\ <s \HC(y)\, the element v is minimal with respect
to H despite the fact that it is contained in the S'-linear span of H.

In literature on Grobner bases a pair of elements such as hi,h2 E H
is called a critical pair. It can be shown that there is a close connection
between the property of a set H being confluent and that all elements con¬

tained in the 5-linear span have minimal form zero, respectively, with the
property that there are no critical pairs contained in H.
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Let H — {h\,... ,ht} be a set of elements of E. For the set of head
monomials of a set H we define

HM(H) := {HM{hi) \ K E H};

and in the same way for the head terms, HT(h) = HC(h) • HM(h), we set
HT(H) := {HT{hi) \ ht e H}.

In order to obtain a confluent set G C H such that for all v in the S-

linear span of G we have that HT(v) E (HT(G)), B. Buchberger developed
the theory of Grobner bases for the generating sets of ideals in polynomial
rings k[x\,..., xn\, where k is a field, see for instance [6, 7], Buchberger
proved that the property of a set G being confluent can be traced back to
certain properties of so-called s-polynomials constructed from the elements
of G. This can be seen as the motivation of the algorithm developed by
Buchberger for the construction of Grobner bases. The theory of Grobner
bases can be translated into the setting ofmodules over certain types of rings,
see for instance [1]. We will now give the definition of an s-polynomial for
elements of a free S-module and also the definition of an S-module Grobner

basis.

Definition 3.1.6 Let h\,h2 € 2 such that HM(h\) = HM(h2) and let
Ai,A2 € 5 such that Xi •HC(hi) = X2 ■ HC(h2). We define an s-polynomial
of hi and h2 as follows:

s-pol(hi,h2) := Xi ■ hi - X2 ■ h2.

So the s-polynomial is a tool in order to construct an element which
is contained in the linear span of elements hi,h2 but which has a head
monomial that is smaller than the head monomials of hi and h2■ This is
achieved by multiplying hi and h2 respectively by coefficients Ai,A2 such
that Aj • HC(hi) for i E {1, 2} is equal to, or a multiple of the least common
multiple of HC(hi) and HC(h2).

In the case where head coefficients are elements of a field, an s-polynomial
can be obtained by multiplying with the respective multiplicative inverses
of the head coefficients. Also in the case of fields, Buchberger proved that
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reduction by a set H must be confluent if each s-polynomial of elements
of H can be reduced to 0 by H. However, in the case where the head
coefficients are elements of a ring and thus are not necessarily invertible, we
must take the head coefficients themselves into account as well when we are

investigating if reduction by a set is confluent.
Suppose for instance the case where h\,h,2 E H such that HM{h\) =

HM{h,2) but where the set H does not contain an element h! such that
HM(h') = HM{hi) and HC(h') = /x := GCD[HC{h{),HC[h2)). There
exist «i, ki G S such that /x = k\ ■ HC(h\) + «2 • HC(h2). If /x <s HC{h\)
and n <s HC(h2) then v = + «2 ■ ^2 is contained in the linear span
of H although it is not guaranteed that v can be S'-module reduced any

further by elements of H. In order to handle this situation, a further tool
has been introduced in the setting of Grobner bases where the coefficients
are elements of a ring. We shall follow the notation used in [5] by T. Becker
and V. Weispfenning:

Definition 3.1.7 Let h\,h,2 £ S such that HM(h\) = HM{h2) and let
Ki, K2eS such that GCD(HC(hi), HC(h2)) = ki • HC(h{) + k2 ■ HC(h2).
We define a g-polynomial of h\ and /12 as follows:

g-pol(hi,h2) ■= Ki ■ hi + k2 • h2.

Lemma 3.1.8 Let ogE and let H C £ denote a finite set such that

g-pol(h, h') —^ 0
H *

for all h, h' E H. If v—0 then there exist h" E H and k E S such that
HM(h") = HM(v) and HC(v) = k ■ HC{h").

H * . . 1

Proof. If v s 0 then v = X^i=i \ ' K-, where we suppose that we have
chosen the hi in such a way that HM(v) = HM(hi) for exactly i E {1,..., t}
and where moreover \HC(h{)\ >s \HC{h2)\ >s >s \HC{ht)\ for all
1 < i < t.

We certainly have that HT(v) = ^-=1 Aj • HTfihf) and \HC{hi)\ <s
\HC(v)\ for all 1 < i < t. Furthermore we assume that we have chosen this
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reduction of v such that the respective norms of the head coefficients of the hi
for i G {1,..., t} are as small as possible. In particular we demand that there
is no other representation of v which contains an h! with HM(h') = HM(hi)
and \HC(h')\ <s \HC(ht)\.

The claim is certainly satisfied if t = 1. Also if t > 1 and HC(hi) =
HC(ht) it follows that HC(y) must be a multiple of HC(h\). So we assume
that t > 1 and \HC(h\)\ >$ \HC(ht)\. By assumption on the set H we

H *
know that g-pol(hi, ht)—0 for all such g-polynomials. So there must

exist hi,..., hm € H such that
m

g := g-pol(hi, ht) =^ uj ■ hj
j=l

We have formed g = si • h\ + S2 ■ ht, where si,S2 E S such that si •

HC{h{) + S2 ■ HC(ht) = GCD(HC(hi),HC(ht)), so g is contained in the
S'-module (h\,ht)s■

However, v = ' hi can also be written as

t— 1 t-\-k m

V = (Ai - Si) ■ hi + ^2 Xi ■ hi + (Xt — s2) ■ ht+ ^ Xj ■ hj +^ ■ hL.
i=2 j=t+1 t=X

The summands on the right hand side of this equation provide a valid re¬

duction sequence of v to 0 as well.
Now suppose that \HC(g)\ <$ \HC{ht)\. It follows that \HC(hj)\ <s

\HC(ht)\ for all hj which reduce g. However, this is a contradiction to the
assumption that the reduction had been chosen in a way such that the norms

of the head coefficients of the hi with 1 < i < t are as small as possible with
respect to the ordering <5.

Therefore we can conclude that HC(g) = HCiht) and this implies that
HC{h\) is a multiple of HC(ht). This argument can be applied to all hi
with i e {1,... ,t — 1}, and it follows that HC{y) must be a multiple of
HC(ht). □

Lemma 3.1.9 Let H C E be a finite set such that for every pair of ele-
H *

ments h,h! e H it is ensured that Q-pol(h, h') —^ 0. Let w6E,r/0, if
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v is minimal with respect to H then no summand A ■ b.w of v is contained
in the S-module (HT(H))s■

Proof. Suppose there is a summand A • b.w ^ 0 of v which is contained in
(HT(H))S. Then

A • b.w = Ai • HT(hi) + • • • + Xt ■ HT(ht).

We shall prove the claim by induction on the number t of summands of the
sum above. Suppose t = 1, then A • b.w = Ai • HT{h\) and the claim follows.

Let t = 2, then A • b.w = Ai • HT{h\) + A2 • HT{h2). We know that
every g-polynomial of h\ and h2 must be S'-module reducible to 0. Let
g = g-pol(/ii, h2) = • hi + k2 • hi with ki,«2 € S. Since HCifg) =

GCD{HC(hi),HC(hf)) there exist pi, P2 € S with HC{hi) = pi ■ HC(g)
for i E {1,2}. Accordingly A • b.w = (Ai • p\ + A2 • pf) • HT(g). Since g
is S'-module reducible to 0 by if it follows that A • b.w must be 5-module
reducible by H as well.

So suppose that the assumption has been shown for t — n — 1; we set
t = n. Therefore A • b.w = XT=i ^ ' HTtfif). Without loss of generality we
form a g-polynomial of h\ and h^.'.

g := g-pol(/ii, h2) = si • hi + s2 ■ h2\
H * -—■

By assumption, g —^ 0 and we can conclude that h E H and k E S
exist such that HC(g) = k, ■ HC(h). Moreover there are pi, p2 E S with
HC(hi) = pi ■ HC(g) = pi-k ■ HC(h) for i E {1,2}.

So
n n—1

X-b.w = J2xi- HT(hi) = tti • HT(hi)
2=1 2=1

where

• ol\ := (Ai • pi + X2 ■ p2) ■ k for i E {1, 2};

• ai := Ai_|_i for 2 < i < n — 1;

• hi := h and hi := hi+1 for 2 < i < n — 1;
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and so the claim follows by induction. □

The converse of the Lemma above is only true in a modified form. By
definition, an element v\ £ S can be 5-module reduced by an element h if
two conditions are satisfied: firstly we demand that there is a summand X-b.w
of v\ such that HM(h) = b.w] secondly we must have that \HC{h)\ <s |A|.
This second condition does not necessarily require that the coefficient A at
the summand of v\ is a multiple of HC{h). Therefore if h S-module reduces
v\ to an element V2 then it is possible that the term b.w is a summand of
V2 as well, then with a coefficient \k,'\ <5 |A| such that X — k • HC{h) + k!
where |/c'| <5 \HC(h)\.

H *
Corollary 3.1.10 Let H C E be a finite set such that Q-pol(h, h') —^ 0
for all h, h! £ H. Let » 6 E, » / 0; suppose that for any summand X ■ b.w
of v for which b.w £ HM(H) there exists no X' £ S with |A'| <5 |A| and
X' ■ b.w £ (HT{H))s■ Then v is minimal with respect to H.

We now give the definition of an 5-module Grobner basis and we shall
proceed by investigating certain properties of such Grobner bases.

Definition 3.1.11 Let H be a submodule of the S-module £. We call a set
of elements G = {<71,... ,gt} C S an ^-module Grobner basis of H if for
every v £ £, v 7^ 0, there exists an element gi £ G such that:

1. HM(y) = HM(gi), and

2. \HC{y)\ >s \HC(gi)\ such that there are k,,k' £ S with HC{v) =
k ■ HC(gi) + n' such that

(a) |k • HC(gi)\ <s \HC{y)\, and

(b) M <5 \HC(gi)\.

Lemma 3.1.12 Let G = {gi, ■ ■ ■, gt} C S be an S-module Grobner basis
ofEs- Then G generates 2.
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Proof. Let v € 2, v ^ 0, there exists a sequence of reductions
G „ G G „ G _

V 1 Ul . . . 1 Vk v
s 1 s s fe s

such that v is minimal with respect to G. Then v — v is contained in the
S-linear span of G and, as G C 2, also v e 2. The set G is an S-module
Grobner basis for 2s, it follows that v = 0 and therefore v must be contained
in the S'-linear span of G. □

Lemma 3.1.13 Let 2 be a submodule of £ and let H = {hi,..., ht} be a

set of elements o/£ which generates 2. Then the following are equivalent:

1. The set H is an S-module Grobner basis for 2.
H *

2. Let vgE and v / 0, then v G 2 if and only if v—0.

Proof. " 1. ==> 2. Suppose that v G 2 such that v ^ 0. Then v can

be reduced by H to an element v that is minimal with respect to H. Since
v — v = Ai • hjj + • • • + Am • h,m € 2 it follows that v € 2 as well. Then v

cannot be further reduced by the S-module Grobner basis II and it follows
that v = 0.

H *
Now suppose that v —0. Then there exists a sequence of reductions

H ~ H H _ H n

and therefore v must lie in the S-linear span of H. It follows that v € 2.
H *

" 2. => 1. Let v € 2 and v / 0. By assumption v —^ 0, induced
by this reduction sequence there exist Ai,..., At 6 S such that

v = Ai • hi + • • • + Aj • hj

where we must have \HM{hi)\ <s \HM{y)\ for all hi with \ ^0. As r gets
reduced to 0 there must exist a non-empty subset {h^,..., h,m } c H which
reduces HT(v). Therefore HM{hij) = HM(v) for h{j with 1 < j < m.
Again it follows from the argument that the hi. are S'-module reducing
v that |HC(hij)\ <s \HC(v)\. We can conclude that H is an S-module
Grobner basis. □
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Corollary 3.1.14 Let E be a submodule of a free S-module £ which is
generated by a finite S-module Grobner basis G and let v E E which can be
S-module reduced by G to an element v that is minimal with respect to G.
Then v = 0.

Corollary 3.1.15 Let E be a submodule of a free S-module £ which is
generated by the finite set G. If G is an S-module Grobner basis then for all
s-polynomials s-pol (51,52) of elements 51,52 E G we have that

G *
5-50^(51,52) —^ 0.

Proof. Suppose there is v := s-pol (51,52) 7^ 0 which cannot be S'-module
reduced to 0 by G. Then v is an element of E which is minimal with respect
to G. It follows that there is no 5 E G such that HM(y) = HM(g) and also
IHC(v)\ >s \HC(g)\. This is a contradiction to the assumption that G is a

Grobner basis and therefore we must have v = 0. □

Corollary 3.1.16 Let E. be a submodule of a free S-module £ which is
generated by the finite set G. If G is an S-module Grobner basis then for
all g-polynomials Q-pol (51,52) of elements 51,52 E G we have that

G *
0-50^(51,52) 0.

We shall now present a theorem which, in a different setting, was proved
by Buchberger in the case of polynomial rings k[xi,...,xn] where k is a
field. We translate this theorem to the setting of finitely generated mod¬
ules over a Euclidean domain S and the proof here follows the ideas of the
proof of the Buchberger Theorem as it has been presented by T. Becker and
V. Weispfenning in [5]. This theorem shows that it can be seen directly if
a set H is an ^-module Grobner basis from the property of s-polynomials
and g-polynomials of h,h' E H of being 5-module reducible by H.

Theorem 3.1.17 [Buchberger's Theorem in [5], p. 457] Let E be
a submodule of the free S-module £ and let H be a finite generating set
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of S such that for all h,h' E H we have s-pol(h, h!)—0 and also g-
H *

pol(h,h')—0. Then H forms an S-module Grobner basis ofE.

Proof. Let « 6 / 0, since H generates H, v can be written as a linear
combination of elements of H. We shall assume that v cannot be S-module

reduced to 0. We shall divide the proof into two parts. In the first part we
shall suppose that v = A; • hi where HM(y) = maxi<j<t{iJM(hj)}
but that \HC(y)\ <s \HC(hi)\ for all i 6 In the second part we
shall assume that the head monomials of the summands hi cancel so that

HM(y) < max{HM(hi)}.
(1) : We proceed by induction on the number of summands hi of v with

HM(hi) = HM(v). There is nothing to show if n = 1, so we begin with the
case n = 2 and without loss of generality we suppose that the summands are

ordered such that HM(v) = HM[h\) = HM(h2). By assumption, g g-
H * -—•

pol(hi/i2) —^ 0. It follows from Lemma 3.1.8 that there exist h E H and
k,Pi,P2 € S such that HM(h) = HMifg) and k ■ HC(h) = HC(g), and
Pi ■ HC(h) = HC{hi) for i E {1,2}.

It follows that HM(pi-h-hi) < HM(hi) and the element (pi-h — hf) for
i E {1, 2} is of the form of an s-polynomial of h with hi and /12 respectively.
By assumption we have that all such s-polynomials must reduce to 0,

*

s-pol(h, hi) 0,

and as HM(pi ■ h — hi) < HM(hi) for i E {1,2} we also must have that
,,r , , H\{huh2} *

5-pol(h,hi) ^ 0.

Therefore we can write p\-h—h\ = X^=i vj'^j anc^ P2-h—h2 = Y^j'=1 v'j''^j'
where HM{h'■) < HM(h\) and HM{h",) < HM(h2) for all summands h'-
and h'j,. We obtain

I V m

v = Aj • (pi ■ h - Vj ■ h'j) + A2 • (P2 ■ h - ^ u'j, ■ h",) + \ ■ hj =
j=1 j'=1 i=3

l V m

(Ax ■ pi + A2 • P2) • h — Ai • (Uj ■ h'j) — A2 • ( vp • h'j,) + Aj • hi.
j=1 j'=1 i=3
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So the only summand which has a head monomial equal to HM(v) remaining
on the right hand side is h. It follows that HC(v) = (Ai -pi +A2-/i2)'HC(h).
Therefore HM(y) = HM{h) and \HC(h)\ <s \HC(v)\ and it follows that v
is A-module reducible by H.

By induction hypothesis, the assumption holds for n = t— 1, so if we have
hi,..., ht-1, where t— 1 < m, such that HM{hi) = HM(v) for 1 < i < t — 1
then there is h with HM(h) = HM{y) and \HC(h)\ <s \HC(v)\.

So let n — t: we set v = X/[=i \ ' K and without loss of generality
we order the sum such that HM{h{) = HM{y) for i G {1, where

H *
t < m. Again, g-pol(/ij, h^)—0 for all respective g-polynomials of all
hj, hk G H. We set g := g-pol(hi, hi), since g can be 5-module reduced to
0 by H it follows from Lemma 3.1.8 that an element h G H exists such that
HC(g) = K-HC(h) with kgS. We can proceed similar to the case of n = 2
and obtain g-i, fii G 5 with [i\-HC(h) = HC(h\) and g,2-HC(h) — HC{hi).
So again we have v = X)i=i Ai ■ hi + \ ' hi- This is equal to

I V t m

\\ • (pi • h — ' p'j • hj) + A2 • (p2 • h — y ^ u'ji ■ hji) + ^ ' Aj • hi + y ^ Ai • hi;
j=l j'=l i=3 t+i

and the last expression can be written as follows

t I V m

(Ar/ii+A2-/i2) •^+y^Ai-fei-Ai-(y^t/J-^/?)-A2-( y^ Aj-/q.
i=3 i=i j'=i t+i

Accordingly we obtain a sum with t — 1 summands which have HM(v) as

their respective head monomial, namely h, and the summands of Yl\=3 \'hi-
Therefore we can apply the induction hypothesis and the assumption follows.

(2) : We shall now construct a contradiction by assuming that head
monomials of the summands /q G H cancel. So let again

771

V = Aj • hj\
2=1

and we suppose that HM(v) ^ max{iJM(/q) | 1 < i < m}. We set

bmax ■= max.{HM(hi) | 1 < i < m}
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as minimal among the maximal head monomials of all such representations
of v, we have HM(y) < bmax. In order to construct a contradiction we shall
produce a representation

t

v = Ki'
j=1

such that b'max := max{HM(hj) | 1 < j < t} < bmax.
We proceed by induction on the number n of indices i with bmax =

HM(hi). The case n = 1 is not possible in the case that the head monomials
cancel. So let n = 2, without loss of generality we assume that HM(h\) =
HM{h2) = bmax. Then we must have ki ■ HC{h\) = — k2 ■ HC(h,2) with
/«i, «2 S and so there must exist pt e S such that

/z • LCM{{HC{hi),HC{h2)) = «i • HC{h{) = -k2 ■ HC{h2).

It follows that
• hi + k2 ■ h2 = fi ■ s-pol(hi,h2)

for some s-polynomial s-pol(/ii, h2) of hi and h2.
By assumption on the set H, every s-polynomial can be 5-module re¬

duced to 0 by H and so we must have

i

s-pol(hi, h2) = ■ hL.
t=i

Accordingly we can write v as follows:

m I

v = ^ ^ \i ■ hi + [4- ( ^ ^ At • ht).
i=3 t=l

The maximum of the head monomials occuring in the first sum is smaller
than bmax, this follows from the assumption that n = 2. The maximum
&max of the head monomials in the second sum satisfies bmax < bmax and
we see that the maximum b'max of the summands of both sums must satisfy
b'max < bmax, therefore this is the representation of v we were looking for.

Now let n > 2. We assume without loss of generality that HM(h\) =
HM{h2) = bmax ■ We set g := g-pol(hi, h2) for some g-polynomial of h\ and
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* ,—.

h2. Since g —0, there exists h G H such that HM{h) = HM{h\) =

HM{h2) and HCifg) is a multiple of HC[h).
Since 6mai — HM(h\) = HM(h2) we also have that HM(h) — bmax,

moreover there must exist ^1,^2 € 5 such that HT(h\) = ■ HT{h) and
HT{h2) — v<2 ■ HT{h). We can modify the representation of v as follows:

771

v — \i ■ (hi - v\ ■ h) + A2 • {h2 - v2 ■ h) + (Ai • + A2 ■ v2) ■ h +^ A, • hi.
i=3

The head monomials of hi and h cancel, and so do the head monomials of h2
and h, so in these terms the maximal head monomial must be smaller than
bmax ■ In the remaining m — 1 summands, the highest head monomial bmax
occurs at most n— 1 times: there are exactly n—2 occurances in Ai-hi,
and the summand (Ai • v\ + X2 ■ v2) • h contributes at most one occurance. So
we can apply the induction hypothesis and we have a representation of v,
such as v = Y?j=1 Ko ' where b'max = ma,x{HM(hi) \ 1 < j < t} < brnax.

□

Lemma 3.1.18 Let S be a submodule of the free S-module E and let H =

{hi,..., ht} be an S-module Grobner basis of S. Then there is an equality
of S-modules

(HT(H))s = (HT(E))s-

Proof. The set H generates S, therefore for v G £ with « ^ 0 we have
t H *

v = Yli=1 \ - hi, then v —^ 0. Therefore we can apply Lemma 3.1.8 and
it follows that there is h E H and k, 6 S such that HM{h) = HM{v) and
HC(v) = k ■ HC{h). Therefore HT(v) G HT{H).

On the other hand, the set H generates the module S, thus H C S.
Hence we can conclude that HT{H) C HT(fEf) and the equality of the re¬

spective S'-modules follows. □

Corollary 3.1.19 Let H — {hi,..., ht} be an inter-reduced-set generating
the S-module S C E. Then H is an S-module Grobner basis ofE.
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Proof. Let v E E with v ^ 0, then v = X^=1 Aj • hi. As the head
monomials of the elements of H cannot cancel each other we must have

HM(v) = max{HM(hi) \ \ ^ 0}. Set h^ E H such that HM{hk) =

max{HM(hi) \ \ ^ 0}. Then HC{y) = A& • HC(hk) and by Defini¬
tion 3.1.11 H is an S'-module Grobner basis of S. □

Proposition 3.1.20 If there exists an S-module Grobner basis for a sub-
module S of the free S-module S then there also exists an S-module Grobner
basis of 5 that is inter-reduced.

Proof. Let G denote the S'-module Grobner basis, suppose that bm E

HM{G) and let n denote the greatest number of g E G with HM(g) = bm
for all g E G.

In the case that n = 1 there is nothing to show; so let n = 2. Let
Pij52 El G with HM(gi) = HM{g2) = bm, without loss of generality we

suppose that \HC(g\)\ <s \HC(g2)\. Since G is an S'-module Grobner
G *

basis we know for all g-polynomials of <71 and <72 that 0-pol(pi,#2) —^ 0.
We abbreviate g := 0-pol(<7i, <72) f°r °ne such g-polynomial. Then HC(g) =

G *
GCD(HC(g1), HC(g2)), and as g — s 0 there exist g' E G and k E S such
that HM(g') = HM(g) and HC(g) = K-HC(g'). Since there are exactly two
elements 51,52 E G with HM{g\) — HM{g2) = bm it follows that g' = <71

and k = 1. Therefore HC{g2) must be a multiple of HC(g1), so there exists
71 E S with g ■ HC{g{) = HC(g2). It follows that HM(g2 — g • 51) <

G *
HM(g2) and since G is a Grobner basis, 52 — g ■ 51 ——*■ 0 and accordingly

} *
52 _ h • 5i —g—^ 0. Therefore 52 — g • 51 is contained in the S'-module
(G\{g2})s, since g\ E (G\{<?2}) as well it follows that

52 S (G\{g2})s■

Moreover, (72 gl 52 — g • 52 —0 and this implies that G\{<72} is an
S'-module Grobner basis of S as well.

We suppose that an inter-reduced S'-module Grobner basis can be ob¬
tained from an S'-module Grobner basis where there are at most n = t — 1

elements gi E G with HM(gi) = • • • = HM(gt-1) = bm.
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So let n = t, there are gi,...gt E G with HM(gi) = bm for all i E

{1,... ,£} and bm E HM(G). Without loss of generality we assume again
G *

that \HC(gx)\ <s \HC(g2)\, again we set g := 0-pol(gi,g2). Since g 0
there exists g' eG,keS with HM(g') = HM(g) and HC(g) = k ■ HC(g').
Since HC{g2) is a multiple of HCifg) there must then also exist a g E S
such that HC(g2) = g ■ HC(g'). Again, HM(g2 — g ■ gi) < HM{g2) and

/ g\{92\ *ng2- g- g ^ s 0.
Again we can conclude that g2 is contained in the S'-module (G\{52})s'

and from g2 — g- g' G^g2^s s 0 it follows g2 G^92\ 5 0 as well. So we obtain
a set G\{<?2} which has the same S'-linear span as G and which is an S'-
module Grobner basis where there are only n = t — 1 elements gi E G with
HM(gi) = brn and so the claim follows. □

Theorem 3.1.21 Let S be a finitely generated submodule of the free S-
module E. Then there exists a finite S-module Grobner basis for £.

Proof. By assumption the ring S is a Euclidean domain and therefore in
particular it is a principal ideal domain (PID). It is a general theorem (see
for instance [19]) that a finitely generated and torsion-free S-module is a
free S-module if S is a PID.

Since S is a submodule of a free S-module E it follows that E must be

torsion-free and therefore, as E is finitely generated by assumption, S is free.
Let b = {6i,..., bn} be a basis of E and let H = {hi}i<=i be a basis of E.
Then bj = ^ij ' hi where \tj E S and where we have Aij 0 only
for finitely many A;j. We take all hi E H which are a summand of some
bj E B such that A;j 0. This gives a finite set {hi,... ,ht} and we set
$:=(/&!,..., ht)s as the S-module generated by this set.

Since bj E $ for all bj E B we have that E is a submodule of $. Also,
the set HT(S) is contained in $ and therefore the S-module (HT(E))s
is a submodule of $. Being a submodule of a finitely generated module
over a Euclidean domain, (HT(E))s is finitely generated itself, so there
exists a finite set of elements of E = {ei,..., em} C HT(E) such that
(E)s = (HT(E))s.
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As S-module reduction of an element e 6 E by elements € E\{e}
does not change the S-linear span of the set E, we can choose instead an

inter-reduced set E' = {e^,..., e^}. Then for e' E E' we have that e! =
e — (Ai • ei + ... Am • em) = HT{y) - (Ai • HT{vi) + ... Am ■ HT{vm)) for
v,Vi E £. Since $ is free, e! = HT(vr) for some element v' E S and we can

choose a set G = {gi,..., g^} of elements of S such that HT(gi) = e\ for all
9i € G.

Let v E 3,v ^ 0, then HT{y) E (HT(G))s and since G is inter-
reduced there must exist g E G and A E S such that HM(v) = HM(g)
and HC{y) = A ■ HC(g). It follows from Definition 3.1.11 that the set G
forms a finite 5-module Grobner basis for E. □

3.2 Prefix Grobner Bases of A-Modules

We shall describe prefix Grobner bases for free A-modules. Eventually we

shall establish relationships between these kinds of prefix Grobner bases and
certain routines of the MGE-procedure. Connections between Grobner bases
and the Todd-Coxeter algorithm have been described by B. Reinert in [36]
and by B. Reinert, T. Mora, and K. Madlener in [37, 38], Prefix Grobner
bases in the case of monoid and groups rings have been extensively studied
by B. Reinert et. al. in [34, 35],

3.2.1 Prefix Reduction

As before we denote by A a finitely generated and free S'-algebra. Therefore
A, regarded as 5'-module, is generated by the elements of a finitely generated
and free monoid X*. The free S'-rnodule E = (BX*) can be considered as
the A-module closure of the finitely generated .S-module (B), so it has an
A-module structure as well. We will again use ordering by weight on the
elements of E.

Definition 3.2.1 Let v\,v<2 E E and let H = {h\,..., ht} C E. We say
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that H prefix-reduces v\ to v2 in one step, denoted by v\ ^ v2, if
p

v2 = vi- («! • hi.wi H h Kt ■ ht-wt),

where Wi E X*, Ki E S and Kj ^ 0 for at least one i E {1,..., t}. For hj E H
with Kj ^ 0 the following conditions have to hold:

1. HM(hj.Wj) = b.w for a summand A • b.w of v\.

2. Let A denote the coefficient of the summand b.w. We demand that
there are k, k' E S with A = k ■ HC(hj) + k' where

(a) \k • HC(hj.Wj)\ <s |A|; and
(b) Kl <5 \HC(hj)\.

H *
We say that H prefix-reduces v\ to v2, denoted by v\ y v2, if there

p
exists a sequence of reductions

H „ H H „ H
V\ 1 V\ x . . . =• Vk 1 v2
vp p p

with Vi E S. We call an element v prefix-minimal with respect to the set
H if v cannot be prefix-reduced by H. We call a set H prefix inter-reduced
if every hi E H is prefix-minimal with respect to H \ {hi}.

Lemma 3.2.2 Let v\, v2, h E S. If vi can be prefix-reduced by h to v2 then
^1 wei ^2 •

Proof. Certainly HT{h) ywei RED(h) and, as S is free, HT{h.w) =

HT{h).w ywei RED{h).w = RED{h.w). Therefore

v2 = vi — k ■ h.w = v\ — k ■ HT(h.w) + k ■ RED(h.w)

and it follows that v\ ywei v2. □
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3.2.2 Prefix Grobner Bases

Definition 3.2.3 Leth\,h2 G £ andw\,W2 G X* such that HM{h\).w\ =
HM(h2).W2 and \\ ■ HC(h\) = A2 • HC(fi2) for Ai,A2 G S. We define a

prefix s-polynomial of h\ and /12 as follows:

s-pol(hi:h2,wi,u>2) := Ai • h\.uii — A2 • h2.W2-

Definition 3.2.4 Leth\,h2 G £ andwi,W2 G X* such that HM(h\).w\ —

HM(h2).W2 and let K\, K2 € S such that GCD(HC{h\), HC(h2)) = «i -h\ +
k,2 ■ h2 ■ We define a prefix g-polynomial of hi and h2 as follows:

Q-pol(hi, h2,wi,W2) := k 1 • h\.wi + k2 •

Remark 3.2.5 Since we are working with modules that are free we only
need to consider those cases where Wi = e for at least one i G {1,2}.

Lemma 3.2.6 Let v € £ and let H C £ denote a finite set such that

H *
g-pol(h, h',wi,w2) —^ 0

H *
for all respective g-polynomials of all h. h! G H. Ifv ^ 0 then there exist
h" G H and k G S such that HM(h") = p]hm(v) and HC{y) = k ■ HC{h").

Proof. The proof of this lemma essentially follows the proof of Lemma 3.1.8.
Let »GT and r^O. If v H s 0 then

p

m fc(i)
v — h{ ' Aj1.Wj 1

»=i i=i

and HM{y) = max{HM(hi.Wji) \ \ < i < m,l < ji < k(i)}. Since v can be
prefix reduced to 0 by H there must be a subset of all summands hi.Wji for
which we have that HM{y) = HM{fii.Wji). We denote these elements by
<£ = {ci,..., et}; so HM(et) = HM(y) for all et G (£. Note, since £ is a free
module, that each h{ can appear at most once as the prefix of some element
et in the set <£.
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We can write

( m' fc'(i')
v — ' ti "H Xj'i'.Wj'i'

t=l i'=l j'=l

where the nL are equal to the respective coefficients A^ in the representation
of v further above, and where we have removed those summands Xji • hi.Wji
that are equal to some et. Without loss of generality we suppose that the eL

have been arranged such that

IHC{t!)\ >s \HC(z2)\ >s ■ ■ • >5

Furthermore we assume that this representation of v in terms of elements
of H has been chosen in a way that the norms of the head coefficients
of et G (£ are minimal. In particular we demand that there is no other
representation of v which contains h! G H with HM(h'.Wji) = HM(y) and
\HC(h')\ <s \HC{tt)\.

We suppose again that t > 1 and \HC(ei)\ >s \HC(ct)\', let

g := g-pol(ei, e^, w, w')

for some prefix g-polynomial of ei and ej. Since = HM{tt) we
can choose g such that w = w' = e. The assumption on H implies that

H * . .

g ^ 0, so there must exist h\,... ,hi E H with
p

1
~ T^

9 — ^ ^ hd • ^ ^ 9crd-^ad
d= 1 cr—1

The g-polynomial g has been formed as si • ei + s2 ■ tt where si • HC(ti) +
s2-HC(zt) = GCD{HC(t\), HC(zt)). Accordigly, v is equal to the following
sum:

t-1 m' fc'(i') l r(d)

(Ki-si)-ei+^Kt-et+(Ki-s2)-ei+^ K*-^ Ay,/ hd-^ d.wad
U=2 i'= 1 j'= 1 d= 1 <T=1

Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1.8 we can now conclude that HC(g) —

HC(zt) and that we must have HC(gi) — HC(et) for all such g-polynomials
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= g-pol(ei, Therefore it follows that HC(v) must be a multiple
of HC(tt). □

Lemma 3.2.7 Let H C £ be a finite set such that for every pair of el-
h *

ements h,h' G H it is ensured that Q-pol(h,h',W\,W2) 1 0. Let v 6

£, u / 0, if v is prefix-minimal with respect to H then no summand of v is
contained in the A-module closure ((HT{H)))a of the S-module generated
by the head terms of H.

The proof of this lemma follows the same concept as the proof of Lemma 3.1.9
where we replace S'-module reduction by prefix reduction.

Corollary 3.2.8 Let v G £ and let H C £. If v is prefix-minimal with
respect to the set H then it is minimal with respect to H as well.

Definition 3.2.9 Let g — {gi,... ,gt} be a set of elements of £ and let
T C £ denote the A- module closure of a finitely generated submodule Es
of £. We call g a prefix Grobner basis of T if for every v 6 T, v ^ 0,
there exists a prefix p]hm{v) of HM(v), and an element gi G g such that

1- p\hm(v) = HM(gi), and

2. \HC(v)\ > \HC(gi)\ such there are k,k' G S with HC(v) = k. ■

HC(gi) + k' such that

(a) \K-HC(gi)\ <s |HC(v)\, and

(b) |«'| <5 \HC(di)\.

Lemma 3.2.10 Let G = {gi,..., gt} C T := (H)a be a prefix Grobner
basis of the A-module closure T of an S-module S. Then G generates T.

The proof of this Lemma follows the proof of Lemma 3.1.12. We now choose
an element v G T, v ^ 0, and we replace S'-module reduction by prefix
reduction.
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Lemma 3.2.11 Let Es be a finitely generated submodule o/E, generated
by the set H = {h\,..., ht}, and let T denote the A-module closure of E.
Then the following are equivalent:

1. The set H is a prefix Grobner basis for T.
H *

2. Let »GE and v ^ 0; then v G T if and only if v 0.

The proof of this lemma follows the same idea as the proof of Lemma 3.1.13.
Again we replace the terminology of S-module reduction and S-module
Grobner bases with that of prefix reduction and prefix Grobner bases.

Corollary 3.2.12 Let T denote the A-module closure of Es C E. We
suppose that T is generated by a finite prefix Grobner basis G. Let v G

T,v 7^ 0, if v can be prefix reduced by G to an element v that is prefix
minimal with respect to G then v = 0.

Corollary 3.2.13 Let Es be a submodule o/E that is generated by a finite
set G. If the A-linear span of G forms a prefix Grobner basis of T := (H)a>
then

G *
s-pol (3i,32,*oi,io2) 0.

for all 5-polynomials 0/31,32 € G and words W\,W2 € X*.

Corollary 3.2.14 Let Es be a submodule of E that is generated by a finite
set G. If the A-linear span of G forms a prefix Grobner basis of T := (S)a,
then

G *
Q-pol (31,32,101,102) —^ 0.

for all Q-polynomials 0/31,32 G G and words 101,102 € X*.

Theorem 3.2.15 [Buchberger's Theorem] LetEs be a submodule o/E
that is generated by a finite set H and let T denote the A-linear span ofEs■

H * H *
We suppose that s-pol(h, h', wi, wf) 1 0 and g-pol(h,h',101,102) ^ 0
for all h,h' G H and 101,102 G X*. Then the set H forms a prefix Grobner
basis of T.
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Proof. The proof of this Theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1.17,
we follow again the proof given by T. Becker and V. Weispfenning in [5].
Let v E T, v ^ 0, as H is an A-module generating set of T, we have

We shall assume that v cannot be prefix reduced to 0 by elements of
H. We again divide the proof into two parts, in the first part we assume

that HM(v) = max{HM(hi).Wji | 1 < i < m, 1 < ji < z(i)} but that
\HC(y)\ <s \HC(hi.Wji)\ for all such h{.Wji. In the second part we shall
assume that the head monomials cancel so that

HM{y) < max.{HM(hi).uiji | 1 < i < m, 1 < ji < z(i)}.

Note that if two head monomials cancel as summands of v than one head

monomial must have been a prefix of the other.
(1) : We use induction on the number n of those hi.Wji that are non-zero

as summand of v such that HM(hi.Wji) = HM(v). Let n — 2; without loss
of generality we assume that HM(h\).w\= HM(h2).w\^2 = HM(v). We
set ei := h\.w\p and t2 := h2.wit2. Let g := g-pol(ei, t2,e,e) for some prefix
g-polynomial of t\ and ti- Since g = g-pol(hi, /12, wpi, W2,i) f°r some prefix
g-polynomial of hi and h^, it follows from the assumption on the set IT that
g v 0. Therefore there exist h G H and k, pi, U2 € S and w E X* such

p
~

that HM(h).w = HM(g)( where certainly HM(g) = HM(t\) = HM(t2));
and moreover k ■ HC(h) = HC(g), pi ■ HC(h) = HC(t\), and • HC(h) =
HC(t2).

Accordingly, HM(ni-h.w-ei) < HM(ti) fori E {1,2}, and (fn-h.w— ti)
is of the form of a prefix s-polynomial of h with ei and e2, respectively. Again
by assumption on H, all prefix s-polynomials of elements of II must be prefix
reducible to 0 by H. Therefore we can write the respective elements as sums

• ix 1 • h.w - ci = Yld=i h'd ' E£(=i v<pd-w<pd, and
• jx2 ■ h.w - e2 = X,d'=1 hd' ' 2^'=1 v<p'd'-Wv'd'-

i=i j=1

H *
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We can insert the above into the representations of v, thus

v = Ai • (/i! • h.w - ^2d=1 h'd ■ vvd-wvd + hi XA-wn)
+ A2 • (/X2 ■ h.w - 2^d,=1^ ■ 2^=1 V<P'd'-wPd> + h2 Z^i2=2 X32-Wh)

m

+ y~^ ^ Xji.wji
j=1

= (Ai • /XI + A2 • /X2) • h.iu - Ai • ( > i hrf • 2^ =1 v^d-Wipd)
\ (Vs'' h" X"^fc'(d') \ , i ? ■^7n(1) .~ As ' ( Z^7=1 hd' • Z^=i v<?d?-w<?df) + Ai • hi 2_^ii=2 AJ1 -^Ji

E771.(2) —>771.j2=2 AJ2.^2 + 2_t=3 ^ 2^J=i Afo^»

So h.ro must be the only summand such that HM{h.w) — HM(v), ac¬

cordingly we have found h € H with HM(h) = p]hm(v) and \HC(h)\ <s
\HC(y)\.

By induction there are t — 1 summands in the representation of v with
HM(v) = HM(hi.w\^\) = HM(h2.wi>2) = ••• = HM(ht-i .wij-i) and
there does exist h € H with HM(h) = p\hm(v) and \HC(h)\ <s \HC{v)\.

So let n = f: we have

m z(i)
V — y ^ hi * y ^ Aj i.Wj i j

i=l j=l

and without loss of generality we suppose that the sum is ordered such
that HM(hi.w\ti) = i/M(h2.u>p2) = ••• = HM(ht.w\^) = HM{v); again
we set ei := h{.wi^. We choose hi.uxip and h2.wp2 and we set g := g-

H *
pol(hi, h2, ioi,i, wi,2) for a prefix g-polynomial of hi and h2. As g s 0
there exist h E H and k E s with HM(h) = p\uM(g) and HC(g) = ac •

HC(h).
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We proceed similar to the case n = 2, thus we let MiiM2 € S such that
f.ii ■ HC(h) = HC{hi) for i € {1,2}. We can write

Et ^—,z(i) , V—v2(d .i=1 hi 2^=i V™* + Ei=t+ihi' Ei=i+1hi' 2^=i
= Ai • (mi • h.u; - ^ + hx XA-wh)

\ / T ,// v~~yk'(d.') >,z(2) .
+ A2 • (/M> • ft.W - 2^d'=l d' ' E^=i VPd'-Wv'd' + h2 l_Jh=2 AJ2-^2 j

t z(i) z(i)
+ y;._3 hi ■ ^2 Xji-WjiEf t | 1

j=1 i=i
~

. t .

= (A1 • Ml + A2 • M2) • h.w - Ai • (2^d=1 hd • 2^=i vvd-wfd)
~ A2 ' (E!r=l^ V<i''V) + A1 • ^1 E"l2 V™*

\ 7 \~^m2 A X >771 vz(l)
+ A2 • /i2 2^. Aj2.uii2 + 2^. /ii 2^ ■ 1z—'72=2 z—z "7= 1

Since S is free, we can have at most one j in a sum /q. X^-=i xji-wji
such that HM{h{.Wji) = HM(v) for each 1 < i < t. It follows that
therefore no such summands can be contained in hi. ^E=2 Xji ■Wj1 and in

h2-Y,jl=2Xj2-wj2-
Moreover, the representation of v has been chosen such that no sum-

mand of X!j=i xji-wji contains such a head monomial, and as
E=i h'd X)t=i vfdw<fd and_Ed'=i E^'=i) v^df.w^d! are representations
of prefix s-polynomials of h.w with ei and e2, respectively, it follows that
the maximal head monomials of any summands of these two sums must be
smaller that HM{y).

We can conclude that exactly t — 1 summands remain in this represen¬

tation of v which are equal to HM(v), and therefore the assumption follows
by induction.

(2): We shall now construct a contradiction by assuming that some of
the head monomials of summands of v cancel, such that we then obtain
HM(v) < max.{HM(hi.Wij) | 1 < i < m, 1 < j, < z(i)}. So suppose that
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HM(v) 7^ max{HM(hi.Wji)} and we set

Cmax ■— max{HM(hi.Wji)}.

We choose cmax as the minimal element among the maximal head mono¬

mials of all possible representations of v in terms of hi, and we assume

that HM(v) < cmax. We aim to construct a contradiction by producing a

representation

v ^ ] hy ■ ^ ^ Ajn/ .Wj,v
i'=1 j'=1

so that c'max := max{f7M(h^.u/v)} < Cmax •

We again proceed by induction on the number n of summands hl:wJl
with HM(hi.Wji) = cmax; so let n = 2. Without loss of generality we
assume HM{hi.wix) = HM{h2.w\2) = cmax. It follows that we must have
Aij • HC(hi) = —Ai2 • HC{h2) and also HM{hi.w\x) = HM(h2.w\2).

Accordingly, A^ • HC(h\) and Ai2 • HC(h2) must be multiples of the
least common multiple of HC(hi) and HC{h2), say by a coefficient p, € S.
We obtain a prefix s-polynomial s of hi.wix and h2.w\2:

8 := Aij • h\.wix + Ai2 • h2.wi2 = ^. s-pol^i.twij, h2.w\2, e, e).

Certainly we can choose a prefix s-polynomial of hi and h2 such that s =

p • s-pol(hi, h2, wi1, w\2), and by assumption on the set H we can prefix-
reduce s to 0 by H, thus

l k(d)
S = H ■ E h'd ■ E Vipd-Wipd-

d= 1 (p— 1

Accordingly, we can write

Em —,z(t)i= i 1 / j j—\ XR-WR
=• E*j=!2 +^2 • E;!!2 xvwh

Em z(i) ^i=3 * ' / ! Xji'Wji + M ' Ed=l d UVdw<fd
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Since h\.w\x = h2-W\2 = Cmax we must have that the maximal head
monomials of the first two sums (so where i — 1 and i — 2) must be smaller
than cmax. Also we did assume that there were exactly two such maximal
head monomials and it follows that

ma^{HMQii.w^) \ 3 < i < m, 1 < ji < z{i)} < cmax.

There only remains /x • h'd Y^=i v<pd-w^di however, since this term has
been constructed as the multiple of a prefix s-polynomial of hi.wi1 and
h2-wi2, it follows that the maximal head monomial of all summands of this
sum must be smaller than cmax. We can conclude that we have found a

representation of v which has a maximal head monomial dmax smaller than
Cmax as was intended.

Now let n > 2, again we assume without loss of generality that cmax =

HM{hi.w\x) = HM{h2-w\2). We set g := g-pol(hi.u;i1,h2.,n>i2,£, e) as a

prefix g-polynomial of h\.w\x and h,2-W\2. As g is equal to a prefix g-
H *

polynomal g-pol(hi, /12, w\x, u>i2), we know that g 1 0, and therefore
there exist h E H, w E X* and k E S such that HM(h.w) = HM(hi-w^) =
HM(h2.w\2) and HC(g) = k ■ HC(h).

Since cmax = HM{h\.w\x) = HM{h2-w\2) we also have that HM(h.w) =
Cmax, moreover there must exist /xi,/X2 £ S with HT(hi.wij = /q ■ HT (h.w)
for i E {1,2}. We again modify the representation of v:

Em ^—vz(i)i=1 * z-^j=1 XA-WR
V—"^-2^(1)

= hi.Aij.wij + h2.Xi2.wi2 + hi > . _0 Xh.whJl—*

+ 1x2 1^=2 + hi XA-WA
= • (h]_.w\x - /xi • h.w) + Ai2 • (Ii2.wi2 - H2 ■ h.w)

t -\TTl •

+ (Aii " Mi + Ai2 • M2) ' h.w + > hj > Aji.uiji
2—O J— 1

As HT(hi.wi4) = HT(ni-h.w) for i — 1 and i = 2, the head monomials of the
first two terms, and the head monomials of the third and fourth summands
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respectively, cancel each other. In the remaining sum ^'"3 ht ^ji-wji
the maximal head monomial cmax can occur at most n — 2 times, and the
term (Aq • p\ + Ai2 • /X2) • h.w provides at most one summand equal to cmax.

It follows that we can apply the induction hypothesis, and we can write v

as

m'
_ z'(i')

v = ^2 ■ Y2 Kj'i'.w'jn,
i'=l j'

where we have a maximal head monomial

4nax -max{| 1 < il < m', 1 < j[, < z'(i')} < cmax.

□

3.2.3 Generator Prefix-Closure

Definition 3.2.16 Let H = {hi,..., ht} C E be a finite set, suppose that
there are hfc1,h/C2 6 H and w € X* such that for their head monomials

= HM(hk2) holds. We call the element h/ci.w the prefix-
closure of hfcj and hk2. We say that a set H is prefix-closed if for
every pair h^, hf.2 6 H the prefix-closure is already contained in H.

Lemma 3.2.17 Let H be a finite set of the free S-module E. The process

of prefix-closing H ends after a finite number of steps and the so obtained
prefix-closed set must be finite as well.

Proof. We suppose that for all h € H we have that Wei{h) < n. We will
denote by Hi := {hjx,..., hjt} those subsets of H such that Wei(hjk) = i
for all hjk £ Hi.

We begin by adding the prefix-closure for all h E H with Wei(h) < 1.
Suppose that there is a set {hj1,... hjf} C Hq such that HM(hjk).x =

HM(h) for some h £ H1 and x £ X. Accordingly, we will add elements
hjk.x to H. By assumption on the given ordering, and since E is free, we
have HM{hjk).x = HM(hjk.x). Therefore the newly added elements do
not lead to any further prefix-closures with elements of Hq. As H is finite
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by assumption there can only be a finite number of such closures. After
adding a finite number of elements we obtain a prefix-closed and finite set
Hx :=H0UHV

Suppose we are given a prefix-closed finite set Hn-\ := HqVJH\ ■ ■

Let {hjx,..., hjm } C Hn be the subset ( not necessarily proper) of elements
of Hn such that for hjk there exist elements h G Hn-1 with HM(h).w =

HM{hjk). As £ is a free module such a word w is unique, so again we add
a finite number of elements h.w which yields a finite and prefix-closed set

Hn. □

Suppose that H is the finite generating set of a submodule £ of E and
let H denote the set obtained by prefix-closing H. Generally, the S'-modules
generated by H and H are not equal. We can however show that the A-
module closures of the respective S'-modules are the same:

Lemma 3.2.18 Let H be a finite set of elements of E and let H denote
the set we obtain by prefix-closing H. Then (H)a = (H)a■

Proof. Since H C H it follows that (H)a C (H)a■ On the other hand,
let h G H\ H. Then h = h^.w for some hk € H and w G X*, therefore
h G (H)A■ □

Proposition 3.2.19 Let £ be a finitely generated S-submodule ofE. Then
an S-module Grobner basis which is also prefix-closed for the S-module £'
with (£)a — (S')a can be obtained by a finite number of steps.

Proof. Let H denote the generating set of £ and we set h G H as that
element of H such that

HM(h) := max{HM(h) \ h G H}.

Constructing an s-polynomial of elements hi,/i2 € H possibly leads to ex¬

tending the set H by an element h!. However, such an element h! has a

head monomial which is always smaller than the respective head monomials
of h\ and /12, but never greater. Thus at no point of adding elements in
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order to obtain an S-module Grobner basis will we add an element hi with

HM(h') > HM(h). Therefore we never exceed the given upper bound and
it follows from Lemma 3.2.17 that the respective adding of prefix-closure
elements must all be finite.

Certainly, the computing of an S-module Grobner basis does not change
the A-linear span of the given set; similarly, prefix-closure does not change
the A-linear span. Therefore after a finite number of steps we will obtain a

prefix closed S'-module Grobner basis H such that ((H))a = (^)a- D

Theorem 3.2.20 Let H be a finite set of elements of £ generating a

submodule £ C £. If H is an S-module Grobner basis for £ which is
prefix-closed then H also is a prefix Grobner basis for (£)a-

Proof. Suppose that H is a prefix-closed S-module Grobner basis which is
not a prefix Grobner basis for (£)/i- It follows from Theorem 3.2.15 that there
is either at least one prefix s-polynomial h! or at least one g-polynomial h of
elements of H such that hi or h cannot be prefix-reduced to 0 by elements
of H.

We shall first assume that there is such an s-polynomial and we set
hi := s-pol(hi, h2, w\, wfi) for h\,h2 G. As (£)a is free, we can choose the
s-polynomial so that at least one of the Wi is the empty word e. Moreover,
from the assumption that H is a prefix-closed set it even follows that w\ =
W2 = e. Otherwise, since HM(hi.w) = HM(hi).w for all hi € H and w 6
X*, the head monomial of one element must have been the prefix of the
head monomial of the other. However, if w\ = W2 = £, then the prefix
s-polynomial above is in fact an S-module s-polynomial.

The same argument holds for a prefix g-polynomial h that cannot be
prefix-reduced to 0. In both cases we obtain a contradiction to the assump¬

tion that H is an S-module Grobner basis of S. □

Corollary 3.2.21 Let S be a submodule of E and suppose that £ is finitely
generated by an inter-reduced and prefix-closed set H C E. Then H is a

prefix Grobner basis of (S).a.



Chapter 4

Correctness of the
Procedures

In this chapter we will show the correctness of the MGE-procedure and
of all the respective sub-routines needed. The chapter is divided into the
following two sections.
Section 4.1: We give a brief outline of the procedure putting the emphasis
on the technical side of the MGE-procedure. Thereafter we give descrip¬
tions in pseudo-code of the main procedures and routines used. We first
give a description of those procedures which lead to definitions of S'-module
generators, then we explain those procedures which are concerned with the
processing of the different cases of coincidences and finally we give a descrip¬
tion of the main procedure.
Section 4.2: We show correctness of the respective procedures. We demon¬
strate how the multiplication table and the coincidences can be interpreted
as generating sets of certain 5-modules; to these generating sets, Grobner
basis techniques, as were introduced in Chapter 3, can be applied and we

can deduce from these the correctness of the routines used.

4.1 Description of the Procedure

We shall describe the MGE-procedure again for a finitely generated P-
module M., generated by Y' = {y[,..., y'n} with relations U C Pa and

80
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where P = (X \ R) is a finitely presented S'-algebra with generating set
X = {xi.... ,xt}.

Recall that we wish to construct a concrete finitely generated ^-module
© = 0(„) which is compatible with the action of elements of X such that it
is a P-module which is isomorphic to Xi. As the MGE-procedure follows the
ideas of the Todd-Coxeter procedure we aim to obtain information about
the module © from the relations of Xi.

The information about the action of the algebra-generators on the mod¬
ule generators b G Bu of © then will be stored in a multiplication table
T. In the course of the procedure we will form a set of finitely generated
free 5-modules (Bu)s together with mappings 7 : T E/(A),i and
S : T—E/Y. We shall assume in the following that B = {61,... ,bm}.
We construct © as a quotient-module of E by the submodule T. As before
we will denote the product on 0 by the elements of X by " * ".

We will consider Ad as an A-module throughout the procedure, so the
relations Rels of Ad are elements of T. The image S(r) G (Bu) of an element
r G Rels, which must certainly be 0 as element of A4, provides the informa¬
tion that 6(r) must be 0 in ©. Such elements 5(r) will be called coincidences
and in the MGE-procedure we will store these in a stack. If however the
ring S is not a field then the elements of S are not generally invertible. This
possibly leads to coincidences which cannot be applied in the usual way. We
shall store these so-called inapplicable coincidences in a sequence L, separate
from the applicable coincidences which can be applied to the entries of the
multiplication table immediately. We will use two different orderings on the
elements of L. These specific orderings are needed for certain sub-routines
of the MGE-procedure. We shall now give a description of the different
routines in pseudo-code.

Before we describe the main-routine in pseudo-code we shall introduce
subroutines needed and we shall give their respective descriptions in pseudo¬
code.
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4.1.1 Definition Procedures

In the following procedure we are computing the image of an element f.a
for f & E and a G A under 6 : E E/Y such that 6(f.a) = 6(f) * a

is contained in the finitely generated submodule (B)s of E. We refer to an

assignment of a new 5-module-generator b' $ B to a product b * x as a

definition step and, in terms of the actual procedure, such a step leads to
an additional entry in the multiplication table T.

ImageI

We will begin with the simplest case, namely where 6(f) = b G Bu and
a = x G X. In the case that b * x ^ (B)s this will lead to the definition
of a new S'-module generator b' $ B. The input of the procedure includes
a boolean variable flag. This variable indicates if we are allowed to deduce
from v = b-kx that b = v*x' and vice versa in the case that algebra-relations
xx' — 1 and x'x — 1 are contained in the set R of algebra relations.

Imagel corresponds to an actual definition step of an S'-module gener¬

ator b G Bu with the algebra generator x G X. As Imagel manipulates a

multiplication table T, we will present the product ub*x", when considered
as an entry of the table, by prod(6, x). We suppose that the table is of length
m at the begin of the routine Imagel.
Input: b G Bu, x G X, flag G {true, false}-,
Output: prod(6, x) = v G (Bu)s~,
Begin
If prod(6, x) = v G (B) then * prod(b, x) has been defined already *

Return u(v) G (Bu)s* Replace v by its undeleted image *
Else * Extend the table by row m + 1 *

t -= f'm+l > * B '.= B U } *

T[m + 1] := Record(deleted = false, images = [ ] ,

define 7~1(6m+i));
prod(6, x) := v;

If flag then

prod(6m+i,r_1) := b;
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Return v\

Fi;

Fi;
End.

Remark 4.1.1 A component of the record T which represents the table is
the entry denoted by " define". This entry gives the preimage of the newly
defined S-module generator bm+\ under the homomorphism 7. This preimage
is an element of T. We assume here that elements of the A-module T can

be stored and represented by the computer. We will describe the handling of
elements of T in the case of the implementation in GAP in greater detail in
Chapter 7.

IMAGE2

The routine Image2 has as input an element v — \'bi where we assume

that Xi 0 only if bi 6 Bu such that v € (Bu)s■ We want to identify the
product of v with x 6 X and Image2 can therefore lead to definition steps
for more than one summand.

Input: v = YliLi \ 'bi €. (Bu),x € X, flag 6 {true, false}',
Output: v'= v * x\

Begin
v' := 0;
For i such that bi is summand of v with Xi 7^ 0 do

vi := ImageI (bi,x, flag);
v' := v' + Vi)

Od;

Return v';
End.

Remark 4.1.2 Note that in certain situations the procedure Image2 for
v * x will be called where "flag" is set to "false" even if x is invertible in
the sense that there is x' 6 X together with algebra-relations x.x' — 1 and
x' .x — 1. We suppose that a consequence c of a coincidence c £ (Bu) is
being traced where c = c* x. In this situation we already must have for all
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summands b of c that b * x' E (Bu) and in fact c * x' must be equal to the
coincidence c. Therefore in this case the deduction c * x' would not provide
any new information.

Image Module Relation

The following routine computes the image under 5 in E/Y for a module
relation iv E U C P. Since u> = X^=i X^=i \j~yi-wiji we do not compute the
product by x € X but by sums of words w € X*. As elements are replaced
by the respective undeleted images, the output will consist of v E (Bu) such
that v = 6(co).
Input: lu E U]
Output: v E (Bu);
Begin
For a) E U do * co = Ya=i i

v := 0;
For summand \j ■ yi .Wij, Aij ^ 0 do

Vi ■= u(bi); * bi = y(yi) for y{ EY *
For k E [1 ■■■,1} do * Suppose W{j = x\ ... xi*

m := image2(vi,Xk, flag);
Od;

V \= V + Vi]

Od;

Return v;

End.

4.1.2 Coincidence Procedure

Coincidences represent relations of A4 in the terminology of 5"-modules.
When a coincidence is being processed this means that information of pos¬
sible SMinear dependencies of elements of E will be applied to the entries
of the multiplication table T and possibly to the entries of the torsion se¬

quence L as well. Since in the course of the procedure it might not be
possible to process a coincidence immediately, coincidences, irrespective of
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whether they are applicable or inapplicable, are stored in the coincidence
stack Cp.

Clearing Coincidences

At certain stages of the main routine, CLEARING COINCIDENCES will be
called: this procedure will process the coincidences pending in Cp and it
will return when Cp = 0.
Input: Cp;
Begin
While Cp ^ 0 do

Choose c from Cp;
Cp := Cp\{c};
c := u(c);
II c/0 then

Processing a Coincidence(c);
Fi;

Od;

End

Remark 4.1.3 Contrary to the elements contained in the torsion sequence

L (if L has been initialised and is not empty) which are ordered by their
respective head monomials, the elements of Cp are ordered only by the point
of when they have been added to Cp. The elements of Cp are stored and
processed by a "last-in, first-out" principle.

In fact, the elements of L are coincidences which have already been pro¬

cessed and which have been found to be inapplicable. If a coincidence c

cannot be processed by the MGE-procedure immediately after it has been
detected then it is inserted into Cp directly without being investigated any

further. While a coincidence is stored in Cp it will not be replaced by its
undeleted image and as a consequence the list Cp possibly contains elements
c qL (Bu) or might also contain ci,C2 such that u(c\) = u(c2). Accordingly
it is possible that the undeleted image of a coincidence, while it is stored in
Cp, actually becomes 0.
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Processing a Coincidence (PRC)

A coincidence c G Cp has been chosen for processing. Depending on whether
c is applicable or not, the procedure will either collect all possible conse¬

quences, which will be added to Cp, and apply the information contained in
c to the elements of L (with Apply Coincidence to Torsion Sequence),
or it will call the sub-procedure Handle Inapplicable Coincidence in
order to deal with the inapplicable coincidence c and possibly insert it into
L.

Input: A coincidence c, the table T, the torsion sequence L;
Begin
Let bm> = HM(c); * c = YT=i • &i € (Bu) *
If HC(c) is not unit of Ring S then

Handle Inapplicable Coincidence(c);
Fi;

For x G X do

If prod(6m,x) G (B) then
v := u(prod(6m, x));
v :=Image2 (RED(c), x, false);
c := v — v;

If 2*7^0 then * A consequence c of c has been found *

Cp:= Cp U{2};
Fi;

Fi;

Qd;

Bd := BdU{bm,},Bu := R"\0w};
Replace bmi by r^, = HC(c)"1 ■ RED(c);
Apply Coincidence To Torsion Sequence(c) ;

Return;

End.

Remark 4.1.4 The presented routines resemble the routines as they are

implemented in GAP. The procedure processing a coincidence does not
search the table T for entries v = prod(b, x) which contain bmt as a summand
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in order to replace these immediately by their undeleted image. Instead, only
if an entry v is subsequently used in the course of the computation will v be
traced again and only then will it be replaced by its undeleted image u{v).
Towards the end of an MGE-computation when all necessary coincidences
have been processed the table will be checked and every element which is not
in its undeleted form will be updated. Therefore, whenever the procedure
uses elements in a computation these will be in the desired minimal form.

Handle Inapplicable Coincidences (HIC)

This procedure is called when an inapplicable coincidence c has been found
by the procedure processing a coincidence. With respect to the process

of inserting inapplicable coincidences we order the elements of L by the index
of their head monomials. In order to avoid oversights of any applicable
coincidences possibly contained in the S'-linear span of elements of L =

{h,. ■. ,lk}, we shall maintain the elements of L in strict pivot form such
that HM(li) > HM{lj) if j > i.

Therefore, if an inapplicable coincidence c has to get inserted into L,
where HM(c) = HM(li), we replace c and li by elements v\,v2 such that the
^-linear span of c and Zj is the same as that of v\ and v2 but where HM{v\) ^
HM(v2). For this we use the extended greatest common divisor which pro¬

vides, in addition to the greatest common divisor p = GCD{HC(li), HC(c)),
elements si, s2 and t\, t2 such that s\-HC(li)+s2-HC {c) = p and tyHC(li)+
t2 ■ HC(c) = 0. We set

V\ := si • li + s2 ■ c.

If HC{v1) is not a unit it will replace the entry Z; of L. Otherwise we will
add v\ to Cp and remove li from L. We set

v2 ■= t\ ■ U + t2 ■ c.

Note that HM(v2) < HM(c). If HC(v2) is a unit then we will add v2 to
Cp, otherwise we will insert v2 into L using the same procedure as before.
Certainly vi,v2 € (Bu) and we shall show in Lemma 4.2.8 that for the
modules generated by the respective elements we have that

(vi,V2 )s = (h,c)s-
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Input: An inapplicable coincidence v, L and Cp;
Output: L and Cp such that (L,Cp,v)s — (L,Cp)s;
Begin
v u{v); * Let v = YiL 1 *

b-m — HM(y);
Am = HC(v);
Cp := Cp;
If Am < 0 then

v := —v;

Fi;

j := 1;
While j < Length(L) do * Begin of Main-routine of HIC *
If HM(L\j]) < bm then

Insert v into L at position j;
Return;

Elif HM(L[j]) = bm then
p := GCD [HC(L\j]), Am);
ui := si • L[j] + s2 • v; * Si : sx • i?C(L[j]) + s2 • Am = p *

u2 := h ■ L\j] + t2-v; * ti : ti- HC(L[j]) + t2 ■ Am = 0 *
If HC{vi) is unit of S then

Cp := Cp U {ui};
L:= L\{L[j]};

Else

L[j] := vi;
j -=j + 1;

Fi;

v := v2; * Begin routine for v2 *

If v = 0 then

Return;

Fi;

bm. := HM{v);
If HC(y) is unit of S then

Cp := Cp U {u};
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Return;

Fi;

Od; * End of Main-routine *

Append v to L;
L := L;
End.

Remark 4.1.5 For the handling of the inapplicable coincidences, so firstly
the insertion of new inapplicable elements into L and secondly, to close L
with respect to the action of algebra-generators x E X, we use two separate

orderings on the elements of L. The ordering by head monomials of elements
becomes necessary for the inserting of elements into L, as described above.

For the procedure close torsion sequence, which ensures the A-
module closure of elements of L, we need a seperate ordering. It has been
found that applying close torsion sequence to L using the ordering
given by the head monomials might lead to infinite loops. The reason for
this is that necessary information might be overseen since new entries with
greater head monomials are added to the beginning of the list. This then
might lead to the procedure dealing only with entries of L which are A-
linearly dependent.

This situation corresponds to a violation of the Mendelsohn Condition
in Coset Enumeration; for a discussion on this condition see for instance
[30] or [32], Another discussion of this will be given in Section 7.1.

Close Torsion Sequence

Since the torsion elements are induced by .A-module relations we know that
under the action of ^-module generators we must again obtain a torsion
element. This procedure therefore adds for every I E L which has been
contained in L at the beginning of the routine the ^4-module closure I ★ x to
the coincidence stack Cp. In order to ensure correctness we apply this routine
to the sequence I. This sequence contains exactly the same elements as L,
however the elements of I are ordered by the point of when they have been
inserted and will be dealt with by CLOSE TORSION SEQUENCE in a "first in
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- first out" way.

Input: J;
Begin
n := Length(7);
For j € [1,... n] do
If not I\j\ closed with respect to for all xEX then

For x 6 X do

v := Image2(/[j], x, false);
Cp := Cp u {u};

Od;

Clear Coincidences(Cp);
Fi;

Od;
End.

Clean Torsion Sequence

The following procedure uses the information on the torsion of elements of a
module ©(t) in order to bring elements of L into a minimal form. Elements
of L possibly consist of more than one summand. If j > i then HM(L[i]) >
HM(L[j]). If RED(L[i]) contains a summand A • b such that b = HM(L[j])
where moreover A > HC(L[j]) then we can replace the summand A • b by
the Euclidean remainder by HT(L[j]). In the case that RED(L[j]) ^ 0 this
implies corresponding adjustments to other summands of RED(L[i}).
Input: L;
Begin
n := Length(L);
For i n — 1 to 1 do * Clean by cleaned elements *

For j := i+1 to n do
q :=Euclidean Quotient(HC(L[i\), HC(L[j]));
If q ^ 0 then

L[i) := L[i\ - q ■ L{j];
Fi;
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Od;

Od;

End.

Apply Coincidence to Torsion Sequence

The following routine is being called by processing a coincidence: when
a coincidence c € Cp is processed it will be removed from Cp. We sup¬

pose that c is an applicable coincidence such that c := u(c) ^ 0 and let
bm = HM(c); then c leads to deletion of bm 6 Bu. In order to ensure that
we maintain the condition that I 6 (Bu) for all I 6 L we check if bm is
contained as a summand of any I € L and then possibly replace such a I by
its undeleted image u(l).

Input: An applicable coincidence c, Cp and L;
L and Cp are produced such that L c (Bu)s and (L, Cp)s = (L, Cp)s\
Begin
For i do

If JTM(c) is summand of I then
If HM(l) = HM(c) then
L:=L\{/};
Cp := Cp u {/};

Else

L:= (L\{l})u{u(l)};
Fi;

Fi;

Od;

End.

4.1.3 Main Procedure

The input of the main routine consists of finite descriptions of the module
Nip and the algebra P and of an empty multiplication table T(0) which is
of length n, the number of module generators of A4p. At every stage of the
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procedure the multiplication table gives a description of the S-module ©p)
which has been constructed so far and of its product . The initial table
corresponds to the free 5-module with n generators.

Suppose that this main procedure terminates, say in a state (v), and that
the table has been closed. Then the output will consist of a finite number
of generators b G Btogether with a multiplication table T(„), containing
the product b*x G (Bu)s for every pair b G B^, x € X. The multiplication
table then describes the action of the algebra-generators x € X on the
5-module generators of the S-module ©(„) = AT Moreover, the sequence

L(y) describes the torsion of ©(„) and we shall see that the elements of L(„)
can be considered as a generating set of a submodule A C (Bu) and that

©(„) - (BU)S/(A)A■

Main Routine

Input: Ad, Ps, a table T(0), Cp(0) = 0, if 5 not a field then L(0) := [ ];
Output: A table T(„), if S not a field then also a torsion sequence L(uy,
Begin
For module-relations lu & U do

v := Image Module Relations^, flag)-,
Cp := Cp U {u};
Clear Coincidences(Cp);

Od;

i := 1;
While i < Length(T) do
If T[i\.deleted = true then * indicates that bi G Bd *

i := i + 1;
Else

For r G R do

c := lMAGE2(6i,r, flag);
Cp := Cp U {c};

Od;

Clear Coincidences;
If L 7^ 0 then
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Close Torsion Sequence(L);
Clean Torsion Sequence(L);

Fi;

i := i + 1;
Fi;

Od;

If L is not empty then
While L ^ 0 do

Close Torsion Sequence(L);
Od;

Clean Torsion Sequence(L);
Return T and L;
End.

4.2 Correctness of the Procedures

We will show correctness of the MGE-procedures by applying the Grobner
basis techniques which we developed in Chapter 3 to the ^-modules and
their A-module closures that will be constructed in the course of an MGE-

procedure. We remind ourselves that we want to construct a P-module 0(„)
that is finitely generated as >S-module and that is P-module isomorphic to
the given module A4p. We aim to construct @(„) as the quotient-module of
the free module by a certain submodule T(„p As before, we denote by
A the submodule of E that is generated by those elements b.x — b' which
are induced by the definition steps of an MGE-procedure.

In the procedures themselves we are interested in coincidences c € E/T
such that we can be certain that c = u(c). In order to relate the coincidences
process in the theoretical description to reduction as it has been described
in Chapter 3, we will consider coincidences as elements of E/(A)^. Thus
we have that c = 7(r) for some r G Rels C T and c € (Bu) does not have
to hold necessarily. To such an element c € E/(A)^ we assign an element
k 6 E that is contained in the preimage of c under the canonical map
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7r : E —*-»- E/(A)^. Generally the choice of such a k £ E is not canonical.
We will now describe how we can in fact choose a mapping from E/(A)a to
E in a canonical way in the given situation.

Lemma 4.2.1 Let H denote the finite generating set of A. The set H is a

prefix inter-reduced prefix Grobner basis of (A)a-

Proof. By construction, the set H consists only of elements h = b.x — b'
where b, b' £ B, so HT{h) = b.x,RED{h) = b' and therefore Wei(HT(h)) =
1 and Wei(RED(h)) = 0. The head monomials of the elements of H are

pair-wise different. It follows from the definition of elements contained in
H that the head monomial of one element h £ H cannot be a prefix of the
head monomial or the reduct of another element h £ H\{h} as this, in the
first case, would imply that Wei(HT(h)) > 1, and in the second case that
Wei[RED(Kj) > 0. Thus the set H is prefix inter-reduced and in particular
inter-reduced.

It follows from Corollary 3.1.19 that H is an 5-module Grobner basis
for A which, for trivial reasons, is also prefix-closed. We can deduce from
Theorem 3.2.20 that H is a prefix Grobner basis for (A)a- d

As prefix-reduction of v £ E by the elements of a prefix Grobner basis
leads to a canonical minimal element v, we can assign to every congruence

class |u| modulo (A)^ in E a canonical representative minimal with respect
to the ordering " >~wei "• Accordingly, we can map every element v + (A)a €

E/(A)a to the canonical representative v £ E. This yields a map

c : E/(A)A E,

v + (A)^ v.

Lemma 4.2.2 The map £ : E/(A)a *- E is an S-module monomor-

phism.

Proof. Since HC(hi) = 1 for all hi £ H, we have that £(A • (v + (A)^)) =
A • v = A • + (A)a)• For the same reason it follows that vi + — v\ + ,

therefore C(ui+u2-|-(A)yi) = v\ + v2 = ui+u2 = C(«i+ (A)a) +£(^2+(A)a) •
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The homomorphism ( is injective: if the canonical representative of a class
is 0 then this class must consist of elements contained in (A)a- d

At any given stage of the procedure, the generating set of A is of the
stated form and therefore is an S-module Grobner basis, so we can define
a homomorphism . for all stages (i)j. We will furthermore define x as
the composition of the maps 7 : T *- E/(A)a and £ : £/(A)_4 £,
providing an S-module monomorphism

x'.T *■ £.

Notation 4.2.3 We introduced in Chapter 2 the stack of pending coin¬
cidences Cp. Accordingly we will denote the set of applicable coincidences
which have been already processed by Ca. Thus the information obtained
from c E Ca has already been applied to the elements stored in the multipli¬
cation table T and the torsion sequence L. Note that the set Ca only has
a theoretical meaning. The elements of Ca have already been processed and
information evaluated; therefore the MGE-procedure does not need to access

the elements of Ca again.

Remark 4.2.4 Whereas in the description of the MGE-procedure in prac¬

tical terms in Chapter 2 we gave a description of the effect of coincidences
c = 8{r) E £/T, we will investigate the effect of the relations r E Rels
when they are considered as elements of £. We will interpret the image of
relations under x as elements contained in the generating set of the mod¬
ule T. By abuse of notation we will refer from now onwards to the images
under £ of the applicable coincidences Ca (inapplicable coincidences Cp) as

applicable (or inapplicable) coincidences as well.

In Section 2.4.1 we introduced T as the A-module closure of the S'-

module that is generated by elements induced by the definition steps and
also by elements k E £ which have been induced by the coincidences of an
MGE-procedure. We also defined a product " * " in the quotient-module
£/Y which takes into consideration the undeleted image of elements with
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respect to the coincidences contained in Ca. In Section 2.5.3, the stack of
pending coincidences Cp was introduced.

As the undeleted image can only take into consideration those coinci¬
dences which have already been processed, and so are contained in Ca,
there will be a discrepancy between the set Bd and that subset of 5-module
generators which should actually be deleted when the A-linear span oi Cp
is not zero. Moreover, in the case that S is not a field we possibly have
a non-trivial the set of inapplicable coincidences L. These and the pending
coincidences have to be factored out from E as well in order to eventually
obtain a module that is P-module isomorphic to M.

We define a set of S-modules II(t)., for (0)i < (t)j < (^)o, together with
the respective A-module closure The generating set of II^. consists
of the following elements of E(t). :

• The set h E H induced by the definition steps of the MGE-procedure,
so h = b.x — b' and in particular HC(h) = 1, Wei(HM(h)) = 1 and
Wei(RED(h)) = 0 for all h E H.

• The following elements which all are of weight 0 :

— The set {C(ci)? • • •, C(ct)} °f coincidences in Co E E;
— the set of elements L E S which are induced by the inapplicable

coincidences;
— the set of elements which are induced by the coincidences Cp

pending in the coincidence stack.

We will now show how certain properties of the generating set of such
a module II can be interpreted in terms of the MGE-procedure and for
instance its setting of the multiplication table and the coincidence stack.

Lemma 4.2.5 Let T denote the multiplication table of an MGE-procedure
in stage (t), where we are given the torsion sequence L and the coincidence
stack Cp. Then the information stored in T,Cp and L defines the S-module
II and the multiplication " * ".
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Proof. It is clear that the elements of Cp and L correspond to the respective
generators of II. Every row b of the table T corresponds to an element b E B,
where B is the set of all possible S'-module generators at the stage (i).

For every undeleted generator b E Bu and every x E X there exists a box
prod(6, x). If the box has been filled it contains an element b*x = v E (Bu).
Otherwise, if the entry reads "_L", no definition step for the action of x on

b has taken place and the product " * " of b and x is the free product b.x If
prod(6, x) has a non-trivial entry, then it contains either

• b' E Bu and the entry of prod(6, x) has, since the point of definition,
not been altered; or

• v E (Bu)s such that v = u(b') = b' — Ai • c\ — ... Xt ■ ct for Cj E Ca.

In the first case, the entry prod(6, x) of the row b corresponds to a generator
h = b.x — b' of A. The second case can be translated into a generator
h = b.x — b' of A such that b' = RED{h) = HM{c) for c E Ca. As c G Ca,
c must is an applicable coincidence and therefore HC(c) must be a unit.
Then in the course of the procedure b' has been replaced by the respective
undeleted images (which are the reducts of E Ca) leading to a sequence

of S-module reductions

b' —-A v A ... >m v prod(6, x)

by {cjj, ■ • ■ j Cjm } C Ca.
For every deleted generator b E Bd we have that b = HM{c) for some

applicable coincidence c E Ca, and b has been replaced by = HC(c)~1 •

RED(c), so that c = b — rj,. In this sense we can consider the elements
contained in T as a generating set and we have

(T)s C(HU Ca)s.

On the other hand, whenever a new definition h — b.x—b' has taken place,
leading to II(t) = II+ (h)s, the table T is extended by another row
b' E Bu, where at first prod (6', x) = _L for all x E X. Also, if a coincidence
c with HM(c) = b E Bu is added to Ca this implies that Bd := Bd U {b}.
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All possible consequences are added to Cp and we delete the row "6" in the
table and replace it by r= RED(c), hence (H u Ca)s c (T)s- □

Accordingly, a multiplication table T induces a set, which we shall denote
by T, containing the following elements of E :

• b.x — v for all rows b g Bu of T and every entry prod(6, x) = v\

• b — rb for all rows b E Dd of T with replacement r

We will now proceed to show that the procedure handling inappli¬
cable Coincidences (hic) computes the correct results. We need the
following definition for torsion sequences:

Definition 4.2.6 Let L = {l±,... ,lt}. We say that a torsion sequence L
is in pivot form, if HM{li) > HM(li+\) for all 1 < i < t — 1. Moreover,
we will call a torsion sequence reduced ifHC(L) is not a unit of S for all
li 6 L.

Lemma 4.2.7 [26] Let L be a torsion sequence which is in pivot form and
reduced. The S-linear span A of the elements of L does not contain any

applicable coincidences.

Proof. Let L = {li,... ,lt} and HM{li) > HM(fi+1) for all 1 < i < t — 1
and let c g A such that c = X)i=i ' h with HM{c) = b g B. In fact, as it is
ensured that an element of L is replaced by its undeleted image immediately
we must have L = u(L) and it follows that b g Bu.

Let k be the maximal index of entries of L such that HM(lk) > b. As
L is in pivot form, the entries of L are ordered by their head monomials
and we conclude that Aj = 0 for all i < k. If these coefficients were unequal
to zero then there would be an entry li such that HM{li) was a non-trivial
summand of I. This would imply that HM{li) > b = HM(c).

On the other hand we have that b > HM(lk+\) > HA4(lk+2) > • • • >

HM(lt). Therefore for all i > k, the 5-module generator b cannot be con¬

tained as a summand with coefficient Aj 7^ 0 in any of the entries L. It
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follows that b can be contained as a non-zero summand only in the sum-

mand lk. Therefore HC(c) must be a multiple of HC{lk) and therefore
HC(c) = Xk ■ HC(lk). By assumption, the torsion sequence is reduced
which implies that HC(lk) is not a unit of S. It follows that HC(c) cannot
be a unit of S either. □

Lemma 4.2.8 Suppose we are given a reduced torsion sequence L in pivot
form into which we insert an inapplicable coincidence c with the procedure
HIC. Let L' denote the torsion sequence returned by the procedure and let
{ci,...,cn} denote the set of those coincidences which were added to the
coincidence stack Cp in the course of the procedure. Then

(JL , Ci,..., Cjj) g — (L, c)g.

Proof. Suppose that L = {li,...,lt} and let c = YllLi \ ' V Suppose
that HM(c) HM{lj) for all 1 < j < t and suppose that HM(lk) >
HM(c) > HM(lk+1). Then we will insert c into L at position k + 1 and
obtain L' = h,..., k, h+i, ■ ■ ■, h+i where lk+i = c and h+j+i = h+j for
1 < j < t — k. Clearly, no further coincidences are produced in this case and
(L U C)s = (L')s-

Therefore we suppose there is lk G L such that HM(lk) = HM(c). We
set p. := GCD(HC(c),HC(lk)) as the greatest common divisor of HC(c)
and HC(lk). Then there exist elements si, S2 € S such that

si ■ HC(c) + S2 • HC{lk) = p.

and also t\,t2 € S with si • t\ + S2 • £2 = 1> namely t\ = HC(c)/p and
t2 = HC(lk)/p and therefore

t2 ■ HC{c) - h ■ HC(lk) = 0.

In the procedure HIC, c and lk get replaced by v\ and v2 such that v\ :=
si ■ c + s2 ■ lk and v2 := t2 ■ c - t\ ■ lk.
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By definition, v\ and V2 are contained in the 5-linear span of c and Ik-
On the other hand,

C = {s\ ■ t\ + S2 • ty) • C = S\ • t\ • C p S2 • t\ ■ Ik + S2 ■ tz ■ C — S2 ■ t\ ■ Ik =
t\ ■ (si • C + S2 ■ Ik) + S2 ■ (£2 • C - t\ ■ Ik) = t\ ■ V\ + S2 ■ V2

and similarly Ik = ^2 ■ v\ — s\ • V2■ It follows that we obtain an equality of
the S'-modules generated by the respective elements:

(^1,^2)5 = (c, Ik) s-

Depending on whether v\ and V2 are applicable or not they will either
be inserted into L (starting a new loop with the element V2 which has
HM(y2) < HM(vi)) or, if they are applicable, into the coincidence stack.
As every coincidence added to Cp in the procedure HIC has been produced
as either v\ and V2, the claim follows. □

Remark 4.2.9 Let li E L and suppose we aim to insert an inapplicable
coincidence v such that HM(L) = HM(v) into L. Then the element v\
which is formed in the course of the HIC-procedure resembles the S-module
Q-polynomial of f and v and V2 corresponds the s-polynomial of f and v.

Lemma 4.2.10 [26] Let L be a torsion sequence which is reduced and in
pivot form. If we insert an inapplicable coincidence c into L, then the torsion
sequence L' produced by HIC will be reduced and in pivot form as well.

Proof. Suppose that we have entered the main loop of HIC for the j-th
time with an element v and let L = {l\,... ,lt}- Then for all 1 < i < j we
have that HM{li) > HM{y). Before having entered for the j-th time, the
following can have happened:

1. The element v is the coincidence with which we intially entered the
procedure HIC. In this case the torsion sequence L has not been altered
and nothing needs to be shown.
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2. There has been an element v' ^ v which was supposed to be inserted
into L. An element li G L was found with HM(v') = HM(li) for li E L
where i < j. Then v has been defined as v := where = 12 •v'— 11 •L.
We set v\ s\ ■ v' + S2 • h and remove the entry U from L.

(a) If v\ is applicable we set Ik := h+i for all i < k < t. We add
v\ to the coincidence stack and we will pursue in the procedure
HIC with inserting the element v = v^. The head monomial of v
is strictly smaller than the head monomial of v\. We pursue the
insertion of v at position i in order to compare HM (v) with the
head monomial of the new i-th entry of L := L\{Zi}.

(b) If v\ is inapplicable, then it will get inserted into L\{li}, namely
at position i. Since HM{y\) = HM{li) and L had been reduced
and in pivot form, it follows that L := (L\{li}) U {t>i} must be
reduced and in pivot form as well.

Thus in both cases we aim to insert v — into a reduced torsion

sequence in pivot form. As we are entering the loop for the j-th time
it follows that HM(li) > HM(y) for all i < j. □

We will now show that the procedure PROCESSING A COINCIDENCE
(PRC) is terminating. For this we will show that PRC essentially resembles
prefix reduction of elements of T and L by the coincidence which is be¬
ing processed and that the possible computation of consequences resembles
prefix-closure.

Proposition 4.2.11 Let c G Cp be an applicable coincidence c. The pro¬

cedure PRC applied to c corresponds to prefix reduction of the entries of T
and L by the element c. The computation of consequences, if there are any,

corresponds to the prefix-closure of c with b.x — b' for the affected x G X.

Proof. Let bh = HM(c). As HC(c) is a unit of S, the procedure PRC
replaces the row bh in the table T by = iLC(c)-1 • RED(c), and the
respective row bh of T gets deleted. Accordingly, for every v = prod(6t, xfi)
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in the table which contains bh as a summand, suppose with coefficient Ah,
the computing of the new undeleted image of v resembles a reduction by c:

v —^ v — Xh ■ HC(c)~l ■ c — v

where v is an element which is minimal with respect to the other entries of
T, thus elements of the form b.x — v' with b € Bu and v' € (Bu)s■ Similarly,
the subprocedure Apply Coincidence To Torsion Sequence leads to
reductions of elements I 6 L.

Now suppose that a consequence needs to be computed. Thus the prod¬
uct bh* x with at least one x G X has been defined, so there is at least one
entry prod(6^, x) contained in the row bh of T which has been filled with
v — bh * x. However, in order to compute such a consequence c := c * x,

PRC possibly leads to a finite number of definition steps, namely for each
summand bk of RED(c) for which bk * x 0 (B)s so the box prod(6fc, x) has
not been filled. These definition steps can be interpreted as enlarging the
generating set of the module A by elements hk = bk-x — b'k. The element c.x
is the prefix-closure of c = bh — RED(c) and h! = bh-x — v. In the case that
the product bk* x has been defined for all summands bk of RED(c), there
exists an 5-module reduction-sequence

c.x s v + RED(c).x—... Jm\ c

reducing the prefix-closure c.x to the element c 6 (Bu)s which is a conse¬

quence of c. □

Corollary 4.2.12 The procedure PRC terminates.

Proof. There are a finite number of elements contained in T and L, accord¬
ingly reduction of these elements by a coincidence c must be a finite process.

Moreover it follows from Lemma 3.2.17 that prefix-closing a finite set is a

finite process. Therefore we can conclude that the computation of potential
consequences must be finite and it follows that PRC must terminate. □
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Remark 4.2.13 Since the tracing of a coincidence c in the MGE-procedure
uses the undeleted image (as defined in Definition 2.f.7), it follows that a

coincidence must be minimal with respect to the coincidences contained in
Ca at the point when it gets applied.

Definition 4.2.14 We will call a generating set G of a submodule ^ of E
an MGE-basis if G is a prefix inter-reduced prefix Grobner basis such that
for all g E G either

• Wei(HM(g)) = 1 ,HC(g) = 1 and Wei(RED(g)) = 0, or

• Wei(g) = 0.

Lemma 4.2.15 Let Cp = 0 and suppose that L is a torsion sequence

in pivot form and reduced. Then the set T u L is an MGE-basis of 4* =
((T,L)S)A■

Proof. The elements contained in T are either elements h! = b.x — v E Eu
such that Wei(HM(h')) = 1 and Wei{RED{h')) = 0, or they correspond
to coincidences c € Ca for which RED(c) E (Bu). The set T U L is prefix-
closed. Indeed the procedure Processing A Coincidence ensures that all
possible consequences of the coincidence which is being processed have been
captured. Since Cp = 0 it follows that every such consequence must now
be contained in either T or L. Moreover, the procedure torsion closure
leads to adding I * x to Cp for every pair of I E L and x E X. Such an

element I * x is obtained from the prefix-closure element l.x by 5-module
reduction of elements of weight 1 contained in T. Again, as Cp = 0, we

must have I * x E T u L.

By assumption on L there are no applicable coincidences contained in L.
As it is ensured that we have I = u(l) for I E L it follows that the elements
of L, which itself is an inter-reduced set, must be minimal with respect to
Ca. On the other hand, the set Ca must be inter-reduced: this follows from
using its undeleted image when a coincidence is being processed. Also, as

there are no applicable coincidences contained in L, the head terms of the
elements of Ca are minimal with respect to L. A finite number of reductions
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of reducts of elements of Ca by elements of L leads to an inter-reduced set
T U L and it follows from Corollary 3.1.19 that T U L forms an 5-module
Grobner basis for the 5-module it generates. As the set is prefix-closed as

well, Theorem 3.2.20 implies that T U L must be a prefix Grobner basis for
the A-module closure T. Certainly, all the elements of T and L are of the
demanded form and the claim follows. □

Corollary 4.2.16 Suppose that (Cp)A C (CaUL)A and suppose that the
torsion sequence L is in pivot form and reduced. Then TuL is an MGE-basis
of^ = (U)A.

Proof. We described in Lemma 4.2.5 how the elements of Ca can be found
as entries of T, thus Ca c T. In Lemma 4.2.15 it was explained that the set
Ca U L is inter-reduced and, since Wei{y) = 0 for all v G Ca U L, it is prefix
inter-reduced for trivial reasons. Therefore, every element v G (Ca U L)A
can be prefix-reduced to 0. It follows in particular that for every c G Cp,

CaUL _

c s~^

and this implies that u(c) = 0 or u(c) G A = (L)s- Since, whenever a pend¬
ing coincidence c gets processed its undeleted image is being computed,
it follows that the coincidences c G Cp cannot lead to any further prefix-
reductions of elements of T U L. □

We will now introduce a property for the table T which is needed in order
to be able to draw conclusions from a given generating set G = T U Cp U L
to the elements contained in the set of pending coincidences Cp.

Definition 4.2.17 We will call a multiplication table T connected if we
have for every row b G Bu one of the following:

• At least one of the boxes prod(b,x) for x G X has been filled, or

• b is contained as summand of at least one prod(b',x) = v G (Bu)s for
x G X and a generator b' G Bu.
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Example 4.2.18 Suppose we are given the P-module A4 — (y\, yi \ y\.x\—
2/1)2/2 ~~ 2 ■ y\)p where P = (X\,X2 | £1X2 — £2X1)2- After computing of the
coincidence obtained from the first module-relation we obtain the table:

prod{b, £1) prod{b, X2) n 7-1(7r (b))
bi b3 _L X 2/1

± 1 X 2/2

h 64 T X 2/1-24
64 X X yi-xf
b5 ± X bi X

Suppose now that we have added the coincidence 62 — 2 • b\ to the coincidence
stack but that it has not been processed yet. Then Cp = {62 — 2 • 61}. No
definitions have taken place for the S-submodule generator 62> nor can it be
found in the replacement of a coincidence, therefore the table above is not
connected.

The generating set G = T U Cp U L which we obtain at this point of the
computation then consists of the following elements: G = {bi.x\ — 63, 63.xi —
64, 64.x\ — 61, 65 — 61, 62 ~ 2 • 61} and since G is prefix inter-reduced it follows
that G is an MGE-basis. This however can only be the case if the pending
coincidence does not lead to prefix-reductions for any elements of G as its
head monomial 62 is n°l contained in any entry of the multiplication table.

The condition on the multiplication table to be connected is necessary in
order for the assertion of the following Lemma to be true:

Lemma 4.2.19 Let II be a finitely generated S-module with generating set
G = T U Cp U L where we suppose that the set T corresponds to a connected
multiplication table T. If G is an MGE-basis, then (Cp)a C (TuL)a■

Proof. Suppose that the ^4-linear span of Cp is not contained in the T-linear
span of TuL. Then there exists v € (Cp)A such that v ^ 0. Without loss of
generality we can choose v prefix-minimal with respect to the set TUL; then
in particular u(v) ^ 0. It follows that v € (Cp)^nEu and v = Y?j=1 ^j'cj-wj
for Cj 6 Cp. We will distinguish between the following two cases:

1. There exists c 6 Cp such that HM(c) = p]hm{v) and HC(c) < HC(v).
Since v = u(v) it follows that HM(c) € Bu.
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By assumption, T corresponds to a connected table, therefore HM(c)
can be found in the multiplication table as a summand of a prod (6, x)
or as a row b G Bu. It follows that HM(c) is a summand or a prefix of
an element of T which is a contradiction to the assumption that the
set G is prefix inter-reduced.

2. There exists no c € Cp such that both HM(c) = p\hm(v) and HC(c) <
HC(v) hold. Therefore must be prefix-minimal with respect to
the elements of Cp. Since v however was chosen to be prefix-minimal
with respect to TuL, it follows that v must be prefix-minimal with re¬

spect to G. As v 0 it follows that G cannot be a prefix Grobner basis
of Hi — (H)^ and in particular it cannot be an MGE-basis either. □

Proposition 4.2.20 Suppose that the S-submodule II of E is finitely gen¬

erated by the finite set TULU Cp. A finite MGE-basis G = T' U L' C E'
can be computed such that E C E', 4* C (G)a and E/(n)^ = E'/(G)a-

Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.1.21 and Lemma 3.2.17 that we can obtain
an S'-module Grobner basis and a prefix-closed set from a finite generating
set. Thus we can compute a finite set G with (G)a = (T U L U Cp)a such
that G is inter-reduced, prefix-closed and an S'-module Grobner basis. For
achieving this we need to compute a finite number of s-polynomials, we

need to add a finite number of prefix-closures and need to carry out a finite
number of S-module reductions. However, the elements added for prefix-
closure might not be in the appropriate form for G to be an MGE-basis: for
each c.x added for prefix-closure we know that Wei(c.x) = 1. In the case

~ fs
that every c.x can be reduced by T such that c.x q with Wei(q) = 0,
the assumption follows immediately.

Now suppose that there is a set of elements c.x, caused by prefix-closure,
which cannot be reduced by elements of T to an element of weight 0. Then we

f *
obtain by reduction c.x —^ p an element p that is minimal with respect to
T but where Weifp) = 1. In this situation we need to make definition steps
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and therefore have to add for each summand b.x of p with b.x £ HM (T) an
element h! = b.x — b' = b.x—prod(6, x) to the set T.

A finite number of such elements h! := b.x — b' is being added such that
the respective b' have greater index than the elements that have already been
contained in the set of 5-module generators B of E. We set £' = (B'X*)s,
where B' = B U {b[,... b'm}. Moreover, we set T' := T U {h[ ..., h'rn} and

/jV *
now for all c.x we can reduce c.x — s q such that Wei(q) = 0.

Suppose that we have to add a prefix-closure element for such an element
q € (B')s■ Then there is h[ £ T' and an element x £ X such that

HM(q).x = HMQi'i).

Since we were only able to obtain q by reduction by T', but not by T, it
follows that HM(q) = b' £ B'\B where b' must be the reduct of some

h'3 ET'\f.
Now if b' = RED{h'-) is the prefix of HMfJi^) then there must have

been a summand of one of the elements which we did obtain by reducing
the elements of the form c.x, and this summand is just b'.x. Since h!- with

RED(h'j) = b' had only been added to T in that course of reduction of some
element c.x it follows that we must have started initially with an element
c.x with Wei(c.x) > 1. However, this is a contradiction as c.x is the prefix-
closure of an element of weight 0 with an element that has weight 1. So
Wei{c.x) < 1. We conclude that h'3 must have already been contained in T.

Therefore, after adding a finite number of prefix-closure elements c.x

and possibly a finite number of elements h' = b.x — b', which then will lead
to a finite number of S'-module reductions in order to obtain elements c of

weight 0, we will obtain a prefix-closed set G of the demanded form. An
element g G G then has to be minimal with respect to G \ {g}. Therefore
G is inter-reduced and it follows that G is an 5'-module Grobner basis such

that for every g € G we either have that

• g G G with HC(g) — 1 ,Wei(HM(g)) = 1 and Wei(RED(g)) = 0; or

• g € G such that Wei(g) = 0.
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Certainly, as the elements added are of the form b.x—prod(6, x), which
is just an element b.x — b' e A, we must have that S/\& = E'/(G)a- □

Lemma 4.2.21 The procedure clearing coincidences terminates.

Proof. The procedure Clearing Coincidences chooses a coincidence
c g Cp, and if the undeleted image of c is unequal to 0, then the procedure
PRC is called for c. In the case that c is inapplicable, the subroutine HIC
is called. The routine HIC essentially computes an inter-reduced Grobner
basis from the set L U {c} (L denotes the torsion sequence).

If HM(c) is different to the head monomials of elements contained in
L, c can be inserted immediately into L. In the case that there is an I 6 L
with HM(l) = HM(c), an element v\ replaces the entry I of L; rq is equal
to a g-polynomial of I and c. We then aim to insert an element V2 into
L; V2 has been formed as an s-polynomial of I and c and therefore has a

strictly smaller head monomial than c and I. It follows that this routine
must terminate.

If c is applicable it has been shown in Lemma 4.2.11 that the procedure
PRC applied to a coincidence c corresponds to prefix-reduction of T and L
by c. Moreover, in the case that consequences need to be computed, the
computation of these consequences corresponds to adding the prefix-closure
c.x of c with an element b.x — b' g T, where b' is a summand of the reduct
of c.

In order to obtain a consequence c = c * x, thus an element of weight
0, it is possible that a finite number of definitions need to be made. This
corresponds to adding a finite number of elements to the set T and it follows
from Proposition 4.2.20 that these newly added b' g B'\B cannot themselves
cause consequences in this invocation of clearing coincidences.

Accordingly the procedure clearing coincidences must terminate
after a finite number of steps, having cleared all coincidences from the coin¬
cidence stack Cp. □
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Proposition 4.2.22 Let 4> denote the A-module closure of the S-submodule
of Eu at a stage (l) which is generated by a set consisting of the following:

• the elements I € L contained in the torsion sequence at the stage (t);

• the elements of a set Tu which is the subset ofT induced by the entries
of those rows corresponding to b G B" of a connected multiplication
table .

If G — T U L U Cp is an MGE-basis of \k, then

E/4> =^4 E7$.

Proof. If G is an MGE-basis of 4' then we know that the set G generates T.
As the set of pending coincidences Cp must be contained in the generating
set of T it must follow that (Cp)a C (T U L)a- Thus T = 4> + (Co)a
and we can form congruence classes \v + 4>|ca of E/<f> modulo (4> + Cat)a-
We define a mapping j3 : E/\k *- E"/4> which maps a congruence class
v + = (v + (Ca) + <f>) 6 E/,I> to a representative v + <f> of the congruence
class \v + 4>|ca-

Since the generating set G is an MGE-basis we can conclude that G is
prefix inter-reduced. This implies that the elements of Tu and L must be
prefix-minimal with respect to Ca and accordingly T"Ulc Eu. Moreover,
for every v G E there exists v € E" which is prefix-minimal with respect
to Ca and v — :l ci ' ai = v where c; € Ca. As an MGE-basis is also a

prefix Grobner basis, we can choose representatives in a canonical way, so

in particular we can choose the representative v + <& of \v + F\ca such that
v is prefix-minimal with respect to Ca. This implies that v + G E"/4>.

The map (3 is well-defined: let v\,V2 G E such that v\ + = V2 +
so vi = v2 + YaLi °i ' ai + Y%i h " aj + Et3=i hk ■ ak, with a € A, a 6
Ca, lj e L,hk e T, and therefore, |ui + 4>|c« = 1^2 + ^>|ca- The mapping (3
is an A-module homomorphism. Indeed let A £ S. As the head coefficients
of elements of Ca are units it follows that A • v = A ■ v for the canonical

representatives v with respect to Ca. Therefore

A • f3(v + \J>) = (3(A • v + \&).
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For the same reason it follows that (3(v\ + 4>) + /3(v2 + — P(vi + V2 + ^).
Now let a € A, then f3(v + *F).a = v.a + $ from which we conclude that
v.a E Eu. This, however, implies that v.a = v7a and therefore

f3(v + ^).a = v.a + = v ■ a + $ = f3((v + \&).a).

Moreover, /3 is injective. If /3(v + \I/) = n + $ = 0 + $, then v certainly
must have been element of T. Since the generating set of T is prefix inter-
reduced, it follows that v 0 E" and accordingly v must have been an element
of Ca.

Also, (3 is surjective. Let v + $ 6 £"/$ and we suppose that v + $ ^
(3(v + &). Therefore, v E £" cannot be a canonical representative of a class
|u|ca and there must exist Cjx,..., Cjt E Ca with

t

Ci: ' ai = v"
i=i

such that v" is prefix-minimal with respect to Ca. Since Ca is an inter-
reduced set this implies that HM(c^.) ^ HM(clk) for all ij ^ i\~. However,
this is a contradiction to the assumption that v E £u. □

Theorem 4.2.23 Suppose that Main Routine is at a stage (i) of the
computation such that Cp — 0, where the given multiplication table T is
connected and where the given torsion sequence L is reduced and in pivot
form. Then those rows Tu ofT which correspond to the undeleted S-module
generators b E Bu together with the elements of L encode a set of generators
for the submodule 4>(t) such that

T!N{i) a E

Proof. We remind ourselves that the P-module A4 can also be considered
as an A-module. Then it has the form

Ma = T/M
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where N denotes the submodule of the free A-module T that is generated
by the set Rels which, in the case that Mp has relations induced by the
finitely presented algebra P, must be infinite.

In the case that M. is P-module isomorphic to a P-module with finite
generated as S'-module it follows from Theorem 1.2.1 that there exists a

finite set of generators for J\f. In the MGE-procedure we aim to build up

stepwise the module Af by adding relations r € Rels which were chosen for
the computation of coincidences. This gives us an ascending sequence

A/"(o) C .. .A/"(,) C A/(t+i) = A/"(t) + (rw)A ■ • •

By construction of the procedure in Section 2.4.1 we have S-modules E, A
and the submodule of E/(A)^ which is generated by the processed coin¬
cidences, such that

E/M{l) - Ew/(Aw)/(fiw)>l.
In Lemma 2.4.3 we showed that the right hand side is isomorphic to the
quotient-module and since Cp = 0 we have that We
can therefore conclude, also using the result of Proposition 4.2.22, that

as ££)/«>«.
□

Corollary 4.2.24 If the Main routine terminates at a state (u) where
the given multiplication table T is connected and where the given torsion
sequence L is reduced and in pivot form then Main Routine returns a

correct result. Thus Main Routine will have computed sets Tu and L
which encode a set of generators of the submdodule <!>(„) such that =

Proof. We can deduce from Theorem 4.2.23 that Main Routine is in fact
computing, for those (t) which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.2.23, a

finitely generated S'-module with additional A-module structure which is
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A-module isomorphic to the given module □

We will introduce in Chapter 5 certain conditions on the tools used in
the procedure subject to which we can show the termination of the MGE-
procedure. We will show that, in the case of termination, the module

will in fact induce a finitely generated 5-module which is isomor¬
phic as P-module to A4.



Chapter 5

Termination of the
MGE-Procedure

In this chapter we show termination of the MGE-procedure. In order to
do so we again relate the MGE-procedure to the setting of reduction and
Grobner bases as described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Section 5.1: We introduce an ordering on the elements of the free module
Ta which is induced by the ordering on £ and the image under the iso¬
morphism 7 : T ► Y,/{J\)a- Moreover we describe how coincidences lead
to reduction-rules on T. We then proceed by showing that all reduction-
rules which have been induced by coincidences applied in the course of an
MGE-procedure do not lead to infinite sequences of reduction.
Section 5.2: We introduce so-called important congruence classes in T
modulo certain properties of these important classes are investigated.
Moreover we describe the connection between these classes and the MGE-

procedure.
Section 5.3: We describe the prerequisites that are needed for the MGE-
procedure in order to terminate in terms of the tools accompanying an MGE-
procedure. We interpret the effect of those prerequisites on the 5-modules
which are constructed in the course of the computation and prove that,
in the case that M. is isomorphic to a finitely generated ^-module, these
prerequisites will eventually be satisfied by the procedure.

113
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5.1 Induced Ordering on T

We will again denote by £, as defined in Section 4.2, the right-inverse of
the canonical quotient-map ir : E —E/(A)^, and by x '■ ? *" ^ the
composition of 7 : F •- E/(A)^ with £. As has been described earlier,
since we are given a prefix Grobner basis for (A)^ we are able to define £ in
a unique way. We define £ such that a class v + (A)a € E/(A)a is mapped
to its canonical representative v € E.

Definition 5.1.1 Let /i,/2 £ IF such that x(fi) = v\ and x(/2) = v2.

define the ordering induced by image on the elements of IF, which will
be denoted by >~a, by:

fl ii /2 '* ^1 ^"wei ^2-

Moreover, we define the weight of f, denoted Wei(f), as

Wei(f) := Wei(X(f)).

Lemma 5.1.2 Let f\,f2 £ IF such that /2 is a prefix of a summand of f\,
then

Wei(fi) > Wei(f2).

Proof. Let / denote the summand of f\ such that f2.w = f. Since y is
an ^-module homomorphism, the weight of elements of IF is additive, ac¬

cordingly Wei(fi) > Wei(f). Therefore Wei{f\) > Wei(f) = Wei(x(f)) =
Wei(x(f2-w)) > Weiix{h)) = Wei(f2). □

Remark 5.1.3 By definition, the image-induced ordering on IF depends
on the maps 7 and £. As the homomorphisms 77^., as well as for
(0)o < (Oj — (*do, might change significantly during the course of the pro¬

cedure, the image-induced ordering on the elements of IF will change accord¬
ingly. However, we will only compare elements fi,f2£lF at one stage (i)j,
therefore using only one ordering depending on one morphism Xfi) •
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Coincidences of the MGE-procedure induce prefix reduction-rules on the
elements of E, but they can also be seen as leading to reduction-rules on

the elements of X : let /i,/2 € X with x(/l) hwei x(h), and suppose that
there exists a coincidence c G E/(A),4 such that i/M(£(c)) is a prefix of a
summand A • b.w of x(/i) with f7C((c)) < A and also x(/i) — K ' c-w ~(A),t

x(/2) for some suffix w G X* and coefficient At G S. Then by the image-
induced ordering we have that fx /2- We will now define prefix-reduction
on elements of X and we will show that this simulates the reduction-process
of the MGE-procedure.

Definition 5.1.4 Let fx,fi G X and let Q be a finite set of elements of
X. Then Q prefix-reduces fx to /2 in one step, denoted by fx ® f%,

p

if there exist q G Q with x{q) = c G (B) and V\,V2 E E with Vi = x(fi) for
z = {1, 2} such that

1. HM[c) = b and b G B is prefix of a summand A • b.w of v\ = x(/l)>

2. there exist k, k! G S such that A = k ■ HC(c) + k' where k' <$ HC{c).

3. V2 = vi — k ■ c.w.

Q *We say that a set of elements Q prefix-reduces fx to /2, denoted fx /2,
p

if there exists a sequence of one-step prefix-reductions

h 7i
pp p

with fi G X. The definition of the terms prefix-minimal and prefix inter-
reduced corresponds to the one given in Definition 3.2.1.

Example 5.1.5 Let A = (xx,X2)z, P = (xx,X2 | x\ — 1)i,X = (y)A and
M = (y \ y.xxX2Xx-y.X2,y.X2Xxx2-y.xx)p. We setbx ■= 7(o)(y)- A possible
MGE-procedure might have the following definition steps

b2 '■= 7(o)1G/-®l),&3 := 7(0)2(V-xix2), h ■= -Y(o)3(y-Xix2xx),b5 := 7(0)4 (y.x2).

These definition-steps lead to the coincidence c = 65 — 64. If we are using
the ordering induced by image, then y.x\ G X can be prefix-reduced by the
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module-relation r = y.x\xix\ — y.x2 and accordingly

y.x\ —T-^ y.xix2xiX2i

as HM(j(r)) = 65 is a prefix of x{y-x2) = ^5-a:2-

Remark 5.1.6 Prefix-reduction rules on elements v G E which are in¬
duced by definition steps in order to bring an element of T into reach can¬

not lead to reductions on elements of P. These are rules which are induced
by the generators H of the submodule A. Since T = E^./{A^.)a for all
(0)o < (L)j < 0)o, an element f G J- corresponds to an element of E/(A),4,
therefore reduction rules by elements of H do not affect elements f G T.

The image-induced ordering on the elements of T depends on the order in
which the generating elements b\,... ,bm are assigned to prefixes of relations.
The assignment of an element y.w depends on its position as a prefix of a
relation and on where this relation appears for the first time in the set of
relations Rels. Because of this, reduction induced by image might possibly
lead to reductions on elements of T in an unexpected way. For instance
in Example 5.1.5, if we were given an ordering by length of words then
we would certainly have that y.x\X2X\X2 is greater than y.x\. We will now
show that prefix-reduction, using image-induced ordering on the elements
of T, does not lead to infinite sequences of reduction in the context of an
MGE-procedure.

In order to ensure that the reduction process induced by an ordering is
Noetherian, W. Adams and P. Loustaunau in [1] introduce the concept of a
term ordering on the elements of a module. An ordering " >~t " is called
a term ordering if the following two conditions are satisfied:

1. Let v G E, then v.w yt v for all w G X*\e;

2. Let v\,V2 € E, if v2 v2 then v^-w >~t v\.w for all w G X*.

However, as we will see in the following example, the second condition on

an ordering to be a term ordering does not necessarily need to hold for the
image-induced ordering on T during an MGE-procedure:
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Example 5.1.7 Let M. — (y \ y.x\ — y.x2^1,2 • y.x\)p and let P =

(x\,X2)z- t/ie procedure by setting 61 = 7(o)0(y) and .B(o)0 = {i>i}.
We suppose that we will trace the relations in the order they are written in
the presentation of M. Tracing of the relation y.x\ — y.x2X1 leads to

h = 7(0)! (y-xi), bs = 7(o)2(y.xl), 7(0)3 (y.x2) and 64 = 7(0)4(y.x2xi),
and the next relation 2 • y.x\ leads to

h& = 7(l)i (y-xi)-
Since 63 -<wei 64 as elements of E, it follows that y.x\ -<a y.x2, however,
y.x\x 1 y-u y.x2xi as = b6 and x(j/.x2xi) = b5.

Since it cannot be shown in general that the ordering induced by im¬
age on the elements of IF is Noetherian, we have to check that in the
case of prefix-reduction following the MGE-procedure no infinite descending
reduction-sequences or any cycles in a reduction-sequence of elements of F
are possible.

Recall that the reduction-rules are of two kinds. Those rules which come

from the submodule A, which reduce the weight of elements of E, do not lead
to reduction-rules on elements of F. Moreover, since the weight of elements
is bounded below by 0, neither descending sequences of reduction of infinite
length on elements of E, nor cycles of reduction are possible if the reduction
rule is strictly reducing the weight of elements.

Both the cases of reduction sequences as described above must be in¬
duced by reduction rules on elements of E\(B)s- Therefore, it remains to
investigate reduction-rules which are induced by coincidences. Since the
sets of generators B = {61,... ,bm} are bounded below, infinite descending
sequences of reduction are not possible on elements of (B) and we conclude
that they must be impossible for the induced prefix-reduction on elements
of F. We now have to show that cycles in a reduction sequence of elements
of F are not possible either.

Lemma 5.1.8 If G is an MGE-basis of \I/, then prefix-reduction of ele¬
ments of F ordered by image-induced ordering by elements of R, where
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R = {7 1(7r(pi))> • • • >7 1{^(St))} for 9i € G, does not lead to cycles in
the reduction sequences.

Proof. Suppose there are elements with

h —^ 72 —- 7i
p p

and let xifi) — Vi E E for i E {1, 2}. If /1 */2 then there are ,..., r;m

in R such that

X(fl) = V1 V2, . . . X(ir(vm-l)) Vm,

where C(7r('"m)) = xUz)- Whenever there is Vj such that Vj is not contained
in the image of the map x, we have that Vj ^ C, (ir(vj)). In this case there
is at least one summand of C(7r(7)) which has strictly smaller weight than
the corresponding summand of Vj, because

n

C (ir(vj)) =Vj-^2hjk.ajk,
k=l

where ajk E A and hjk = b.x — b' E H, the generating set of the module A
induced by the definition process.

Since the set G is an MGE-basis it follows that for v\,V2 and g E G with
v\ —V2 we must always have that Wei{y\) > Wei(v2). In order to obtain

a cycle /1 —*—^ /2 —^ fi, we then must have that Wei(/i) = Wei(f2)
and in particular V{ = £(7r(uj)) for all vl in the prefix reduction sequences

fi—h and f2 ——>■ /1.
The reduction-sequence

vi v v\ V2 ■ ■ ■ x vt-1 ^ v2
p p p p

must therefore be induced by a set of coincidences, {c\,...ct} C G. We
will denote this set by C\ and analogously the set leading to the reduction
sequence xC/2) = v2 1 by C2. Amongst the head monomials of the
coincidences there is one which has the greatest index. We set

bmax ■= max{HM(ci) \ a E Ci},
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and let ck denote the coincidence with bmax = HM(ck). Since bmax is the
maximal element amongst the head monomials of the coincidences involved
in this situation, it cannot have been added as a reduct of some other coin¬
cidence. Therefore bmax must have been a (not necessarily proper) prefix of
a summand of v\.

Therefore, in order to obtain the element v\ = x(fi) again by the sec¬
ond sequence of reductions, we need that bmax is contained in the reduct of
a coincidence Cj G C2, leading to one of the prefix reductions-rules of the
sequence tq *tq. This, however, is a contradiction to the assumption

p

that the set G is prefix inter-reduced. □

Corollary 5.1.9 Prefix reduction on elements of T induced by a set of
coincidences C\ — {ci,...,q} which have already been processed cannot
lead to cycles in the reduction-sequences in an MGE-procedure.

Proof. Whenever a new relation is traced in order to find a further coin¬
cidence the tracing uses the undeleted image. Tracing gives rise to a coin¬
cidence c which is minimal with respect to the set of previously computed
coincidences C\. In particular, RED(c) cannot contain the head monomial
of an earlier processed coincidence. We can conclude that we cannot obtain
cycles of reduction on the elements of T in the MGE-procedure. □

5.2 Important Classes

Definition 5.2.1 Let | — | denote the congruence classes in T modulo the
submodule M with generating set R C T■ We call a class \ f\ important
with respect to R if we can choose a representative f G |/| which is a

prefix of an element of R and which moreover is prefix-minimal with respect
to R by the image-induced ordering.

Example 5.2.2 Let A4 = (y \ y.x\ — y)p and P — {x\,X2 I x2 ~ xi)z and
suppose that we have processed the relations y.x\ — y and bifxZ, — aq) giving
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rise to the multiplication table

deli prod(b, 21) prod(b, x2) 7~1(6) n

bi f £>2 b4 y X

f bi X y.x 1 X

t X X y.x\ bi
b4 f X &2 y.x2 X

b§ t X X y.x\ f>2

Then T = {y)a and we are given a set R = {y.x\ — y,y.x\ — y.x1} and
Af = {y.x\ — y,y.x\ — y.x \)a- The congruence classes of y, y.x 1 and y.x2 of
fF modulo Af are important with respect to R. There are however infinitely
many congruence classes which are not important, for instance those classes
containing the elements y.x1X2 or y.x2X\.

In the following we will assume that Af is a finitely generated A-submodule
of the free A-module T = (Y)a where Y = {y\,..., yn} and we are comput¬
ing an 5"-module presentation for the module A4.

Lemma 5.2.3 Let Af be generated by a set R where for every r £ R we

have that r := ry~1{Tr{g)) for the elements g of an MGE-basis G of T. Then
a congruence class \ f\j\f is important if and only if it has a representative f
such that x(f) — b £ Bu.

Proof. " =7: " We suppose that \f\jy is important. Then it has a rep¬
resentative / which is the prefix of an element r where r — 7-1(7r(g)) for
g € G. Such an element g is either an element of weight 0 or it is congruent
modulo (A)a to an element of weight 0. It follows from Lemma 5.1.2 that
we must have that Wei(r) > Wei(f) and therefore x(r) £ (B)s implies that
x(f) € {B)s as well. Moreover, the map x is injective and its image is not
affected by coincidences, so it follows that xif) € B. As f is prefix-minimal
with respect to R we must have that xif) G Bu.
"
4= " : Suppose there exists a representative / of a class \f\jg- with

Xif) ^ Bu. Since Wei {xif)) = 0, an image for / under the map 7 must
have been defined at an earlier point and this must have happened in order
to bring a relation into reach. Thus / is a prefix of a relation. As xif) £ Bu
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it follows that there is no g E G, where g corresponds to an applicable co¬

incidence which prefix-reduces x(/)- Moreover, as x(f) e Bu, x(f) cannot
be prefix-reducible by an element of L since the elements of L have head
coefficients which are not units of S. Therefore / must be prefix-minimal
with respect to R and the class \f\jq~ is important. □

Corollary 5.2.4 Let Af be generated by the set R where for every r E R
we have that r := 7_1(7r(g)) for all g E G where G is an MGE-basis of *]/.
Let |/[a/- be a congruence class in T. Then a representative f of \f\j\f which
is prefix-minimal with respect to R is unique.

Proof. Suppose we are given a class \f\tf with representatives /i,/2 which
are prefix-minimal with respect to R and f\ ^ fa. Since fi+Af—f^+Af
we have that x{h ~ h) = x(/i) ~ xlfe) € T. However, as /i ^ f2 it follows
that 7(/i) ^ 7(72), therefore x(/i) ~ x(/2) £ We conclude that
x(/i) and x(h) must differ by an element v e T\(A)j4, and without loss of
generality we can assume that x(/i) — v = xU^)-

As G is an MGE-basis of ^ there must be g E G such that HT{v) =
A • HT(g).uj. This however implies that x(/i) is prefix-reducible by g and,
as there is r E R with r = 7-1(7r(<jr)), it follows that the elements f\ cannot
be prefix-minimal with respect to R. □

Example 5.2.5 In the case that a generating set R of the module Af is
not induced by an MGE-basis, a representative of \ — \j\[ is not necessarily
unique. Indeed let R = {y.x 1X2X1 — y.x\, y.x 1X2 — y} and suppose that these
elements are used in order to construct coincidences. Then these can lead

to the following definitions for an MGE-procedure

b\.x\ — b2,b2-x 1 — ba,b2.X2 — b4 and b^.xi — 65.
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This corresponds to the multiplication table

deli, prod(b, 21) prod(b, 22) 7-1(6) n

b\ f 62 X y X

b2 f 63 64 y.21 X

bz t X X y.x\ X

64 f bs X y-x122 X

b5 t X X y.2l222l X

Then the relation y.x12221 — y.x\ gives rise to the coincidence c\ =

65 — 63, from y.x\X2 — y we obtain c% — 64 — 61. If we would now omit
the consequence 63 — 62 which is caused by the prefix-closure of 64 — b\ and
bi-x 1 — 65 v 64.21 — 63, and would only perform S-module reductions
such as 65 v 63 and 64 v 61. We would obtain the generating set
G = {61.21 — 62, 62.21 — 63, 62.22—61, 64.21—63,65 — 63, 64 — 61}. The generating
set obtained from r)~1{ir{g)) for g € G is equal to R and accordingly the
element y.x\ is prefix-minimal with respect to R. However, following an

MGE-procedure further would reveal that y.x\ is not prefix-minimal at all
and moreover that y.x\ is in fact congruent to y.x\ modulo Af. The prefix-
closure would lead to a consequence,

64.21 - 61.21 ^ 63 - 62,

and therefore 7~1(7r(63)) = y.x\ y.2i7_1(-7r(62)). This gives a new gen¬

erating set

G = {61.21 — 62,62.21 — 62,62.22 — 61,64.21 — 62,65 — 62,64 — 61,63 — 62}

which is an MGE-basis. The set G also leads to a generating set R for Af,

R = {y.212221 - y.x\,y.x\X2 - y, y.x\ - y.xY}.
We can conclude that there are only two congruence classes modulo Af which
are important with respect to R, namely those classes for which we can choose
the respective representatives y and y.x\.

Lemma 5.2.6 Let T be a finitely generated A-module with a finitely gener¬

ated submodule Af. Then there are a finite number of important congruence
classes of elements of J- modulo Af.
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Proof. Let Y = {yi,..., yn} denote the generating set of F and let R
denote the generating set of Af. Then for all r £ R we have that r =

weX* ' Vi-W with \,w & S,yi £ Y and w £ X*, where \^w ^ 0
only for a finite number of summands and where each w £ X* is a word
of finite length. Therefore there can only exist a finite number of prefixes
of elements of R, so in particular there is a finite number of such prefixes
which are also prefix-minimal with respect to R. We conclude that only a

finite number of congruence classes can be important. □

Lemma 5.2.7 If Ai = IF/./V is P-module isomorphic to a P-module ©^
that is finitely generated as S-module then every congruence class \f\tf of
f £ F is either important with respect to some generating set R ofAf, or it
has a representative f which lies in the S-linear span of the representatives
of such important congruence classes.

Proof. Since AA = F/Af is isomorphic to a module with finite generating
set as 5-module it follows from Theorem 1.2.1 that Af is finitely generated
as an A-module, say by a finite set R. Then, by Lemma 5.2.6, the number
of important congruence classes with respect to R must be finite.

Let \f\M denote a congruence class where we suppose that it has a rep¬
resentative / which is prefix-minimal with respect to R but which is not
a prefix of any r £ R. Then for all w £ X*\{e}, / will be S-linearly in¬
dependent of f.w, which also must be prefix-minimal with respect to R.
Moreover, f.w cannot be a prefix of a r £ R either. We therefore obtain an

infinite number of congruence classes of F modulo Af with elements that are
S-linearly independent. This, however, is a contradiction to the assumption
that AI is isomorphic to a finitely generated S'-module. □

Corollary 5.2.8 Let Af be generated by the set R := {7 (7r(<7)) | 9 G G}
where G is an MGE-basis G of ^ and suppose that AA. = F/Af is P-module
isomorphic to a P-module that is finitely generated as S-module. Then for
all congruence classes \ f\jy for f £ F we have that x(f) € (Bu)s-
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.2.6 that there are a finite number of im¬
portant congruence classes. Suppose there are m, and let f1,..., frn denote
the prefix-minimal representatives of these. Now let |/|jV denote a congru¬
ence class in T which is not important with prefix-minimal representative
/. Then, by Lemma 5.2.7, we have that / = • /;■ As x is an S-
module homomorphism it follows immediately that x(f) = ^» ' x(/i))
and therefore x(f) € (Bu)s follows. □

5.3 The Final State of an MGE-procedure

Definition 5.3.1 We say that the multiplication table T, belonging to an

MGE-procedure at a certain stage («,), is closed if for all b € Bu and for all
x G X the product " * " of satisfies that (b + 4/) * x € {Bu)s + ^r-

Lemma 5.3.2 Suppose we are at stage (l) of an MGE-procedure, with
multiplication table T and where Cp = 0. We denote by G — T U L the
generating set of 4/ and we denote by R the generating set of Af^ with
R := {7_1(7r(p)) | g € G}.

Then T is closed if and only iffor all f 6 T a congruence class |/|(t) in T
modulo Af^ is either important or it has a representative /, prefix-minimal
with respect to R, such that f lies in the S-linear span of the representatives
of the important congruence classes.

Proof. We have seen in Lemma 4.2.5 that the entries of T correspond to
a certain subset of the generating set G of T. Since the coincidence stack
Cp is empty, it follows from Lemma 4.2.15 that the set G in fact forms an

MGE-basis of It.
"
=7 " : Suppose that T is closed. Then for all b 6 Bu and x € X

we have that (6 + T) * x € {Bu)s, so the free product is congruent to an

element v G (Bu)s modulo Hence there is a g E G such that g = b.x — v.

Therefore for all zeE" with Wei(z) > 0 there is z G (Bu)s such that 2 is
congruent modulo ^ to 2.

Now suppose we are given a congruence class |/|p) of / G T and we
choose a representative / which is prefix-minimal with respect to R. Then,
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as / is prefix-minimal, x(f) £ and as T is closed, x(f) € (Bu)soth¬
erwise x(f) would not be prefix-minimal with respect to G which would be
a contradiction to the choice of /. Prom the definition of the module £ it
follows that for all fej € Bu we have that bt = x(fi) f°r some element /; G IF.
Thus fi must in fact be a prefix-minimal representative of its congru¬

ence class modulo A/p), which then has to be an important class. Therefore
x(f) = Ya=l Xi'bi for bi e Bu and so 7= XXi xi'T~l{^{bi)) = 2Xu A*'7i-

"
4= " : Let / be the prefix-minimal representative of a class |/|p) in IF.

Then / = YffiLi xi ' fi where the fi are the prefix-minimal representatives
of some important congruence classes. Therefore x(f) = YffiLi xi ' bi with
E G Bu. Since Cp = 0 it follows from Lemma 2.4.3 that IF/N = S/4> and
therefore (b + \h) * x G (Bu)s + ^ for all b G Bu and x G X. We conclude
that the multiplication table T is closed. □

Definition 5.3.3 Let G denote the generating set of 4'. We say that a

torsion sequence L C G is closed if for all I G L, x G X the element I * x
has been considered as a coincidence and at some stage of the procedure has
been added to the coincidence stack Cp.

We will now introduce certain conditions on a state (t) of an MGE-
procedure. We will show, in the case that these conditions are satisfied for
the module

0M := SW/*M
which is constructed by the MGE-procedure, that ©p) is isomorphic as a
P-module to A4.

Definition 5.3.4 Let G denote the generating set of^fcy We call a state
(t) of an MGE-procedure a final state, if the following conditions for the
tools accompanying the state (i), are satisfied:

1. The multiplication table T is closed.

2. The stack Cp containing the pending coincidences is empty.
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3. The torsion sequence L is closed, therefore (A)^ = A for the S-linear
span A of L.

4■ For all b G Bu and all algebra-relations r G R C A we have that b.r
can be prefix-reduced to 0 by G.

5. For each of the module-relations uj G U C F we have that x(cj) can be
prefix-reduced to 0 by G.

When the MGE-procedure has reached a final state, since all of the
algebra- and module relations must hold on the respective generators b G

£?(„), we can conclude that we have obtained an A-submodule

A/"o) = (r{1),...,rH)

such that Af(u) = Ma for M — T/Ma- If we additionally assume that we are
given a reduced torsion sequence which is in pivot-form then the condition on

Cp ensures that the generating set G of forms an MGE-basis. Moreover,
we can show the following:

Proposition 5.3.5 If the MGE-procedure is in a final state (v) where the
given torsion sequence L^ is reduced and in pivot form, then the following
P-module isomorphisms hold:

(BM)
-Jji- - eM a

Proof. We aim to construct 0(„) as the quotient-module (lJy In a
final state of an MGE-procedure it is ensured that Cp = 0, so the module

is actually of the form of the module T(v) as stated in Lemma 2.4.3.
From this Lemma it then follows that

©(G = = (^(GAA^AVOV))^-
In the following we shall omit the index "(i/)" for the S'-modules concerned.
The S-module A is the submodule of E generated by elements b.x — b', ob¬
tained from definition steps, and the module is that submodule of E/(A)a
which is generated by the coincidences Call L.
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The construction of the modules E, A and Q implies that

(E/(A)a)/(0)a^E/Mh,

where the latter is just M(v).
Conditions 4 and 5 of the definition of a final state imply that every

relation r G Rels of A4 is contained in the A-linear span of the relations
which have been chosen for the generating of coincidences so far. Thus for
all r G Rels we have

r G (n,.. .,rt)A = A/"(„),
and we can conclude that _M(„) = A4. This confirms the isomorphism on
the right hand side of the assumption.

Let G denote the generating set of T. By condition 2 of the definition of
a final state we know that Cp = 0. As the given torsion sequence is reduced
and in pivot-form it follows from Lemma 4.2.15 that G is an MGE-basis of
T. Condition 1 of a final state states that the multiplication table T must be
closed. Therefore T, in particular, is connected and it follows from Proposi¬
tion 4.2.22 that © =A =A Eu/$ where $ is the A-module as defined in
Proposition 4.2.22 Because of condition 4 of a final state we know that all
algebra-relations r G R are satisfied in these quotient-modules and we can

conclude that the given isomorphism must be a P-module isomorphism.
Since T is closed we have (b + 4>) * x G (Bu)s for all b G Bu and x G X.

Thus for every z G TP with Wei[z) > 0 there exists ~z G (Bu)s which is
minimal with respect to the generators of weight 1 of <J>. These generators
are just all those generators which are not elements of the torsion sequence

L and we can conclude that E"/$ =p (Bu)s/A. Condition 3 of a final state
implies that the S"-linear span of the torsion sequence is closed with respect
to the product in E/T, so A = (A)^ and

© = E/tf (Bu)s/A.

□
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Corollary 5.3.6 If the MGE-procedure is in a final state (v) then there
exists a finite number of important congruence classes |/i|(i,),..., |/t|(„) wMb,
x(fj) = bj G Bu for all 1 < j < t. Moreover, every congruence class in T
modulo Af(v) then has a prefix-minimal representative f such that x(f) €
(Bu)s-

Proof. If the MGE-procedure is in a final state, all relations r G Rels of Ma
are satisfied in the constructed module 0(u) and it follows that there exists
a finite generating set for the module Af = {Rels)a, namely the one of the
module 7V(„) constructed by the MGE-procedure. As Af is finitely generated
we can deduce from Lemma 5.2.6 that there are finitely many important
congruence classes \fj\ of T modulo Af for which, by Lemma 5.2.3, there
exists a representative fj such that x{fj) = b E Bu C £.

Moreover, it follows from Proposition 5.3.5 that A4 is P-module iso¬
morphic to Oy)- We can conclude from Corollary 5.2.8 that for all con¬
gruence classes of T modulo Af there exists a representative / such that
xif) € (Bu)s, and since xif) is contained in the 5-linear span of the un¬

deleted .S'-module generators and is of weight 0 it follows that / must be
prefix-minimal as well. □

The following definition of a fair strategy is necessary in order to prove

the termination of the MGE-procedure. The condition that the strategy
of an MGE-procedure is fair corresponds to the condition formulated by
N. Mendelsohn [30] in the case of the Todd-Coxeter procedure for coset
enumeration.

Definition 5.3.7 We call a strategy of an MGE-procedure fair if it is guar¬
anteed for every b G each stage (i)k of the MGE-procedure that we
reach after a finite number of steps a stage {t")k" such that either b G „

or where for every x G X an S-module generator b' G B' has been defined
such that b.x — b' has been contained in the generating set of for some
(i')k' <
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Theorem 5.3.8 Let J- be a finitely generated and free A-module. If Nip
is P-module isomorphic to a P-module ©^ that is finitely generated as S-
module, then the computation of the MGE-procedure reaches a final state
where the given torsion sequence is reduced and in pivot-form, provided that
we are following a fair strategy.

Proof. We can consider A4 again as Amodule, where A4 is the quotient-
module of T by the submodule Af = (Rels). Thus the submodule Af c T is
generated by an infinite set of module-relations of Adq. In the case that A4
is isomorphic to a module with finite ^-module generating set, we showed in
Theorem 1.2.1 that a finite A-module generating set for Af exists. Therefore,
if a finitely generated iS-module ©(„) exists, then there is a finite ascending
sequence of Amodules

N(X) c " • * C Af(u) = Af.

where A/(q = (?"(i), • • •, r(i))- To each of these modules Awe assign S-
modules E(t\, and as described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4.

We have seen in Lemma 4.2.10 that the routine Handle inapplicable

coincidences maintains the properties of a torsion sequence being reduced
and in pivot-form. Since Clean Torsion Sequence only modifies the
reducts of elements of the torsion sequence, the same holds for this routine
and it follows that we can obtain a reduced torsion sequence in pivot-form.

Let r € Rels\{rqp ..., r^^}. Then in the case that r is not contained
in the module Af^~u it will lead to a new coincidence c of elements of

The coincidence c will be added to Cp, and we showed
in Proposition 4.2.20 that the procedure CLEARING COINCIDENCES is a

terminating procedure which will compute an MGE-basis G of a module T
such that, by Proposition 4.2.22, we have that

T/Af{l) =A e/tt =a eu/$.

We set A/p) = (R^)a where for f 6 R(q we have that rj := 7_1(7r(5)) for
g € G, so it follows that = Af(L)- If the strategy used by the MGE-
procedure is fair in the sense that not only relations which are linearly
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dependent will be investigated then we will find after a finite number of
steps a relation ryv) G Rels such that (R(v-i),r)A = A/". Following the usual
procedure we can obtain an MGE-basis for thus Lemma 4.2.19 implies
that (Cp)a C (T U L)a- Therefore the coincidences contained in Cp will
not lead to any further reductions of the elements of T U L. Accordingly
they will not give rise to any further consequences which might lead to

any further definition steps either. Then after a finite number of steps all
pending coincidences will have been processed and we obtain Cp = 0.

For every r G Rels we must have that r G A/jy), and accordingly we have
x(r) £ ^(i/) f°r r € Rels. From this the conditions 4. and 5. of Definition
5.3.4 follow.

We will now suppose that the multiplication table T is not closed. By
assumption, A4 is isomorphic to a P-module with finite 5-module generating
set, and since A/jy) = Af we can conclude that T must become closed after a
finite number of steps. Every further coincidence must be trivial, so cannot
lead to deletion of an S'-module generator b G , and each definition
step of a new S'-module generator must lead to a coincidence, removing
the newly defined row again. Since A/jy) = A/", those coincidences can only
affect the newly defined S-module generators. Therefore, we will obtain a

multiplication table T that is closed after a finite number of steps if it is
ensured that we follow a fair strategy.

Since T is closed we have that b * x G (Bu) for all b G Bu and x G X.
Therefore the A-module closure of A(„) with respect to the product " * "
must be contained as a submodule in (Bu)s■ The submodule of a finitely
generated module is finitely generated itself, so (A)a must be finitely gener¬
ated itself and so after adding a finite number of generators we will obtain
a torsion sequence L such that for A = (L)s we have that (A)a = A. Then,
all conditions of a final state are satisfied. □

Remark 5.3.9 It is possible that an actual MGE-procedure terminates
even if the table is not closed. Suppose we have been computing an S-module
© for a finitely presented P-module A4 where P — (X \ R)s- This situa¬
tion is only possible if there are algebra generators {x\,... ,Xt} C X which
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are not contained in any relations r £ Rels. Therefore these generators
act freely on the S-module generators b £ Bu of © and so the module Ai
is not P-module isomorphic to a P-module with finite S-module generating
set. The output provides a description of a module over a finitely generated
algebra P' with strictly smaller generating set. We can interpret the output
as a finitely generated S-module 0 that has been obtained from a module

A4'p, where P' — (X1 | R)s and X' = X\{xi,..., xt}. Situations like this
can be circumvented if it is ensured that each x £ X is contained in at least
one relation r £ Rels.



Chapter 6

A Schreier Presentation

In this chapter we will describe amethod to obtain an A-module presentation
of a certain P-module ATp. The module Alp is the submodule of the free P-
module T> such that Aip = V/Af. This construction in particular uses the
results obtained from a terminated MGE-computation for the module AA.
In our description we follow the ideas presented by C. Sims in [41].
Section 6.1 We will explain how, from a given MGE-procedure, we can

obtain a set of Schreier-generators, denoted E, for Af. Moreover certain
linear dependencies between elements contained in the A-linear span of these
Schreier-generators will be described.
Section 6.2 We will introduce relations on the set of Schreier generators

E, which must be satisfied in order to obtain a module with generating set
E which is isomorphic to Af. Moreover we will provide an upper bound for
the size of the set of generators and for the set of the needed relations.

6.1 Generators for a Submodule

The MGE procedure aims to compute a generating set for an 5-module ©
which is isomorphic to a finitely presented P-module AA where P denotes
the finitely presented algebra P = (X | R)s- The algebra P is the quotient
of the free algebra A = (X)s by the two-sided ideal I = (ARA) which
is generated by the finite set R. We can consider AA. as an A-module as

well, as has been described in Section 2.1, and as an A-module it is the

132
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quotient-module
Ma = F/M

of the finitely generated and free A-module T = (Y)a by the submodule
which is defined as Ma = (RcIs)a where Rels := U U YX*R is the infinite
set of relations formed from the set R and the set U C T of module-relations

of M.

We showed in Theorem 1.2.1 that there must exist a finite generating set
of the A-moduleM in the case that M is isomorphic to a finitely generated
S'-module. In that theorem an argument was used which follows the idea of
the argument used in the Theorem of Schreier-generators for subgroups of
finite index of finitely generated groups (see for instance [40, 41, 17]).

As a P-module, M is of the following form

M = V/M,

where T> is the free P-module generated by a set Y' which is in bijection to
the generating set Y of T and where M is a P-submodule of V.

Lemma 6.1.1 If M is P-module isomorphic to a finitely generated S-
module then there exists a finite generating set for M.

Proof. We can consider V as an A-module as well: an element d € V
is of the form d = Vi-ai + (YX*R)a■ Accordingly we can define the
canonical quotient map

<j, : T—V

which is an A-module homomorphism, and the image of the submodule Ma
under </> is the module Ma- In the case that M is finitely generated we can

conclude that M must be finitely generated as A-module, and so also as

P-module, since (f) is an A-module homomorphism. □

We will describe how we can construct a presentation of the module
M C V, considered as module over the free algebra A, from a given MGE-
procedure which has terminated. In doing this, we follow the ideas of C. Sims
as presented in [41], Chapter 6. Therefore our approach corresponds to
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the Reidemeister-Schreier procedure for subgroups of finite index of finitely
presented groups.

We suppose that we have applied an MGE-procedure to a module Ad
which, as an S-module, has a finite generating set and moreover that the
procedure has terminated, having successfully constructed a finitely gener¬

ated 5-module 0 which is isomorphic to Ad. In accordance with previous
chapters we will denote the resulting generating set of 0 again by Bu.

We assume that the MGE-procedure has terminated with an accompa¬

nying closed multiplication table T. For all b € Bu and all x € X we have
that b.x v where v 6 (Bu)s■ As Cp = 0, the module ft constructed by
the MGE-procedure has the form of the module T described in Chapter 2.
As has been described in the previous chapters, the generating set G of T
(or is given by the following elements of E :

• Entries of rows b E Bu of the multiplication table correspond to gen¬

erators g = b.x — v of weight 1;

• Rows b 6 Bd together with the replacement rb in the multiplication
table correspond to applicable coincidences which give generators g =

b ~ rb-

• The inapplicable coincidences stored in L.

We will construct from the elements of G a generating set for AI as follows.
By using Lemma 2.4.3 we have that

Af = T/M = E/T = E/^.

An element of Af corresponds to a congruence class of elements of T mod¬
ulo Af, so we can assign to every generator b € Bu a representative fb =

TV, yl.al G P and accordingly we can set fb := 4>(fb) € V. We will choose
the representative fb for b e Bu as fb := 7 (7r(6)). In the case of the MGE-
procedure where we obtain elements b € Bu from the process of tracing
prefixes of relations of Ad, a representative corresponding to b e B" will be
of the form fb = y.w with w € X*.
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An element b E Bu is certainly (prefix-)minimal with respect to the
MGE-basis G of T which implies that fb is minimal with respect to the
image-induced ordering. Accordingly we define the representative fv for an
element v E £ as the element corresponding to the unique minimal element
v E (Bu)s contained in the congruence class of v modulo T, and we therefore
set

fv := 7-1(7r(u)).
It follows that fa = /o = 0 is the representative of the class of those elements
which are contained in T.

In the case that v lij E (Bu) it is implied that 7-1(7r(u)) ~_/y

7-1(7r(U)). In particular, for an element b.x, since the table is closed, there
exists v E (Bu)s with b.x ~y v and therefore 7_1(7r(b.x)) 7-1(7r(rJ)). It
follows that

fb.x - fvEff

and accordingly <f>(fb-x—fv) E Af. Moreover, if b.x A(A)a then fb-x fv-
However fb.x A fv = 7^1(tt(v)) which yields an element fb-x — fv A 0.

Similarly if we are given an 5-module generator b E Bu which is a

torsion-element of 0 = S/T then there exists a coefficient A E S such that
A • b = 0 E 0. Accordingly A • b E T, which implies that

A • fb i2 f\ b-

As f\.b = /o we see X-fbEAf and A• </>(/&) E AT. Furthermore, in the case that
for an A-module generator yk E Y ofM we have that yk ~a/" ]Ci=i Ai-yi this
leads to fbk ~a/" f^pk~j \-b where we have set bi := 7[yf) for all 1 < i < k inZ—ti=\ 1 ®

the course of an MGE-procedure.

Lemma 6.1.2 Let E := {7-1(tt(G))} where G is an MGE-basis of T. The
set E consists of elements of e E T such that e = fb.x — fv, e = YfjLi A?' fbj
where Aj are non-units of S, or e = y^ — fbk = yk ~ 'Hi-

Proof. The set G consists of elements of T, the set obtained from the
multiplication table T, together with the elements of the torsion sequence

L. Thus the elements of T are either of the form b.x — v, with b E Bu and
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v E (Bu)s, or 6 — rb where 6 E Bd and rb E (Bu)s; the elements I E L are
of the form Y?JL 1 e (Bu)s where HT(l) <~r RED {I) and bj E Bu for
all summands bj of I E L.

We conclude that those elements of G which are induced by T give rise
to e E E such that e = fb.x - fb.x or e = yk - fbk = yk ~ J2i=:i ' Vi, f°r
^4-module generators y E Y, and that the elements of L lead to elements
e E E with e = ' fbj ■ As all g E G are minimal with respect to
G\{g} the assumption follows. □

By the construction of the modules A and T we know thatM is A-module
isomorphic to Y/(A)a, and therefore the so-defined set E is a generating set
for Af. We denote by K, := {E)a the free di-module generated by E. Thus
we obtain a homomorphism a : K. —> T which maps onto AIa C T. Fur¬
thermore, composition with <f> : T —»«- V yields an A-module epimorphism
/3 : K —- At,

Remark 6.1.3 In order to emphasise that an entry of the multiplication
table leads to a generator g E G where g = b.x — prod(b,x), we can insert
the respective generators into the multiplication table.

We will now show in the following example how to obtain a set E from
a given MGE-procedure.

Example 6.1.4 Let P = {x\,x% | £2^1 ~ £1X2,£2 ~ xix2)z and let A4 =

<2/1,2/2 | Vl-X2 - yi-x\x2 - yi,yi-xj - 2/1,2 • 2/2-24Z2,2/2 - 2 • 2/i)p- A possible
way of assigning S-module generators to the prefixes of the relations leads to
the table on p. 137. At this stage, we have already computed the following
relations: the module relation y\.x\ — yi.x\X2— yi has lead to the coincidence
67 — 64 — 61, the module relation y\.x\ — y\ to bs — b\. The module-relation
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2 • y2-x 1X2 gives rise to the inapplicable coincidence 2 • 640, so this element
gets added to the torsion sequence: L = [2 • 610] - The relation 2 • j/2 — 2/1
leads fo 62 — 2 • 64 and accordingly to bg — 2 • 63, the element contained in the
torsion sequence reduces to 4 • 64.

Application of the algebra-relations atb\ led to b\.X2X\ — 64.X\X2 644 —

64 and bi.X2 — b\.x\X2 Y 65 — 64. The latter coincidence then gave rise to
the consequences 64 — 612 and be — 613.

Application of the algebra relations at 63 only led to the trivial coincidence
64 — 64; application at 64 however has lead to 64.2:22:1 — 64.£12:2 614 — be-
The relation 64.£2 — 64.£i£2 only led to the trivial coincidence be — be-

prod(b, £4) prod(b, £2) del/, n 7-1(TT(6))
61 63 65 f X yi

62 _L X t 2-64 V2

63 68 64 f X y\-x\

64 642 613 f X yi-x\X2

65 ± X t 64 y\-x2

be 644 67 f X y\-xl
67 _L X t 64 + 64 yi-x\
68 _L X t 61 y\-xl
69 X t 2-63 2/2-2:1

640 _L X t 2-64 y2-xix2

611 ± X t 64 yi-x2xi

642 X X t 64 yi-x\X2xi

643 X X t be yi-xixl
644 X X t be yi-xlxi

Since the generator be has been deleted we will now apply the algebra-
relations to be- We obtain be-X2Xi — be-x\X2 51 63 — 64. This coincidence
does not lead to new consequences. The relation £2 — £i£2 again only leads
to a trivial coincidence.

Computing the torsion sequence closure of 4 • 64 yields the elements 4 • be
and 4 ■ 64 + 4 ■ 64. Insertion of the latter element into the torsion sequence

leads to 4 ■ 64 + 4 • 64 4 b4 s 4 • 64 and we obtain L — {4 • 66,4 • 64,4 ■ 64}.
At the point of termination, the MGE-computation has produced a mod¬

ule T with generating set G :
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b\.xi — bi,b\.x2 — i>4,64.x\ — 64,64.X2 — be, be-x\ — be, be.x2 — 64 — b\,

• b2 — 2 • bi, 63 — 61,65 — 64, 67 — 64 — 61, i>8 — fei, 69 — 2 • b\, bio — 2 • 64, fen —

64, &12 — &4j &13 — &6, &14 — be,

• 4 • fe6,4 • fe4,4 • fei.

We will insert the generators gj S G which correspond to table entries,
namely where gj = bi.x— prod(bi,X]f), into the multiplication table at their
respective places:

b.x 1 b.x2 7-1(7r(fe))
hi b\ +51 fe4 +52 51

fe4 fe4 + 53 fee + 54 2/1.X1X2

be be + 55 &4 + fei + 56 yi.xl
Moreover, L = [57 := 4 • fee, 5s := 4 • 64, 59 := 4 • fei] and gio := b2 — 2-b\. We
obtain the set E consisting of {ei,..., eio} sncfe. that:

• a(ei) = yi-xi - 2/1;
• a(e3) = yi.xix2xi - yi.xix2;
• a(e5) = yi.x\xi - y\.x\,
• a(e7) =A-yi.xl;
• a(e9) = 4 • yi;

• a(e2) = 2/1-Z2 - yi-^1^25
• a(e4) = yi-x\xl - y\.x\,
• a(e6) ee yi.x| - yi.xix2 - y\
• a(e8) = 4 • y\.x\X2',
• a(eio) = 2/2 — 2-2/i;

Every element of A/" is contained in the image of the A-linear span of
the set E under the homomorphism /3; in order to construct an A-module
presentation of Af in terms of the generating set E we however need to
introduce relations on the elements of /C. The image of the homomorphism
(3 induces a congruence relation on the elements of /C. Let k\,k2 € /C, if (and
only if ) (3(k\) = (3{k2) then we will denote this by

k\ ~ k2.

Moreover we will from now onwards denote by "=" the congruence re¬

lation on the elements of T which is generated by the image under <fi :

T -—V in A/"; therefore if 4>{fi) = f°r /1, f2 G T we will denote this
by

fx = h-
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Since the homomorphism (3 : K «- AT is surjective there must exist k €
K such that (3{k) = (f(fv.a) — for v.a v, so in particular there exists
an A-linear combination of ej € E with /3(Yl1jl=iej-aj) = fv-o■) —
In order to specify the notation we set fl(v,a) € K. to be an element that
depends on the representative fv € E corresponding to v e E, and a e A,
such that

a(fl(v,a)) = fv.a - fy
and accordingly fl(v,a) ~ YlT=i ej-aj • It follows from the definition of
Q(v,a) that the choice of an element fl(v,a) is not necessarily unique. In
a similar way to 0(v, a) we define elements 0(yi) for the ^4-module gener¬
ators yi € Y of M. such that a(fI(yj)) = yi — fbt, where initially in the
MGE-procedure the assignment bt = y(yl) had been made.

Example 6.1.5 In the case of the Example 6.1.4 we obtain elements 0,
induced by the generating set E as follows. The generators ei,...e6 are

all of the form 0(bi,Xj) as a(0(bi, xj)) = fbi .Xj — fbl.Xj ■ The generators
ej,e8 and eg are of the form 0(bi, A) since a(efc) = A) = A • fbt, the
generator e\o is of the form

In Chapter 1.2 we have described elements similar to the elements fl(v,a)
introduced here. Those elements of Chapter 1.2 were considered as elements
of Af and they were used to construct a finite generating set for the A-
module Af d IF. Here the fl(v, a) are elements of /C. We will now develop a
constructive way to express elements fl(v, a), modulo the congruence relation
"
« as an A-linear combination of elements f1(6, x) together with elements

f2(6, A), for b e Bu,x G X and where A G S is contained in the finite set of
the exponents of the torsion-generators of 0.

Similar to the process of prefix-reducing an element v & £ modulo gen¬

erators of T we can describe the process of expressing Q(v,a) in terms of
fl(b,x) and H(6, A). As we are given a closed multiplication table after the
termination of the MGE-procedure there exists v € (Bu) such that v.a ~r v
for all pairs v € E and a € A and, as the generating set G of T is an MGE-
basis, we have that

G *_
v.a ^ v

p
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which induces reduction on the respective representatives fv £ T by the
image-induced ordering. We give an example where we aim to express an

element / € Af as A-linear combination of the images of generators e € E
under a such that / = J3,-_1 a(ej)-aj-

Example 6.1.6 Suppose we are given the setting of Example 6.1.4 where
we are given 6 • y\.x\ — y2.x 1 — 2 ■ yi.x2 € Af. Mapping this to £ by X yields
6 • x{y\)-x\ - x{y2)-xi ~ 2 • x(yi).z2 = 6 • bi.xij - b2.x 1 - 2 • 6i.x2 E £ and by
prefix-reduction of the respective terms by generators g € G of T we obtain

C L 3 f9-x| r, 1 3 2'92-2:| 2 2-94.X2 „ , 2-jks „ , „ ,6 • 01.2:2 ^ 2 • oi.x2 ^ 2 • 04.X2 31 2 • O6.X2 51 2 • 04 + 2 • 01.

(62—2-6i).xi 2-gi 2-92 „ ,

As moreover 02-X\ x 2 ■ oi.xi 2 • oi ana 2 • oi.x2 2-04 we

can deduce that

6 • 61 .x| - 62-2:1 - 2 • 6i.x2 = g§.x\ - 510-2:1 + 2 • (56 + 54-^2 + 52-(x2 - 1) - 5i) ■

Translating this term-wise into the setting of the representatives fv E A/",
where we use that fb2 = fz-bi = 2 • fbl and where, for example,

• 6 • fbl.x\ = 2 • fbi-x2 + a(fi(6i,4)).x^ = 2 - /&1.x^ + a(e9).x^;
• 2 • /bl.x^ = 2 • (/64 + a(fl(6i,x2))).x| = 2 • /t4.x^ + 2 • a(e2).x^;

ice obtain 6 • fbl -x2 — fb2 -xi — 2 • .x2 =

a(e9).X2 - a(eio).xi + 2 • (a(e6) + a(e4).x2 + a(e2)-(x2 - 1) - a(ei))

and accordingly we have that 6 • y\.x\ — y2.xi — 2 • 1/1.X2 =

a(e9).X2 - a(eio)-xi + 2 • (a(e6) + ai(e4).X2 + a(e2).(x2 - 1) - a(ei))-

If we obtain the generating set Bu of © from the computation of an
MGE-procedure it is possible that the set of generators of © is not clearly
divided into a set of generators of the torsion-free submodule and the torsion-
submodule. Instead we are given the free S-module (Bu)s of which © is a

quotient by the S'-module A, generated by the elements contained in the tor¬
sion sequence L. The output of the torsion sequence of an MGE-computation
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possibly contains elements I E L such that I = Y^iLi K ■ h E (Bu) instead
of a torsion element of the form A • 6 for a single generator 6 E Bu. A Smith
Normal Form computation could be used in order to avoid this situation
and obtain 0 as the direct sum of a torsion-free and a torsion-submodule.

In that case however we will lose the generating set Bu obtained from the
MGE-computation. We will show that we can express an elements a(Cl(l, 1),
which corresponds to an element I E L, as the sum of a(12(6j,Ai)) for the
summands A; • bi of I. First we note the following:

Lemma 6.1.7 Let v E £ such that v ~x v where v — ' h an-d

bj bk for all j ^ k. Then the choice of a canonical representative fy =

fv ~Ar 7_1(7r('u)) is additive in the sense that N-b* = YT=i fxrh-

Proof. The element fv is chosen as 7 (7r(u)) where v is minimal with
respect to elements of an MGE-basis G of T, then if v is minimal then
certainly each of its summands must be minimal also. On the other hand
suppose that an element v is not minimal but each of its summands A j • bi is.
Then fy ^ X)2=i f\i bi, by assumption we have that bj ^ bk whenever j ^ k,
thence there cannot be any summands which add up to a (multiple of a )
torsion element. This however implies that at least one of the A; • bt must
be head term of an element of G which is a contradiction to the assump¬

tion that each of the summands A; -bi of v is minimal with respect to G. □

In order to provide the setting for showing that an element Ll(v, a) with
a(Ll(v, a)) = fv-a — fv.a is contained in the A-linear span of the subset of the
Schreier-generators consisting of elements of the form f1(b,x) and Q(b, A),
we will first prove a set of lemmata.

Lemma 6.1.8 Let b 6 Bu, then LI(k • b, A) « Cl(b, k ■ A) — A • 12(6, k) for
K, X E S.

Proof. The element Ll(K-b, A) is defined such that a(!2(«: • 6, A)) = A • fK.b —

f\.K.b', for abbreviation we set p := A • k. Then A • fK.b — f^-b = h ' fb ~ h '

fb + A • fK.b - f^b = P- fb~ X-a(Q(b, k)) - f^b = a(Q(b,p)) -X-a(0(b, k))
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from which it follows that

0(k ■ b, A) « Q(b, fi) — A • 0(b, k).

□

Lemma 6.1.9 Let v € £ such that v ~x v = YllLi \ ~bi G (-B11) and let
k G 5, then /t) « K ' ^i) ~ K ' ^(^i> -^i)-

Proof. The element 0(v, k) is defined such that a(fl(v, «)) =K-fv-fK.v =
k ■ fc — we will again abbreviate /q := k ■ We insert v = ^i ' h
into the equation above. From Lemma 6.1.7, together with the definition of
an element fl, it then follows that

m mm

K' fYlZrNbi - f-Z?=iVi bi =^2K-hi bi = Ea(^^Ai
1=1 1=1 1=1

The Lemma 6.1.8 implies that
m m

ck({}(V,K)) =E a(ft(bi,/*i)) ~Ek ' a(^(bh^i))
i=1 i=l

and therefore
771 771

f!(u, K) pa E M(bi,hi) ~E K
i=l i=l

□

The last lemma in particular specifies the handling of torsion elements
which are caused by inapplicable coincidence in the MGE-procedure. A
torsion-element I & L C T, where I = YULi ' h and HT(l) = Am • bm then
gives rise to an element 0(1,1) € /C such that a(0(l, 1)) =(' /b) +
fRED{l) + HC(l) ■ fHM(i) - fHTll)' Since HT(l) ~T RED (I) we certainly
have that fuT{l) = fnED(l) ■

Proposition 6.1.10 For all v € S and a € A an element 0(v,a) is equiv¬
alent by " ~ " to an element which is contained in the A-linear span of
elements of the form 0(b, x) and 0(b, A).
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Proof. We will show that for every A(v, a) with v E £ and a E A we
have that a(f2(u, a)) is equivalent by "=" to an element which is contained
in the yl-linear span of elements a(fi(b,x)) and a(fl(b,X)). From this then
will follow the assumption for the respective elements of K. and the relation
"sa". We will regularly use in the following calculations that for every pair
v E £ and a & A there exists v E (Bu)s such that v.a v as we are in the
situation that a given MGE-procedure has already terminated and produced
a closed multiplication table. In order to prove the claim we will first show
different cases in the following Lemmata:

Lemma 6.1.11 fl(A-b, x) « A-Q(b, x) —Q(b, X).x+0(y, A) where b.x v.

Proof. The element fl(A ■ b, x) has been defined such that a(Q(A • b,x)) ee
fx-b-x ~ fx-b.x = fx-b-x - f\.v- Then

fx-b-x - fx-v = A • fb-x - A ■ fb.x + fx-b-x - A • f¥ + A • fa - fX-v =

Lemma 6.1.12 Q(b, A • x) A • Q(b, x) + fl(v, A) where v E (Bu) such that
b.x ~x v.

Proof. By the definition of fl(b, X-x) we have that a[fl(b, X ■ x)) = X ■ fb-x —

fx-b.x; therefore

a{fl(b, X-x)) = A ■ fb.x — X ■ fy + X ■ fa — fx-v = A • a(fl(b,x)) + a(fl(v, A))

A • q(Q(6, x)) — A)) + a(Q(v, A))

from which the relationship follows. □

and again the relationship follows immediately. □

Lemma 6.1.13 An element 0(b,w), where w E AT*\{e}, is equivalent by
"
~ " to an element which is contained in the A-linear span of elements

Q(v,x) of elements v E {Bu)s and x E X.
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Proof. The element 0(b,w) is defined such that w)) = fb.w - fb.w
for w = x\ ... xm G X*. We will use the abbreviations = Xj... xm and

for an element v(q G (Bu) such that ~r b.xi... Xj for 1 < i < m,
furthermore we set U(0) := b and u/m+1) = e.

Then fb.w - fV{rn) = fb.xxw^ - fV(rn) = (/„(1) + a(Q(b, xx))).wW - fV{m)
which again is equivalent to (/u(2) + a(^(u(i),£2)))-u>(3) + a(0(b, xx)).w^ —

fV(m) • Pursuing this in an inductive way we eventually obtain that
m

fb-W - /„(m) = fV(m) +J2a{n(V(i-l)^Xi))-wil+1) - fv(m)
2=1

and it therefore follows that

771

a(Q(b,w)) = J^a(f2(u(i_1),xi)).u;(t+1).
2=1

Thus for the respective elements of /C we can conclude that £l(b,w) ~

Lemma 6.1.14 Let b G Bu and Y?j=i xj- Then
t t

0(b,^2xj) 'Xj)
j=l j=i

is equivalent by to an element which is contained in the S-module gen¬

erated by the finite number of elements of the form 0(6, k) for b G Bu and
keS.

Proof. The element Ll(b, xj) is defined such that a(fl(b, X^=i xj)) —

ZUfb-Xj — fb y< x - For every pair b G Bu and Xj G X we know that
b.xj Ki,j ' bi where Bu = (6i,..., bm} and possibly Kij = 0. There¬
fore Y?j=l b-xj Y?j=l ' bii an<^ we se^ such that Ai ■ bi
( Yfj=i Ki,j) ' bi■ Thus

t 771

b.Xj ~x Aj • 6j.
j=l i=l
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Using this we obtain that

t t t

a(n(b,J2xi)) = ^2fb-Xj - fb.*j = Yfb'xi ~ f^Nbi -
i=l j=l j=l

t m t m m

X fo-xi -X -X fb-xj +X ~Y^-fbi-
j= l 2=1 j— 1 2=1 2=1

Since fj2)=l KlJ-bz = hi-bi we have that T,iLi a(Sl(bi,\i)) - A; • fbi =
£™ i a(Q(bi, £j=1 Kitj)) - Y?=i £5=i «ij ■ fbi- Moreover,

t t t t

Y a(n(6> **')) =Y (fb-xi - h-xj) =Y fb'xi -Y fei "ij-bi =
j=1 j=1 j=1 j=1

t t m t t m

Y^ fb-xj ~~ Y1 yl fKi,ybi = y! fb-xj ~ X! X! ■ /&» — ot(Q(bi, Kij))) =
i=l j=li=i j=i j=ij=l

t m t m t

E/^-EE Ki,j ' fbi +EE
J= 1 2=1 J= 1 2=1 .7= 1

Therefore it follows that

t t m t t

a(fi(6, y2 xj)) =y a(n(b' xi)) +X (QW*'XI km)) ~X a(n(bi>
j=1 j=1 i=1 j= l i=l

t m t

— Xq(^(^ xj)) ~X (f\i-bi ~~ Yf^bi)-
j=1 i=l i=l

□

We proceed with the proof of Proposition 6.1.10. First we consider the
case of fi(6, a) where 6 G 5" and a e A. By the definition of fl(b, a) we have
that a(fl(b,a)) = fa.a — fb.a where a = YlweX* ' w• Since only finitely
many are unequal to 0, the element a can be written as a = £^_1 Xj -wj.
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Therefore

t

fb-a ~ fb.a = Aj " fb-wj — fj2j=i Xj b.Wj =
1=1

t t t

y aI • fb^j — y^ Aj • fb,Wj+y^ Aj • fb.Wj — Xjb.Wj=
j=1 j=l j=l

t 1 i

^ ^ Aj • uij)) + ^ ' a(Q{yj, Aj)) + ^ ^ fxj-b.wj ~ /^.=1 Xj-b.wj>
1=1 i=l 1=1

where we set Vj 6 (5") such that b.Wj ~t Vj. We also set Vj = fZT=i Ki,j ' &i
such that Vj ~r Aj • b.wj and moreover v = YliLi Ai • h such that u ~x

£$=i x «i,j • bj. Thus again A, • bj ~T £j=i Ki,j ' &i- It follows that
t t i

E £ ' a(^(k> ^l)) +E a(^(Ul' £')) +y /Xjb.Wj - /y=1 Aj-fc.Wj =
1=1 1=1 1=1

t t t m m

E Aj • Wj)) +E a(°(wl> Al)) + y]E fKi,rbi ~y ^£$=i Ki.j-bi
1 ] 1=1 1=1 1=1 1=1

t

E (Ai •a(^(6'u;i))+
j=1

m t t

a(Cl(vj, Aj))) +E( I] «ij)) - J] a(n(6i,Ki,j)))
i=i 1=1 1=1

and the assumption for fl(b,a) follows.
We suppose we are given vsE and a G A. Then we have that a(f2(u, a)) =

fv.a — fv.a. As before we know that there exists v = Y11L\ Ai-bj G (Bu) such
that v ~x v. Therefore

fv-a - fv.a = f-£7=1Xi bi-a - /£™1 Xi-bj.a =E fXfbt-a ~ fT,?=iNbi.a =
2—1

m mm

E ' foi-a - fEZl^iNa + EAl ' «(^(&oa)) -E a{tt(bi, Xi)) .a.
2=1 2=1 2=1
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We denote by Uj the element of (Bu) such that u; ~r 6j.a. Then Uj =

££= l ' bT so
m

A* " /bi-a — Nbi.a =
2=1

772

I] A> ' J'ET=1 *hN ~ "faiM£f=1 "*•*>)•
2=1

We set Tj € 5 such that Tj := A« ' Kji■ This gives
772 772

2Ai ■ /et=i ~ /Er=i^= SAi ■ (S ■WO ~EW =
2=1 2=1 J= 1 J= 1

772 772

yi (T ' fbj frj-bj ) ^ Ai ' ( fbi + ^2 fKH bi ) —
1=1 i= 1 1=1 1=1

772 772

y ] cx(0,(bj, Tj)) y] Aj • a(Q(bj, Kji))
1=1 i=l 1=1

and it follows that
772 772

fl(u,a) «^ Aj • fl(6j, a) - ^f2(6j, Aj).a+
2=1 2=1

772 772

yi i^(bj > ri)~ yi a« ■ ^(^i> Kij))
1=1 i=l

which confirms the assumption. □

Corollary 6.1.15 Let ai,d2 G >1 and v G E. TTien

f2(u,ai.a2) ~ ai).a2 + il(u.ai, <22).

Proof. By the definition of fl(u, a^) we have that o(fl(u, a^)) = fv.a102—
fv.a\a.2i <md then fv.CL\CL2 fv.a\a.2 ~ fv^-1^2 fv.a\-&2 T fv.ai-^2 fv.a\a.2 =
a(Tl(v, ai)).a2 + a(fl(u.ai, 02)). Therefore it follows that

fi(u, 0102) ~ Cl(v, ai).a2 + 0(v.ai,a2).

□
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6.2 Relations on the Generators of the Submodule

In the previous section we described the generators of /C and how the ele¬
ments (3(i}(v,a)) are contained in the A-linear span of elements Q(b,x) and
Q(b, A). We will now explain the relations on the elements of K. which are
needed in order to obtain a module with generating set E which is isomor¬
phic to Ma-

The first set of relations on the elements of /C is induced by the set of
algebra relations of the quotient-algebra P. As before we denote by R the
set of elements of the free algebra A which give the algebra-relations of P.
Since Af is a P-module as well, the algebra-relations R must certainly hold
for all elements of a module which is isomorphic to Af.

Let b £ Bu and suppose we are given ai,a2 £ A and r £ R such that
a2 = ai + r. By the definition of the elements f) we have that a(0(b, ai)) =
fb-al ~ fb.a\ &nd 02)) = fb-a2 — fb.a2 respectively, and furthermore
fb-a2 ~ fb.a.2 = fb-ai + fb-r ~ fb.(ai+r)- Since r £ R we must have that
4>{fb-r) = 0 f°r the respective image under cf> in V and also that fb.ai =
fb.(ai+r) 35 certainly b.ax b.{a\ + r). It follows that

a2)) — /fc.U2 fb.a2 — fb-^ 1 fb.ai — Ot(Q(b, Ul))

and therefore f2(6, 02) ~ fl(b, ai). We will define a set of relations Z\ on the
elements of /C such that

Z\ = {0(b, ai) — f2(6, 02) | b £ Bu, a<i = ai + r for r £ R}

Example 6.2.1 We will compute the relations of type Z\ for the module
stated in Example 6.1.4- At the point of termination of the MGE-procedure
we are given the multiplication table

b.x 1 b.x2 7_1(7r(6))
bi b\ +gi b4 + P2 Vi

b4 b4 +93 be + g4 yi.xix2
be, b6 + 95 b4 + b\ + ge, yx.x\

and L = [4 • b^,4 ■ 64,4 • 61] where gi = 4 • be, 98 = 4 • b4 and gg = 4 • b\ and
moreover g\o = 62 — 2 • b\. We are given the representatives fb4 = y\, fb4 —

yi.x\X2 and fbe = yi-x\ for which we will construct the relations of type Z\.
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In this example we have the two algebra-relations x%x\ — x\X2 and x2 —

x\X2- These then give rise to the following six relations on the elements of
K :

1. X2X\ — X\X2) ~Zi O(bi,0) = 0 : we have that a(fl(6i, £2xi —

X1X2)) = fb!-(x2x1 - xix2) = (fb4 + a(e2)).xi - {fbt + a(e\)).X2 =

/b4 + &(e3) + ot(e2).xi — fb4 — a(e2) — a(ei).x2, and it follows that

e3 + e2.(x! - 1) - ei.x2 ~Zi 0;

2. Q(b4,x2X1 - x\X2) ~Zi 0, since a(fl(64,x2xi - xix2)) = /b4.(x2x 1 —

X1X2) = (fbe + a(e4)).xi - (/b4 + a(e3)).x2 = fb& + a(e5) + a(e4).a;i -
fb5 — o;(e4) — a(e3).x2 it follows that

e5 + e4.(xi - 1) - e3.x2 0;

3. Q(be,X2Xi - xix2) ~Zi 0 =► e\ + e3 + e6.(xi - 1) - e5.x2 0;

4. f2(6i, x2 - x\x2) ~Zi 0 =*► e\.X2 ~zx 0;

5. fl(64,x2 - xix2) ~Zi 0 ==> e3.x2 ~2l 0;

(5. fl(66, x2 - X1X2) 0 => e5.a;2 0.

The next set of relations on the elements of K, is induced from the follow¬

ing. The representative fv of an element reEis chosen as fv := 7_1(7r(t>))
where v is the element in the congruence class of v which is minimal with
respect to the MGE-basis G of T. The ordering given on the elements of
T is the image-induced ordering obtained from an MGE-procedure. As has
been described in previous chapters, it is actually possible that an element
fv = y.wx € T is minimal with respect to the image-induced ordering where
at the same time there is a prefix y.w of y.wx and an element g € G such
that HM(g) = x(y.w) (where x '■ F * £)• In this case there is a prefix
of fv which itself is not a minimal element.

An example of this is given by a coincidence c which leads to a conse¬

quence c such that c ~a c.x. If now for summands b of RED(c) we have
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that b.x is not congruent modulo (A)^ to any element v G (Bu)s then this
implies that HM(c).x 7^a HM(c).

In such a situation the tracing of a representative fv = y.wx might lead
to linear combinations of generators in E. For / = ^"=1 yi-ai € JF we define
an element Q(/) such that a(fi(/)) = a(^(yi))-ai + Z^r=i a(Tl(bi,ai)).

Now let e G E, then a(e) G A/", suppose that a(e) = X)£=i Then
n n

a(e) ~ Y. a(Sl(yi)).ai + y: fbi-aj-
2=1 2=1

Since Ya=iW+ € W it follows that yizt = bi.Zi = fo, which also
implies Yfi=\ fbi.at = fo- Accordingly

n n n n n

^(e) = ^ ^ yi-ai = ^ ^ Vi'ai ~ } ^ fbj-ai + ^ ^ fbj •ai ~ ^ ^ fbj.aj —

2=1 2=1 2=1 2=1 2=1
n n

^0^(2/2)).5; + = a(fi(a(e)))
2=1 2=1

and it follows that e ~ f2(a(e)). We define a set of relations Z2 C /C on the
elements of E such that

Z2 = {e — fl(a(e)) | e G E}.

We proceed with an example where we compute the relations of type Z2 for
the setting given in Example 6.1.4.

Example 6.2.2 We are given the multiplication table

b.x\ b.X2
1 1—1 '5-

bi 61 +51 bi + 52 yi

^4 + 53 be + 94 yi.xix2

bo bo + 55 64 + 61 + 56 yi-x2

and the torsion sequence L = [57 = 4 • 65,5s = 4 • 64,59 = 4 • 61] and
g10 = 62 — 2 • 61. Computing relations of type Z2 for generators e G E leads
to the following relations:

1. a(ei) = fb\ -X\ fb\ = Vi-xi-yi; therefore a(Q(a(e1))) = /bl+a(ei)~
fb1. We obtain the trivial relation e\ ~Zi el-
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2. Similarly, a(e2) = fbx-x2 ~ fb4 leads to the trivial relation e2 ~z2 e2.

5. a(e3) = fb4.x 1 - fb4 = yi.xix2xi - yi.x4x2, so

yi.xix2xi - yi-xix2 = (fbx + a(ei)).x2xi - (fbl + a(ei)).x2 =

(/fe4 + a(e2))-xi + a(e\)-x2xi - fb4 - a(e2) - a(ei).x2 =

fb4 + a(e3) + a(e2).xi + a(ei).x2xi - fh4 - a(e2) - a(ei).x2 ee a(fi(a(e3))).

We can conclude that e3 e3 + e2-(xi — 1) + ei.(x2a;i — x2) and
therefore that e2.(xi — 1) + e\.{x2x\ — x2) ~^2 0.

4. a(e4) = fb4-x2 - fb6 = yi-xixl - 2/i-a:| and accordingly

a(e4) = (fbl + a(ei)).xl - (fb4 + a(e2)).x2 =
a(e4) + a(e2).x2 + a(ei).x% - a(e4) — a(e2).:c2 = a(f)(a(e4)))

from which it follows that e4 ~z2 ei.x^.

5. From a(es) we obtain e4.(x\ ~ 1) + e2.(x2xi — x2) ~^2 0.

6. From a(ee) we obtain e4.x2 + e2.(x2 — 1) — ei.x2 ~z2 0.

7. For i/ie first element contained in the torsion sequence we have that
a(e7) = A • fb6 = 4 • y\.x\, thence

a(e7) = 4 • (fb4 + a(e2)).x2 = 4 • (a(e2).x2 + fbe + a(e4)) = a(f)(a(e7)))

/rom which it follows that e7 ~z2 4 • e2.x2 + 4 • fb6 + A ■ e4. By the
definition of e7 tae dare that a(e7) = A ■ fb6 and we can deduce that
4 • (e2.x2 + e4) ~z2 0.

8. From a(es) we obtain that 4 • (e2 + ei.x2) ~z2 0.

9. a(eg) = A ■ fbx = A - y\ : since j/j is a module generator it follows that
we only obtain a trivial relation a(e9) = y4 = a(fi(a(e9))).

Id. a(eio) = y2 — 2 ■ yi only leads to the trivial equivalence

a(eio) " /OT - /2-yi = a(fi(a(eio))).
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We set Z := Z\ U Z2- We will now show that we obtain an A-module
presentation for Af if the relations Z\ and Z2 are satisfied for the generators
e E E, namely that

Af=(E | Z)A.

By construction of the set Z we know that z' z" for all z' z" where
z' — z" E Z. We need to show the other implication, namely if for given
fci, &2 € /C we have that k\ & k2 that it then follows that ki k2. We will
show that

1. Q,(v, ai) fi(u, 02) holds for all v E £ if a2 = ai + q where q E I',

2. a(k) ~z2 a(^(a(^))) holds for all k E K,.

Lemma 6.2.3 Let v E E. Then fl(v, ai) Cl(v, 0,2) for all 02 = a\ + q E
A with q E I = (ARA).

Proof: If q € I then q = Y^j=1 a'jrjaj an<^ accordingly a(0(v, 02)) = fv-o2 —

fv.ai = fv-ai + fv(Y?j=1 a'jrjaj) = fv-a 1 + Ej=l (fydfja" - fv.a'. Xja'j +
fv.a'j "rjaj - fv.a'.rj -aj + fv.a,iri-aj ~ fv.ax- Since a(n(v,a'j)) = 0 and also
fva! rj — fo = 0 for all 1 < j < t, we have that

t

a(fl(v,a2)) = a(fl(n, ai)) +^ a(fl(yj, rj)) .a"
i=l

where we have set Vj = ' bi such that Vj.a'- ~x Vj.
It follows from Proposition 6.1.10 that

771

a(°CVj,rj)) = (Ab • a(^(biHj)) - at(£l(bi, A,.).^)).
2=1

We note here that v.r 0 so it follows that the coefficients k and r, and
also the corresponding terms stated in Proposition 6.1.10, all must be zero.

Again we have that a(Q(bi, Xi^.rj) = 0, so a(fl(v: a2)) = a(Ll(v, a\)) +
Y!]=l ' Ll(bi,rj).a". The definition of the relation Z\ implies that
Vt(bi,rj) ~z1 0 for all bi E Bu and rj E R and we can conclude that
Q(v,a2) ~Zi Ll(v,ai). □
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Lemma 6.2.4 Let k E fC. Then k ~z2 Ll(a(k)).

Proof. If k & K then k = YLj=\ej-aj with ej £ E. We will show that
a(Q(a(k))) = a(k) from which then will follow that k ~z2 0(a(k)).

We have that a(k) = (x(%2j=l ej.aj). We suppose that a(ej) = l
so that a(k) = (S?=i = Z)ILi Vi-ai where we set a- :=

We have that

t t

a(k) = ^2a(ej)-aJ = ^2a(^(a(ej)))-aj =
j=l j=l

t n n

^ ^ ^ ^ a(Q(yi)) 'ai,j + ^ ^ CLjj))) -Clj =
j=l i=l i= 1

n f n t

Xa(n(yi))-Y^oaj +XX a(^(bi^ij))-aj =
i= 1 j=1 z=l j=l

n n n t

Y a^(yi))-a'i + XI Q(fi(66 ai)) "XX ai))-
i=l i=l 1=1J=1

Since E"=i X=i %)) = ^j=i a(S?=i ^(bi-aitj, a,)) and
a(ej) = G A/" it follows for the corresponding elements of S
that

n n

'y ]x(yi)-ai,j = y ] bj.aj.j € T
2=1 2=1

and therefore /^™_16i.aij = /o- We can deduce that
n n

a(k) = X a(^(^))-ai +X ai)) = a(^("W))
i—1 i=l

and therefore in particular
A: « fl(a(A:)).

□

Corollary 6.2.5 We are given an A-module presentation

AT=(E\Z)a.
with generating set E and the set of relations Z.
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Proof. It has been shown before that E generates AT. It follows from Lemma
6.2.3 and Lemma 6.2.4 that for given fci, &2 € /C with k\ « ^2 it follows that
k\ &2 which confirms the assumption. □

We will now give an upper bound for the size of the sets E and Z.

Theorem 6.2.6 Let Af be such that Ma — E/Af = T>/Af. We suppose

that E has a generating set Y of cardinality n and that the set of generators
X of the algebra A has k elements. Moreover we assume that there are

q elements in the set of algebra-relations R, that the set Bu of S-module
generators ofM has cardinality m, that there are t elements contained in
the torsion sequence L and that we have obtained i < n relations of the
module-generators {y\, dots, yn} = Y. Then Af — (E \ Z)a where

• for the generating set E we have that \E\ < m ■ (k + 1) + n — 1;

• for the set of relations Z we have that \Z\ < m ■ (q + k) + t.

Proof. If a generator € Y is equal to the head term of a relation of Ms,

then y^ depends linearly on the generators yi,... yj, where j < p, or it is in
fact trivial all together. In the case that we have obtained i — n relations of
this kind we obtain trivial modules V and E, so we can assume that i < n

which leads to i < n generators of the type 11 (y) for y &Y.
The multiplication table of the MGE-procedure has m rows correspond¬

ing to b £ Bu. Therefore it must have m — n + i rows such that b = 7(y.w)
and w £ X*\{s}. Prom the multiplication table we obtain generators 11(6, x)
such that a(fl(b, x)) = f^.x — fv of which there are m ■ k. If v = b' b.x
then fb.x = fv and 11(6, x) = 0. In the case that the representative fb for
6 6 Bu has been chosen in a minimal way we can therefore conclude that
for m — n + i many 6' 6 Bu we have that fb-x = fb'.

However, since we set fv := 7~1(7r(u)) where v is minimal with respect
to the generating set G of T and where we use image-induced ordering on

the elements of E, we cannot necessarily assume that a representative is
minimal (compare for instance Example 6.1.4). Therefore it is possible that
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none of the generators fl(b,x) is zero, in this case there are at most m ■ k
generators of the form fl(b,x).

Together with t < m generators Q(b, A) induced by L and i < n gen¬
erators of the form Ll(yi) we then obtain that at most m ■ k + i + t <
m ■ (k + 1) + n — 1 elements are contained in E.

For the set of relations Z\ we apply each of the q relations contained in
R to every representative corresponding to b G B", from which we obtain
that \Z\ \ = m ■ q, but trivial relations might included.

The set Z2 contains elements of the form e — Q(a(e)). Since a module
generator yi £ Y does not have any prefixes, and so in particular no pre¬

fixes which are non-minimal, it follows that for generators e = 0(y)) we
must always have that e = f2(a(e)) and in this case the obtained relation is
trivial. Depending on the cardinality of the set E we remain with at most
m-k + t<m-(k + l) relations of type Z2. □

Example 6.2.7 The module J\T such that M. = V/Af for AA in Example
6.1-4 has the A-module generating set E = {e\,... eio}; the set of relations
Z\ from Example 6.2.1 has size 6 and, as was shown in Example 6.2.2, there
are 6 non-trivial relations of type Z2. Therefore we obtain a presentation

AT = (E | Z\ U Zf)a

where Z\ = {e3-|-e2.(xi—l)-ei.x2, e5+e4.(a;i-l)—e3.x2, ei+e3+e6.(xi-l)-
e5.x2, e\.X2, e3.x2, es.x2} and where Z2 = {e2.(xl — 1) + ei.(x2xi — x2), e\ -
ei-xl, e4.(xi - 1) + e2.(x2xi - x2), e4.x2 + e2.(x^ - 1) - ei.x2,4 • (e2.x2 + e4), 4■
(e2 + ei.x2)}.

Remark 6.2.8 Let H be the subgroup of finite index of a finitely presented
group G. C. Sims describes in [41], Chapter 6.1 p. 275, the size of a presen¬
tation of H in terms of Schreier generators of H. If G has a presentation
with n generators and r relations and where H is a subgroup of index k in G
then H has a presentation with 1 + k ■ (n — 1) generators and k ■ r relations.
Note that for the stated upper bound of both the set of generators as of the
relations the presumption has been used that the representatives of the cosets
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have been chosen in a minimal and therefore irreducible way. In that case,
relations corresponding to relations of type Zi for instance can be omitted.



Chapter 7

Implementation and
Examples

In this chapter we shall discuss the thoughts which went into the planning
and the implementation of the MGE-procedure and we will also present

examples of computations with the MGE-procedure as it is installed in GAP.
Section 7.1: We introduce the strategy of the MGE-procedure imple¬
mented in GAP. The procedure handles modules over Euclidean domains.
Since elements of a Euclidean domain S are not necessary invertible, torsion
in a module over S can arise and methods have to be developed in order
to handle such torsion elements. Moreover, also in parts caused by the fact
that elements are not necessarily units, vectors of great length with only few
nonzero entries that can become exceedingly large can occur as part of the
computation.
Section 7.2: We present a few examples of the results of MGE-procedure.
Moreover from these terminated MGE-procedure we construct submodule
presentations with a procedure as described in Chapter 6.
Section 7.3: We complete the chapter with a conclusion.

7.1 Implementation of the MGE-procedure in GAP

In this section we describe the MGE-procedure as it is implemented in GAP.
This implementation mainly uses the procedures as they were presented in

157
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Chapter 4; we highlight where it deviates. Moreover we also specify and
explain in closer detail certain features of the procedure which were not
mentioned in Chapter 4. We shall now describe the strategy of the MGE-
procedure in GAP.

7.1.1 Strategy

When we consider M. as a P-module, then by assumption At and P are

finitely presented and therefore At has a finite set of module-relations which
we denote by U, and moreover a finite set of relations R of the algebra P.
We assume that At is isomorphic to a finitely generated S'-module. The
MGE-procedure works in the following order:

1. A table with rows b\,... ,bn is initialised. Each row corresponds to a

possible S'-module generator b E B(o) and B(0) is a set in bijection to
the set of P-module generators Y' of At.

2. An empty coincidence stack Cp is initialised.

3. If not all elements of the ring S are invertible, then an empty torsion
sequence L is initialised.

4. By tracing their image in E, the coincidences caused by the module-
relations U C T of At will be computed and processed.

5. We now interleave the following two types of steps until "J_" no longer
appears as entry of the table.

(a) Certain coincidences caused by the finite set of algebra-relations
R will be traced, computed and processed: we will compute the
coincidences obtained from b.r for all b E Bu and r £ R. These

correspond to a certain finite subset of the set Rels, namely the
set of those elements y.wr with 7(y.w) E Bu.

(b) For every I E L we will compute I * x for all x E X and these
elements will be added to the coincidence stack.

6. We finally check for closure of the torsion sequence by completing any

remaining steps of type 5.(b).
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7.1.2 Storing Elements

Storing Elements of (B)s

At all times we work with elements of the free module T in order to obtain

5-linear dependencies between these. Whenever an element / G T is needed
in the course of the procedure, for instance if it is a relation or the prefix of a
relation, we aim to express it in terms of the free module (B)s■ The elements
of this are called vectors. Whenever necessary, an element b 6 B\B is
assigned to a prefix y.w of a summand of /. If the MGE-procedure terminates
then a finite number of such assignments have become necessary. This leads
to a finitely generated free module (B) and every bi € B = {&i,... bn}, with
hi := l{V-w)i is a vector of length n with bi = [0,..., 1,0... 0] where the
entry 1 can be found at the z-th position.

The vector-form is used to store the elements of Cp, L and the entries
of the table T. If it is expected that a module A4 will lead to phases in the
procedure where big generating sets B become necessary and therefore large
vectors have to be handled, an option to handle specially vectors that are
sparse is available.

Elements of T

Whenever a box prod(6, x) or r(, of T has been filled it contains a vector
v € (B) (not necessarily (Bu)s)■ If a box has not been filled it contains
as entry "_L" which is a symbol for empty or unknown. This symbol is
represented by the GAP object fail.

Storing elements of T

In the MGE-procedure we consider the P-module Ad as a module over the
free algebra A where it is a quotient-module of the free module T with
generating set Y. We store preimages of b € Bu in the multiplication table.
Each b € Bu either corresponds to a module generator y G Y or has been
defined as the image of a prefix p]r under the map p. Since every such prefix
p\r is of the form p]r = y.w for y € Y and w e X* we can present 7-1(&) as
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a list

[y, *]]

stating the module generator y and the word w = x\ ... xt.

7.1.3 Root Procedure

While tracing the image of a relation, the MGE-procedure accesses certain
entries of the multiplication table. For reasons of performance those entries,
which are vectors v £ (B) are not adjusted immediately after a generator
b £ Bu has been deleted. Therefore when a prefix v = prod(6, x) has been
found such that v / u(v), we have to replace v by its undeleted image. This
so-called Root procedure is a recursive process as we define the undeleted
image as

Whenever we find in this process r^. / u^r^), the entry r^. in the table will
be replaced by ^(r^) immediately.

7.1.4 The Handling of Torsion Elements

As has been described before, possibly arising torsion elements lead to in¬
applicable coincidences. Whenever a coincidence c with b = HM(c) is
found, we aim eventually to replace the S'-module generator b £ B" by
HC(c) • RED(c). This however is only feasible if HC(c) is an invert-
ible element of S. We therefore distinguish between applicable coincidence
(HC(c) is invertible) and inapplicable coincidence (HC(c) is not invertible).

When coincidences are first detected they are stored in a stack Cp, irre¬
spective of the fact that they are applicable or inapplicable. Only when the
coincidences stored in Cp are inspected, using Clearing Coincidences,
will the handling differ and inapplicable coincidences will be inserted into
the torsion sequence L. This sequence is an ordered list and for the handling
of the elements of L we need mainly two routines:

1. The inserting of new inapplicable coincidences into L;
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2. Ensuring that the A-module closure of an element I E L, with respect
to all algebra-generators x E X, has been taken into consideration as

a possible further coincidence.

For a detailed description of the procedure of inserting inapplicable co¬

incidences into L compare Section 4.1.2, p. 87.
The ordering on the elements of L is not necessarily compatible with the

second routine of A-linear closure of elements of L. As was pointed out by
J. Miiller in private conversation, if we follow the given ordering by head
terms for computing the A-module closure, the closure of the elements at
the first position of L will be computed and information which should be
obtained from linearly closing inapplicable coincidences with smaller head
monomials possibly omitted. Computing the A-module closure of I E L
possibly involves new definition steps, the resulting elements ci,..., cm will
be stored in Cp and be processed. In the case that a Cj is an inapplicable
coincidence, Cj will again be inserted into L. If HC(cj) > HC(U) for all li E
L then Cj will be inserted at the first position of L. This might subsequently
lead to a loop if the procedure for A-module closure computes with those
elements stored at the beginning of the sequence. Instead we will introduce
a second ordering on the elements of L. This ordering shall depend on

the point of insertion of elements, and the A-module closure of L shall be
computed using this ordering.

Since the ordering by head monomials of elements of L plays an im¬
portant role in the handling of the inapplicable vectors we will ensure that
the information of the deleting of an S'-module generator will be applied
to the elements contained in L immediately, in contrast to the elements of
Cp. It is an essential part of the proof of correctness that we are only given
elements in L which are contained in (Bu). Moreover we must ensure that
only coincidences which are inapplicable are contained in L. Therefore, when
an applicable coincidence c with HM(c) = b occurs we will then scan the
elements of L to see if they contain a summand generated by b. If so the
respective element will be replaced by its undeleted image.

To be precise, if we apply an applicable coincidence c we will check
the elements of L to see if the vector b = HM(c) generates a non-trivial
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summand of an entry I e L. If so, and if this summand is not HM(l) itself
we then will replace I := If, however, HM{c) = HM(l), then we
will remove I from the list L altogether. We will add I to Cp where it will
be processed as a coincidence at a later stage again. Only then will the
procedure be able to decide if u(l) is an applicable coincidence or not.

The Euclidean algorithm

An algorithm for computing the extended Euclidean algorithm can be found
in GAP. This algorithm is used in the routine handling inapplicable
Coincidences. For an entry I e L and inapplicable coincidence c with
HM{1) = HM(c) it computes the greatest common divisor p := s\-HC{l)-\-
S2 ■ HC(c), the coefficients si and S2 and moreover coefficients ti and t2 such
that t\ ■ HC(l) + t2 ■ HC(c) = 0.

7.1.5 Lookahead

Different strategies have been developed for coset enumeration. The MGE-
procedure is based on the HLT-strategy, developed by Haselgrove, Leech
and Trotter, see [20, 44, 9], The HLT-strategy for coset enumeration can
be interpreted in the sense that the main objective is to obtain coincidences
as quickly as possible, even if it is to the cost of having to make many

definitions in order to assign names to new cosets. Other strategies in coset-
enumeration try to avoid new definitions when possible and deduce possible
coincidences of cosets by using the two-sided search. For instance in the
Felsch-strategy [14, 9] every new definition is followed by a scan of the whole
multiplication table in order to check if further coincidences can be deduced.

In the case of the MGE-procedure we handle right modules, that is the
action of the algebra on the elements of A4 is from the right hand side, so
the search for coincidences in an MGE-procedure can only be a one-sided
approach. Moreover, as the generators a; € A of the algebra P are elements
of a monoid X*, a generator x can only be considered to be invertible when
there are elements rq = x.x' = 1 and r;2 = x'.x contained in the set of
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algebra relations R; a deduction of the form

bi* x = bj =>• bj * x'1 = bi

can only be made if relations as above are given. It follows that coincidences
in the MGE-procedure must mainly be obtained by a full search, similarly to
the HLT-strategy. This implies that generally many more definition steps
take place compared to, for instance, a Felsch strategy and consequently
a HLT-strategy can lead to a fast increase in the use of memory-space.
In the case of coset-enumeration, the so-called lookahead method has been
developed (described for instance in [9]). Lookahead methods mainly aim
to combine periods of HLT-strategy with periods of intensive search of the
multiplication table for possible deductions.

A version of the lookahead method is used in the MGE-procedure in
order to detect those coincidences which already he in the ^-linear span of
the so-far defined generators but which otherwise might have been found
only at a later stage after many further definitions might have taken place.
Phases where many definitions take place and where the table grows quickly,
possibly followed by phases of many collapses when coincidences are found,
are avoided this way.

The MGE-procedure, as it is implemented in GAP, begins by examining
all the module-relations which then are added to Cp and eventually are

processed. Then, for each b 6 Bu, beginning with b\ and following the
ordering given by the indices, every algebra-relation r £ R will be applied
to b. After a certain number of definitions (the definite number has been
decided on a priori) the lookahead mode is called.

This leads to scanning the remaining rows of the table for possible co¬

incidences without any further definitions in order to obtain coincidences.
Accordingly, such a search is not necessarily full and only in some cases

will new coincidences be obtained. If however coincidences have been found

then this means that memory space has been saved. In particular in the
case where a coincidence is caused by an algebra-relation applied to be B"
with comparatively big index it is likely that unnecessary definitions have
been avoided.
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Subsequent to this call of lookahead the normal search for coincidences
will proceed, applied at that generator b 6 Bu (in the case that b has not been
deleted in the meantime) and that relation where lookahead had initially
been invoked.

Note that there is an important difference between lookahead in coset
enumeration and that in the MGE-procedure. If in a coset enumeration a

coincidence is found this leads to setting cosets gq and gi2 equal. Suppose
that gi2 is the one which is going to get deleted (gi2 > gi^. Only in the
case that cosets gij have been assigned to both the products gtj .x for j G
{1,2} and a group generator x, does such a coincidence above lead to a

consequence. If only g;2 := gi2.x has been assigned then we can simply
deduce that gi2 ~ g^.x. Then the process of computing a coincidence does
not lead to a new definition step.

This is substantially different to the way coincidences are handled in
the MGE-procedure. Here, whenever we find an applicable coincidence c =

Y^iLi ' h, we have bm = HM(c), if bm * x E (B) and then computing
the according consequence c ★ x might lead to many new definition steps.
Therefore in order to handle the consequences of applicable coincidences we

must allow that further definition steps can be made in the lookahead mode
of the MGE-procedure.

In the current implementation of the MGE-procedure in GAP the looka¬
head procedure is called for the first time after 10 definitions have been
made, thereafter every time the length of the table doubles. If the length of
the table exceeds 500 then it will be invoked again after 500 definition steps
have taken place.

7.2 Examples and Runtimes

We present the results and runtimes of some examples the presentations of
which can be found in the appendix. The main problem has been found to
be exceedingly large entries of the torsion sequence but also large entries of
the multiplication table.

The second column of Table 7.1 on p. 165 states the length of the multipli-
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Table 7.1: Examples of Performance of the MGE-procedure
module total "rank" of Length del. del. runtime

length of T Ms of L lookahead

Ad i 13 (39) 2 1 11 0 0:00:00.020

M[ 321 (2121) 0 0 265 56 0:00:00.990

m2 14 (40) 3 3 8 3 0:00:00.020

m'2 177 (1684) 2 0 160 15 0:00:00.340

M'i ? ? ? ?

Ad 3 11 (35) 2 0 9 0 0:00:00.010

M'3 ? ? ? ?

Mi 18 (40) 2 0 12 4 0:00:00.020

M'4 177 (1051) 0 0 51 126 0:00:00.370

Ad5 17 (55) 4 0 13 0 0:00:00.020

M6 14 (45) 3 0 11 0 0:00:00.020

M'6 ? ? ? ?

Mj 26 (109) 2 0 15 9 0:00:00.040

M'7 388 (1153) 0 0 58 330 0:00:00.600

M8 16 (47) 3 0 13 0 0:00:00.010

Adg 122 ( error) 4 4 42 76 0:00:00.940

Ad io 2060 660 0 710 690 0:00:30.630

Ad io 3022 720 60 748 1554 0:01:57.910

Adu 7083 720 0 2778 3585 0:04:42.140

Ad 12 1703 163 103 39 1501 0:06:44.470

Ad 13 617 70 0 250 297 0:00:04.860

Ad 14 10369 826 0 951 8592 5:59:25.060

M15 2687 289 109 584 1814 0:20:09.280

Ad 16 2381 272 272 72 2037 0:01:17.860

Ad 17 166 1 1 20 145 0:50:54.630

Ad 18 7527 2448 0 2956 2123 0:09:18.290

Adig 2984 544 544 34 2406 0:18:25.810

Ad 20 2125 264 0 1288 573 0:10:48.220
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cation table. This corresponds to the total number of definitions which were

necessary in order to compute the 5-module generating set of the respective
module. The numbers enclosed in brackets are the numbers of definitions

necessary in an earlier version of the procedure.
The third column, titled with "rank" of Ms gives the number of gen¬

erators which were found to be necessary at the point of termination. This
number differs from the usual definition of the rank of a module: in this

case we mean the number of the generators of the free submodule together
with the generators of the torsion submodule.

The fourth column gives the length of the torsion sequence and therefore
the number of torsion generators of the respective module. The columns
five and six state the number of generators which have been deleted in the
course of the procedure: the column "del. lookahead" gives the number of
generators which have been deleted in the Lookahead mode, the column
"del." the ones which have been deleted in the normal mode. The last

column states the time needed in order for the procedure to terminate which
is measured in "hours: minutes: seconds, milliseconds".

The rows where as results question marks are given have been obtained
from computations of modules of derived sequences of polycyclic groups. In
the given cases the MGE-procedure had not terminated after 10 hours. As
the numbers produced by the respective computations had been large the
procedures had then been interrupted.

Large Entries

Prom the above we can see that some of the procedures take much longer
for the computation where the respective sets of generators do not appear

overly large. The reason for this are often the numbers the procedure has
to handle. These large numbers can be found in the torsion sequences but
also in the matrices that describe the action of the generators iflon the
S'-module generators. We have chosen only some of the modules above to
show entries of the respective sequences and matrices. In Table 7.2 we give
examples of largest entries found in the respective torsion sequences of some
of the modules of Table 7.1.
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In Table 7.3 we state the largest entries found in the matrices of some of
the modules of Table 7.1. Since Mn is a P-module, where P is generated
by four elements, we state in Table 7.3 the entry of each of the matrices
describing the action of the respective generator. As can be seen in Table
7.1 the computation of the generating set of At 17 took comparatively long.

Table 7.2: Torsion sequence entries

module Length maximal
of L Element

Alio 60 177146

All2 103 3

A415 109 3

A4i6 272 19682

A4i7 1 2

AIIS 0 -

At 19 544 2

Table 7.3: Matrix entries

module "rank" of largest
A4s element 1

At 9 4 10'22
At 17 1 1Q158324
Afi7 1 1Q60744
A4i7 1 10167945
A4i7 1 10171342
At 19 544 -280348

Computing Submodule-Presentations

In Table 7.4 we show the result of the computation of presentations of sub-
modules Mi which belong to some of the modules AT from Table 7.1. The

1The largest element by absolute value
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second column gives the number of generators of the module A/*; and the
third column states the time necessary for computing these generators. In
columns four and five we state the size of the sets Z\ and Z2 respectively.
In the last column we state the runtime of the computation of the relations
Z\ u Zi-

Table 7.4: Submodule Presentations

quotient no. of submodule runtime size of size of runtime

module generators ^2
M15 728 0:00:01.510 2601 460 0:00:25.280

499 0:00:01.860 918 466 00:14.890

A42o 1322 0:00:07.370 8976 10 0:23:40.660

7.3 Conclusion

The main bottle-neck in the MGE-procedure seems to be the exceedingly
large numbers which are possibly produced in the course of the compu¬

tation as entries of the multiplication table and of the torsion sequence.

With respect to the torsion sequence, tests have been made using the LLL-
algorithm (for a description of this algorithm see [22]). Unfortunately it has
been found that this algorithm does not necessarily improve the performance
as part of the Handle Inapplicable Coincidences procedure consists of
ordering the entries in a certain order which then negates the effect of the
LLL-algorithm.

It is very likely that the MGE-procedure can be extended to the case of
modules over general Euclidean domains and even principal ideal domains.
Theorem 1.2.1 has been proved for such modules. Moreover, in the case

of ideals of a principal ideal S the greatest common divisor of elements
k, A G S is that element /i G S such that (k, A) = (//) for the respective
ideals generated by these elements.

So in the case that certain computability conditions are satisfied by the
PID, for instance that the GCD not only exists but can be computed as

well, inapplicable coincidences could possibly be handled in a similar way.
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The MGE-procedure however has been implemented in GAP only for mod¬
ules over Euclidean domains, therefore this has not been thought through
completely.



Appendix A

Presentations

Presentation M. \ up to .Ad 20

The example corresponds to the FpExamples(2, 4) from the IPCQ-
package of GAP;

-M2 corresponds to FpExamples(2, 10);

m3 corresponds to FpExamples(2, 11);

m4 corresponds to FpExamples(2, 12);

m5 corresponds to FpExamples(2, 13);

corresponds to FpExamples(2, 14);

m7 corresponds to FpExamples(2, 15);

00 corresponds to FpExamples(2, 16);

mg corresponds to FpExamples(3, 4);

If modules have been denoted A4 • and M" then they have been obtained
from the first step, or respectively the second, of the derived series.

Presentation A4io

This example has been translated into the setting of modules and has been
obtained from the presentation of P5L2(11) | e as in [39]. It has the
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module-presentation:

Mw = (y)p, P = (xi,x2,x3 | R)z

where

R = {xi.x3 - 1, x3.xi - 1, x^1 - 1, (xi.x2)3 - 1,

(xf.x2.xf.x2)2 - l,x| - 1}.

Moreover we set

Alio = (2/1,2/2 I 3 • y2.xi - yi)p.

Presentation Alu

This is a presentation of L2(8) (see the Atlas [11]) translated into the setting
of algebras with an additional module-relation:

Alii := (y | y.xi - y)P, P := (xi, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6 | R )z!

where R {X1.X4 — 1, X4.X1 — 1, x2.xs — 1, xs.x2 — 1,

x3.x6-l,x6.x3-l,x];1-l,®;j--l,x|-l, (xf .X3)3 1, (x2.x2)2 1, (xi.x2.x3)3-l,
X5.Xl.X2.X4 - l,X6.x2.x3.xf — 1}.

Presentation A412

This is a presentation of A5 translated into the setting of modules. The
module A4 is of rank 3 and has further module-relations:

Xii2 := (2/1,2/2,2/3 I yi-xi + 2 -y2,3 -y3)p, P ■= (xi, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6 | R)z;

with algebra-relations i? := {((x^x.,)2 — lVl<z^j<3,

xf - 1, x\ - l,xj{ - 1}.
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Presentation A4\3

A presentation obtained from S. Linton:

M13 = (y)p, P = (xi,x2, x3, x4, x$ | R)z
which is a standard example for tests for commutative Grobner bases.

R := {xiXj - XjXiV1 <i,j < 5, x\ + x2 + 0:3 + x4 + x5, x4x2 + 2:22:3 + ^3^4+

X4x5 + X5Xl,XlX2X3 + X2X3X4 + X3X4X5 + X4X5X\ + X5XxX2,

X4X2X3X4 + X2X3X4X3 + X3X4X3Xl + X4X3X\X2 + X3X\X2X3X4, X\X2X3X4X3 — 1}

Presentation Adi4

A presentation obtained from S. Linton:

Mm = (y)P, P = (xi,x2,x3, X4,x5, x6, x7 \ R)z

which is a standard example for tests for commutative Grobner bases.

R = {x^j — XjxNl <i,j < 7, x\ + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 + x7,
6 5

Y XiXi+1 + X7Xi, Y, xixi+lxi+2 + X6X7Xi + 2:72:10:2,
i= 1 i=l

4

Y, xixi+lxi+2xi+3 + X5X6X7Xx + + 2:72:i2:22;3,
i=1

3

Y,xixi+lxi+2xi+3xi+4+x4x5x6x7xl+x5x6x7xlx2+x6x7xlx2x3+x7xlx2x3x4,
2=1

XlX2X3X4X5Xe-\-X2X3X4X5XeX7-\-X3X4X3X6X7Xi+X4X3XeX7XiX2+X3XQX7XlX2X3+

x3x7x\x2x3x4 + x7xix2x3x4x3, XI2;22;32:42:5X62;7 — 1}

Presentation At 15

This is a presentation of A5 translated into the setting of algebras, the
module A4 is of rank 5 and has further module-relations:

M15 := (2/1,2/2,2/3,2/4,2/5 I Vi-xi+2-y2,3-y3)p, P := (xi,x2lx3,x4,x5,xe | R)z;

R := {((XiXj)2 — 1V1 < i ^ j < 3, x\ — 1, x\ — 1,2:3 — 1}.
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Presentation Mie

This is a presentation of L2(17) translated into the setting of algebras. The
module At is a module of rank 1 over this algebra and has additional module-
relations:

Adi6 := (y | y.x2X\X2 — 3 • y)p

P := (xi, x2 | x\ - 1, x\ - 1, (xix2)4 - 1, (x2x2)3 - l)z;

Presentation Afi7

The given algebra-presentation is a presentation of L(3) translated into the
setting of algebras.

Mn = (y\U)p, P = (xi,x2,x3,x4\ R)z

The module Af is a module of rank 1 over this algebra and has additional
module-relations:

U := {y.(x1x2xi)2-y.x2xi,y.xi+y.xj+y.xl+y.xf-y.x2-y.xl, 2-y, y.(xix2)2-y.x^xi}

R :— Xi.Xi+2 — 1 for i € {1, 2}, x;.£j_2 — 1 for i € {3,4}, x\ — 1, x\ — 1,

(X!X2)4 - 1, (xfx2)4 - 1, (X3X2)3 - l,xf(x2xfx2)2X3X4X3X4X3X4 - 1

Presentation Afi8

The given algebra-presentation is a presentation of L2(17) translated into
the setting of algebras.

Adis = (yi, 2/2 | U)p P = (xi, x2 | R)z

The module Af22 is a module of rank 2 over this algebra. The algebra has
relations

R= {x2 - 1, (Z1Z2)4 - 1, (x?X2)3 - 1, xf - 1},
the module has the additional module-relations

U = {yi.x2 - yi + 3 • y\.x\, y\.xi + yi.xix2 + yi-xix2xi + y.x2xi + yi.xi}.
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Presentation M\g

The given algebra-presentation is a presentation of 1/2(17) translated into
the setting of algebras. The given module is of rank 1 over this algebra,

Mig = {y\U)p P=(xi,x2\R)z

The algebra has relations

R = {x2 - 1, (xix2)4 - 1, (x\x2)3 - 1, x? - 1},

the module has the additional module-relations

U := {y.(x2xf)3 -3 • y; y.xi - y + 3 • y.x\}.

Presentation AA.2q

M2q := (yi)p, P ■= (xi,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6 | R)(z{ny,

R := {xi -X4, X4 -Xl, X2 *®5) ^5 '^2) X3 -X6, X6 -X3, 16-Xi +Xi -Xi, 16-X4 + X4 -X4,

16 • x2 + X2 • x2,16 • x5 + x5 • x5,16 • X3 + X3 • X3,

16-X6+X6-X6, X1-X6+ 16-X6-X1, X3-X4+ 16-X4-X3, x\-X3+ 16-X3-Xi, 16-X4-X6+X6"X4,

9■xi + 8• X2 + 11•X4 + 6•X5 + 7•xi■X4 + 10•X2■X5 + 7•X4•xi + 10•X5•X2+

2 • xi • X2 • xi + 15 • xi • X2 • X4 + 15 • xi • X5 • xi + 2 • xi • X5 • X4+

15 • X2 • Xl • x2 + 2 • X2 • Xl • X5 + 2 • X2 • X4 • X2 + 15 • X2 • X4 • X5 + 15 • X4 • X2 • Xi+

2 • X4 • X2 • X4 + 2 • X4 • X5 • xi 15 • X4 • X5 • X4 + 2 • X5 • xi • X2 + 15 • X5 ■ xi • X5+

15 • X5 • X4 • X2 + 2 • X5 • X4 • X5,5 • xi + 12 • X2 + 9 ■ X4 + 8 • X5 + 15 • xi • X4+

13 • X2 • X4 + 15 • X2 • X5 + 2 • X4 • xi + 4 • X5 • xi + 2 • X5 • X2 + 3 • xi • X2 • xi+

3 • xi • X2 • X4 + 14 • xi • X5 • xi + 14 • xi • X5 • X4+

14 • X2 • Xi • X2 + 3 • X2 • Xi ■ X5 + 3 • X2 • X4 ■ X2 + 14 • X2 • X4 • X5+

14 • X4 • X2 • xi + 14 • X4 • X2 • X4 + 3 • X4 • X5 ■ xi + 3 • X4 • X5 • X4+
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14-X5-XI-X2+3-X5"XI-X5+3-X5-X4-X2+ 14-X5-X4-X5, 3-X1+ 14-X2+ 14-X4+3-X5+ 12-X1-X4+

4-X2-X4+ 9-X2-X5+8-X4-Xi + 13-X5-Xi + 5-X5-X2+ 12-Xl-X2-Xl + 16-Xi"X2-X4+

5-Xl-X5-Xl+Xi-X5-X4+5-X2-Xi-X2+ 12-X2-Xi-X5+ 12-X2"X4-X2+5-X2-X4-X5+5-X4-X2-Xi+

X4-X2-X4+ 12-X4-X5-Xi+ 16-X4-X5-X4+X5-Xl-X2+ 16-X5-Xi-X5+ 16-X5-X4-X2+X5"X4-X5,

5-XI + 12-X2+9-X4+8-X5+2-XI-X4+4-XI-X5+2-X2-X5 + 15-X4-XI + 13-X4-X2+

15 • X5 • X2 + 3 • XI • X2 • XI + 14 • XI • X2 • X4+

14 • Xi • X5 • Xi + 3 • X\ • X5 • X4 + 14 • X2 • Xi • X2+

14 • X2 • Xi • X5 + 3 • X2 • X4 • X2 + 3 • X2 • X4 • X5 + 3 • X4 • X2 • XJ.+

14 • X4 • X2 • X4 + 14 • X4 • X5 • X\+

3 • X4 • X5 • X4 + 3 • X5 • Xi • X2 + 3 • X5 • Xi • X5+

14 • X5 • X4 • X2 + 14 • X5 • X4 • X5, 4 • Xi + 13 • X2 + 4 ■ X4 + 13 • X5 + 11 • Xi • X4+

4 • Xi • X5 + 13 • X2 • X4 + 6 • X2 • X5 + 11 • X4 • Xi + 13 • X4 • X2 + 4 • X5 • Xi+

6 • X5 • X2 + 16 ■ Xi ■ X2 • Xi + 10 ■ Xi ■ X2 ■ X4 + 7 •Xi • X5 • Xi + Xi • X5 • X4 + X2 • Xi ■ X2+

7 • X2 • xj • X5 + 10 • X2 • X4 • X2 + 16 • X2 • X4 • X5 -(- 10 • X4 • X2 • xi + 16 • X4 • X2 • X4+

X4 • X5 • x 1 + 7 • X4 • X5 • X4 + 7 • X5 • x 1 •X2+X5 •xi • X5 +16 • X5 • X4 • X2 +10 • X5 • X4 • X5,

12 • xi + 5 • X2 + 8 • X4 + 9 • X5 + 14 • xi • X4 + 4 ■ xi • X5 + 8 • X2 • X4 + 8 • X2 • X5+

9 • X4 • xi + 13 • X4 • X2 + 9 • X5 • xi + 3 • X5 • X2 + 14 ■ xi • X2 ■ xi + 3 • xi • X2 • X4+

12 ■ xi • X5 • xi + 6 • xi • X5 • X4 + 3 • X2 • xi • X2 + 12 • X2 • xi • X5+

5 • X2 • X4 • X2 + 14 • X2 • X4 • X5 + 5 • X4 • X2 ■ Xi + 11 • X4 • X2 • X4+

3 ■ X4 • X5 • xi + 14 • X4 ■ X5 • X4 + 14 • X5 • xi • X2 + 6 ■ X5 • xi • X5+

11 • X5 ■ X4 • X2 + 3 • X5 • X4 • X5,

3 • xi + 14 • X2 + 14 • X4 + 3 • X5 + 8 • xi • X4 + 13 • xi • X5+

5 • X2 • X5 + 12 • X4 • xi + 4 • X4 • X2 + 9 • X5 • X2 + 12 • xi ■ X2 • xi+

5 • xi • X2 • X4 + 5 • xi • X5 • xi + 12 • Xi • X5 • X4 + 5 • X2 • xi • X2+
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X2 ■ X\ • X5 + 12 • X2 • X4 ■ X2 + 16 • X2 • %4 • X5 + 16 • X4 ■ X2 • X\ + X\ ■ X2 • X4+

X4 ■ X5 ■ x\ +16 • X4 • X5 • X4 +12 • X5 ■xi ■ X2 +16 • X5 ■ x 1 • X5+ 5 • X5 ■ X4 ■ X2+ X5 ■ X4 ■ X5,

12 • x\ + 5 • X2 + 8 • X4 + 9 • £5 + 9 • x\ • X4 + 9 • x\ ■ x$ + 13 • X2 ■ X4+

3 • X2 ■ X5 + 14 • X4 ■ x\ + 8 • X4 ■ X2 + 4 • £5 • £1+

8 • £5 • X2+

14 • x\ ■ X2 ■ x\ + 5 • x\ ■ X2 ■ X4+

12 • x\ ■ X5 • x\ + 3 • x\ ■ X5 • X4 + 3 • X2 ■ x\ ■ X2+

14 • X2 ■ X\ ■ X5 + 5 • X2 ■ X4 ■ X2 + 11 • X2 • X4 ■ X5+

3 • X4 ■ X2 ■ x\ + 11 • X4 ■ X2 • X4+

6-X4-X5-X1 + 14-X4-X5-X4+ 12-X5-X1 -X2+6-a;5-Xi-X5+ 14-X5-X4-X2+3-X5-a;4-X5,

11-XI+6-X2+3-X4+14-X5+2-XI-X4+9-XI-X5+8-X2'X4+ 15-X2-X5+2-X4-XI+8-X4-X2+

9 • X5 • xx +15 • X5 • X2 +10 • XI • X2 • XI +10 • XI • X2 • X4 + 6 • XI • X5 • XI + XI • X5 • X4+

7-X2-XI-X2+7-X2-XI*X5+ 11-X2,X4-X2+ 16-X2,X4*X5+ 10-X4'X2-XI+ 15-X4-X2-X4+

X4 • X5 • Xi + X4 • X5 • X4 + 7 • X5 ■ XI • X2+

2 • X5 • xi ■ X5 + 16 • X5 • X4 • X2 + 16 • X5 • X4 • X5,

9-X2+8-X3+ 11-X5+6-X6+7-X2-X5+ 10-X3-X6+7-X5-X2+ 10-X6-X3+2-X2-X3-X2+ 15-X2-X3-X5+

15 • x2 • X6 • X2 + 2 • x2 • X6 • X5 + 15 • x3 • x2 • X3 + 2 • x3 • x2 • X6 + 2 • x3 • x5 • x3+

15 • x3 • x5 • x6+

15-X5-X3-X2+2-X5-X3-X5+2-X5-X6-X2+ 15-X5-X6-X5+2-X6-X2-X3+ 15-X6-X2-X6+

15-X6-X5-X3+2-X6-X5-X6, 5-X2+12-X3+9-X5+8-X6+15-X2-X5+13-X3-X5+15-X3-X6+2-X5-X2+

4 • x6 • x2 + 2 • X6 ■ X3 + 3 • X2 • X3 • X2 + 3 • X2 • X3 • x5 +14 • x2 • X6 • X2 +14 • x2 ■ X6 • X5+

14 • x3 • x2 ■ X3 + 3 • x3 • x2 • X6 + 3 • x3 • X5 • x3+

14 • x3 • X5 • X6 + 14 • x5 • x3 • x2 + 14 • x5 • x3 • x5 + 3 • x5 • x6 • x2+

3 • x5 • X6 • X5 + 14 • x6 • X2 • X3 + 3 • x6 • x2 • X6 + 3 • x6 • X5 • x3 + 14 • X6 • X5 • x6,
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3-X2+14-X3+14-X5+3-a;6+12-X2-3;5+4'X3-X5+9-a:3-X6+8-X5-X2+13-X6-X2+5-a;6-a;3+

12-X2-X3-X2+ 16-X2-X3-X5+5-X2-X6-X2+X2-X6-X5+ 5-X3-X2-X3+ 12-X3-X2'X6+

12-X3-X5-X3+ 5-X3-X5-X6+5-X5-X3-X2+X5-X3-X5+ 12-X5-X6-X2+ 16-X5-X6-X5+

X6 • X2 • X3 + 16 • X6 • X2 • X6 + 16 • x6 • x5 • x3 + X6 • X5 • xq,

5-X2+12-X3+9-X5+8-X6+2-X2-X5+4-X2-X6+2-X3-X6+15-X5-X2+13-X5-X3+15-X6-X3+

3 • x2 • X3 • x2 + 14 • x2 • X3 • x5 + 14 • x2 • X6 • X2 + 3 • X2 • X6 • X5 + 14 • x3 • x2 • X3+

14 • x3 • x2 • X6 + 3 • x3 • x5 • x3 + 3 • x3 • x5 • x6 + 3 • X5 • X3 • x2 + 14 • x5 • x3 • x5+

14-X5-X6'X2 +3-X5-X6-X5+3-X6-X2-X3+3-X6-X2-X6+ 14-X6-X5-X3+ 14-X6-X5-X6,

4-X2+ 13-X3+4-X5+13-X6+ 11-X2-X5+4-X2-X6+ 13-X3-X5+6-X3-X6+11-X5-X2+ 13-X5-X3+

4 • X6 • X2 + 6 • X6 • X3 +16 • x2 • X3 • x2 +10 • x2 • X3 ■ x5 + 7 • X2 • X6 • X2 + X2 • X6 • X5+

X3 • x2 • X3+

7-X3-X2-X6+ 10-X3-X5-X3+16-X3-X5-X6+ 10-X5-X3-X2+ 16-X5-X3-X5+X5-X6-X2+7-X5-X6-X5+

7-X6-X2-X3+X6-X2-X6+ 16-X6-X5-X3+ 10-X6-X5-X6, 12-X2+5-X3+8-X5+9-X6+ 14-X2-X5+4-X2-X6+

8-X3-X5+8-X3-X6+9-X5-X2+ 13-X5-X3+9-X6-X2+3-X6-X3+ 14-X2-X3-X2+3-X2-X3-X5+

12'X2-X6-X2+6-X2-X6-X5+3-X3-X2-X3+12-X3-X2-X6+5-X3-X5-X3+ 14-X3-X5-X6+5-X5-X3-X2+

11-X5-X3-X5+3-X5-X6-X2+ 14-X5-X6-X5+ 14-X6-X2-X3+6-X6-X2-X6+ 11-X6-X5-X3+3-X6-X5-X6,

3 • x2 + 14 • x3 + 14 ■ x5 + 3 • x6 + 8 • x2 • X5 + 13 • X2 • X6 + 5 • X3 • x6 + 12 • x5 • X2+

4 • x5 • x3 + 9 • x6 • X3 + 12 • x2 • X3 • x2 + 5 • x2 • x3 • x5 + 5 • X2 • X6 • x2+

12-X2-X6-X5+ 5-X3-X2-X3+X3-X2-X6+ 12-X3-X5-X3+ 16-X3-X5-X6+ 16-X5-X3-X2+

X5 • X3 • x5 + x5 • x6 • X2 + 16 • X5 • X6 • X5 + 12 • x6 • X2 • X3+

16-X6-X2-X6+5-X6-X5-X3+X6-X5-X6, 12-X2+5-X3+8-X5+9-X6+9-X2-X5+9-X2-X6 +

13-X3-X5+ 3-X3-X6 + 14-X5-X2+ 8-X5-X3+4-X6-X2+ 8-X6-X3 + 14-X2-X3-X2+

5-X2-X3-X5+ 12-X2-X6-X2+3-X2'X6-X5+3-X3-X2-X3+ 14-X3-X2-X6+ 5-X3-X5-X3+

11 • x3 • x5 • x6 + 3 • x5 • x3 • X2 + 11 • X5 • x3 • x5 + 6 ■ X5 • X6 ■ X2 + 14 ■ x5 • x6 • x5+
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12 • xe ■ x2 ■ x3 + 6 • xe ■ x2 ■ x6 + 14 • x6 ■ x5 ■ x3 + 3 • xe ■ x5 ■ x6,11 • x2 + 6 • x3+

3 • x5 + 14 • x6 + 2 • x2 ■ x5 + 9 • x2 • x6 + 8 • x3 ■ x5 + 15 • x3 • x6+

2 • x5 • x2 + 8 • x5 • x3 + 9 • X6 • x2 + 15 ■ x6 • x3+

10-X2-X3-X2+ 10-X2-X3-X5+6-X2-X6-X2+X2-X6-X5+7-X3-X2-X3+7-X3-X2-X6+ ll-X3-X5-X3+

16 • x3 • x5 • x6 + 10 • X5 • X3 ■ x2 + 15 • x5 • x3 • x5 + x5 ■ X6 • x2+

x5 • x6 • X5 + 7 • x6 • x2 • x3 + 2 • X6 • x2 ■ X6 + 16 • x6 • x5 • x3 + 16 • X6 • x5 • x6
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5, (P- 1)
X, (p. 3)
X*, (p. 3)
A = (X)s, (p. 3)
Rc A, (P- 4)
P=(X | R)s, (P- 4)
V = (Y')P, (P- 4)
U cV, (p. 5)
M={U)P, (p. 5)
M = (Y'\U)P, (p. 5)
R=(Y)A, (p. 5)

(p. 6)
U cf, (P- 7)
N = (UUYX*R)A, (P- 7)
©, (p. 8)
fi(/, a;),n(/, A),fi(y;), (p. 12)
Rels = {UuYX*R}, (P- 19)
p\r, (p. 21)

,(«/), (P- 23)
# = • • • }, (P- 23)
•%>' (p. 23)
5(t), (pp. 24, 27)
^(0 = F/AT^), (P- 25)
(-)A, (p. 24)
P(0' (PP- 24, 26)
S(t) = (B{l)X*)s, (pp. 24, 27)

A(0> (p. 28)
7(0, (P- 29)
%) c Sw/(Aw)A, (P- 32)
T(0' (P- 32)
HM(v),HC(v),HT(v), (p. 31)
RED{y) = HT{v) - v, (P- 31)
n, (P- 34)
u(o(v)> (p. 36)
Bu,Bd, (P- 36)
(b + T)*x, (P- 36)
r(0' (P- 37)

(P- 38)
L(0> (P- 38)
A(0' (p. 38)
T(o, (P- 40)
Cp, (P- 42)
Wei(v), (P- 50)

(P- 50)
H

vi v2, (P- 51)
HM(H), (P- 53)
s-pol(hi,h2), (p. 53)

H
vl ^ v2,

v
(p. 67)

r

C(0> (p. 94)
X(t) 5 (p. 95)
Ca, (P- 95)
n(0> (P- 96)
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MGE-basis, fa- 03)
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E, fa- 35)
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fa- 38)
—

5 (P- 38)
f2(u, a), fa- 39)

(P* 39)
^1, fa- 48)
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